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The IBM Electronic Typewriter 85 generates and uses radio frequency energy. If the 

IBM 85 is not installed and used in accordance with the operating instructions and 

the service manual, it may interfere with radio or television reception. The typewriter 

has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device 

pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 

rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such interference 

when operated in a residential area. 

If this typewriter interferes with radio or television reception, which can be 

determined by switching the typewriter off and on, the user is encouraged to try one 

or more of the following: 

e Move the receiving antenna on the radio or television 

e Relocate the typewriter in relation to the radio or television 

e Plug the typewriter into a different electrical outlet from the radio or television. 

If necessary, consult your IBM service representative. If anyone other than an IBM 

representative modifies the typewriter and it causes interference, the user is 

responsible for correcting the interference. 

Second Edition (April 1983) 

Described herein are basic procedures for using the |BM Electronic Typewriter 85. 

However, the principles involved are adaptable to many different operations. 

This manual contains examples of business forms and reports with the names of 

persons, companies, brands, and products. Ail of these names are fictitious. 

Publications are not stocked at the address below. For copies, contact your IBM 

representative or nearest [BM branch office. 

Should you have any comments or suggestions concerning this manual, use the 

reader’s comment form in the back of this book. If the form has been removed, 

simply address your comments to the |BM Corporation, Dept. F98/962-3, 

740 New Circle Road N.W., Lexington, KY 40511. 

Information you supply may be used by 1BM without obligation. You may, of 

course, use it yourself. Necessary changes will be made in later editions of the 

manual, 

References to [BM products, programs, or services do not imply that IBM intends to 

make them available outside the United States. 

©Copyright International Business Machines Corporation, 1982, 1983 
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Preface Welcome to electronic typing! Your new IBM Electronic 

Typewriter 85 is designed to make your typing faster, easier, and 

more enjoyable. This book is designed to be used with a standard 

IBM 85. If you have a custom typewriter or a long-carriage 

typewriter, some of the details may vary. 

This book is divided into ten sections. Read the book and do the 

practices in the sections marked with a check mark below. Use 

the other sections when you need them. 

The chart below is color-keyed to the sections of this manual. To 

locate a section quickly, identify the section color and turn to 

that color by locating it on the edge of the book. 

Prerequisite 

Section Section 

Preparation 

Automatic Features 

Phrase Storage 

Document Storage 

Tables 

ed coy orey a dColar-] iss ex-e lays] 1 

Bells, Lights, What Happened? 

More Information 

As you go through this book, read the instructions and do the 

practices in the shaded areas. Use the pull-out reference cards 

beneath the typewriter for a quick reminder about how to 

operate the typewriter. 



Guidelines to 

Learning 

Follow these guidelines while learning: 

e Take the time. Set aside specific amounts of time for each 

section. You may not want to complete all of the sections 

at one time. 

e Read carefully. The general instructions are presented in 

short, easy steps. These instructions will help you under- 

stand and learn the automatic features of your typewriter. 

e Do each practice. Type the practices that appear in shaded 

areas. 

Type practices appearing in shaded areas like this. 

e Review. Read the instructions and repeat the practices as 

needed. 

After you have completed the practices, you should be 

familiar with operating your IBM Electronic Typewriter 85. 

However, only time and practice will let you feel completely 

comfortable with your typewriter. As you do your own work, 

look for ways to use the automatic features that you’ve 

learned. 

e Have a question? Refer to the pull-out cards and 

also use this manual as a reference. An index has been 

provided. For additional information, refer to the following 

sections in this manual: 

— Bells, Lights, What Happened? 

— More Information 

e Supplies needed. Before you begin learning how to 

Operate your typewriter, you need these supplies: 

this manual, pencil, paper, typewriter ribbon, 

correction tape and a type element. For additional supply 

information, see the Supplies, Care, and Maintenance 

section. 

We recommend that you use a 10- or 12-pitch type element until 

you reach the porportional spacing section. If you have on/y 

proportional spacing elements, use one of them. Be sure to 

follow the directions for proportional spacing. 
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Safety Information 

While operating the 

typewriter 

While setting up the 

typewriter 

Keep hair and personal articles out of the printing and ribbon 

area when the typewriter is on, to prevent them from getting 

caught on the rotating shaft in the machine. Be sure to comply 

with this warning and ask others to do so. 

Place the back of the typewriter at least 1 inch (25.4 mm) and 

the sides at least 2%4 inches (63.5 mm) away from a wall or other 

surface. This allows the exhaust air from the rear vent to flow 

freely. 

The IBM Typewriter 85 meets the standard set by the Interna- 

tional Electrotechnical Commission and other national standards. 

Conformance to these standards protects you from electric 

shock. The IBM 85 does not need to be grounded; therefore, a 

nongrounding type (two-wire) power supply cord is used. 

For continuing protection against electric shock: 

e Only plug the typewriter into an electrical outlet with the 

same voltage as that on the voltage rating plate. 

e If the typewriter needs to be serviced, call a qualified service 

person. 

e Only identical replacement parts should be used. 
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Preparation 

Automatic Features 

Contents 

PoOwer/SwitCh: «4.2% cascéss aa eaees¥Ge eedaweae awe e eee S 1-1 

On/Off SWITCH: 822426 oe tsiawet ese Goon dia Gawd deeds 1-1 

Sound Hood and Visor... .... 0. cee ee ees 1-2 

Choosing a Type Element.......... 002 eee eee eee 1-3 

Putting ona Type Element............ cee eee eee 1-4 

Removing a Type Element .......... 0.0. c cece eee eee 1-5 

Pitch H6VGF s so0s eoe asada dee dane ene ia ate Seis eles 1-6 

Margit SCales: e.g 0esa tae wR ede was eee eee ee eae eae 1-6 

Paper Centering Scale... 0... .. cc cc eee 1-7 

Paper Edge Guide ...cia ccc sc ciwedwederteneeee a eada ce 1-7 

Page-End Indicator ........ ccc cee ee eee 1-8 

Line Space Lever... ..... cece eee eee 1-8 

Semi-Automatically Inserting Paper ............0000 0 eae 1-9 

To semi-automatically insert paper............-.005- 1-9 

Platen Varlabléis ccc aicceaady ae da e oan Matias aoe eee as 1-10 

Repeat (Typematic) Keys... ...... 0. cee ee eee 1-10 

COG ERO Y iste cede 5 et avaeh send w din acai wie we ema -tretasele ls bee 2-1 

TOUS6 COdE! ois Se miicacn aw dhebeet aed Eee ewe hes 2-1 

ManGiNSis ce cisew S <.cce a alee oo ke Sete aaa ee os carbene He 2-2 

To set the left margin... 0... cee eee es 2-2 

TO set the right:Margin cccciadcwancsaadceaceseaed s 2-2 

To change or release the left margin ............00005 2-3 

To change the right margin... 1... .. 0. eee es 2-3 

TADS: ¢ a.ahesi acd erste Sears Gb ae E BAe Rha a ah Ba, 44 ew 2-4 

TO SOt a tab. i 2ee daca aku s oe eh hee oe de due e ena es 2-4 

To clear atab you set... .... cee ee es 2-4 

To clear all tabs at ONCE... Le ees 2-5 

Saving margin and tab settings.............00 eee eee 2-5 

Using One-Line Memory to Correct Errors ............045 2-6 

To correct an error you notice immediately ...........2-6 

To correct errors farther back on the line without 

erasing the entire line .......... 00. eee eee 2-7 

To correct errors after the carrier return. .............005 2-8 

Automatic Carrier Return... 0... ee eee 2-9 

To use Auto Return .. 0... ee ees 2-9 

CONLEM NG iid & arvana oie Ques 9 Ow Bake bad are eee ae 2-11 

Bee (=) 9 =) ae 2-11 

Wndenlining: «cece 0s keane bead Shae eRe ee ee ees 2-12 

To underline one word ........ 0000 e eee eee eeeee 2-12 

To underline several words or lines.............000. 2-12 

IAGONEINGs. «5 sshd ate Gre ane na del eek ad aw ea nad dees 2-14 

To type indented information. ................0005 2-14 
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Phrase Storage 

Document Storage 

Contents 

Introduction to Storage... 1.0... ees 3-1 
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To store aphrase. ... ee ees 3-3 
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To stop playback at any time ........ 2... eee eee eee 3-4 
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Deleting a Phrase... . 2... ee eee 3-5 

Playing Back Addresses on Envelopes...........000000es 3-6 

Logging a Stored Phrase ........ 0. cece ee eee ees 3-6 

Introduction to Document Storage.......... 0000 e eee eee 4-1 
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To stop playback... 0.0... eee 4-4 
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Playing Back to a Stored Line... 1... ... cee es 4-7 

To play to the beginning of aline......... 0. ee eee 4-7 

JUSTIFICATION, cosc5% cd a edad Ve SS gwd wa Ew are eae es BT 4-9 

To type a document to be played back justified........ 4-9 

To play back a justified document ..............08. 4-10 

Moving Forward through Storage ............. 0000 eee 4-11 

Using AdV.... cc ce ee ee ee ee eee eee 4-12 

Moving Backward through Storage ........ 0... cece eee 4-16 

USINGHREM cing a Se eens Aveta eee eens aes es 4-17 

Changing a Stored Document ........ 0... 0c cee eee ees 4-20 

Adding Information to a Document ..............0.0005 4-21 

To add information to a stored document............ 4-22 

Deleting Information from a Document ................ 4-24 

To delete information from a stored document........ 4-25 

To delete to the beginning of aline...............00. 4-26 

Deleting an Entire Storage Area .......... 0.000 cca 4-29 

Combining Phrase and Document Storage............... 4-32 
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Power Switch 

On/Off Switch 

Preparation 

Switch on the power by pushing the Power switch away from 

you. Do not press the Code key while you switch on the power. 

Power Switch 

Always keep Power on or you will erase everything stored 

(phrases, documents, margins, tabs). 

A clear plastic cover guards Power. To keep from accidentally 

switching off the power, leave this cover over Power. 

Do not switch off the power while the carrier is moving. 

Press On to switch on the typewriter’s motor. Do not press the 

Code key while you switch on the typewriter. 

seana aa aneecias 

Left Panel On/Off Switch 

When you first switch the typewriter on, all the left panel lights 

come on. When all lights are on, nothing is stored in your type- 

writer’s memory. 

All lights except Auto Return (automatic carrier return) go off 

when you begin to use the typewriter. 

Press Off to switch off the typewriter’s motor. Do not switch 

off the typewriter while the Wait light is on, the carrier is moving, 

or the typewriter is doing an automatic function. 

Pull-out cards are located under the typewriter. Look at the On/Off pull-out card. Use this card for 

quick reference. 

1-1 



Preparation 

Sound Hood and Visor Close the sound hood. The sound hood reduces typewriter noise, 

making your work environment quieter. 

Sound Hood 

The visor reduces glare. Tilt the visor to a comfortable position 

for you. 
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Preparation 

Choosing a Type Element You can use one of three different type sizes — pica (10 pitch 4), 

elite (12 pitch 4), or proportional spacing (@). The size you use 

determines the number of characters typed per inch. 

Only 96-character elements may be used on this typewriter. 

|BM-manufactured 96-character elements for this typewriter 

have yellow labels. 

We recommend that you use a 10- or 12-pitch element until you 

reach the proportional spacing section. If you have on/y propor- 

tional spacing elements, use one of them. Be sure to follow the 

directions for proportional spacing. 

10 Pitch (Pica) (Yellow Label) 

10 Characters per Inch 

([e=>4 (-}) 
| — 

This sentence is typed with 10 pitch. 

12 Pitch (Elite) (Yellow Label) 

12 Characters per Inch 

This sentence is typed with 12 pitch. 

Proportional Spacing (Yellow Label) 

Characters Vary in Width 

This sentence is typed with proportional spacing. 



Preparation 

Putting on a Type Element Raise the sound hood. 

Press On to switch the typewriter on. 

Press and release Shift so the typewriter is in lowercase. 

Press Off to switch the typewriter off. 

Lift the release lever on top of the element until it clicks. 

e When you hear the click, the lever is open and should stay 

open without pressure. 

Hold the element by the release lever and place it on the post in 

front of the ribbon. 

e If you have the type element in the correct position, you can 

read the name of the typestyle printed in yellow on the 

element. 

Once the element is in position, press down the lever until it 

clicks. 

Lower the sound hood. 
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Preparation 

Removing a Type Element 1. Raise the sound hood. 
2. Press On to switch the typewriter on. 

3. Press and release Shift so the typewriter is in lowercase. 

4. Press Off to switch the typewriter off. 

5. Lift the release lever on top of the element until it clicks. 

e When you hear the click, the lever is open and should stay 

open without pressure. 

6. Hold the element by the release lever and raise the element 

straight up off the element post. 

7. Lower the sound hood. 

| L 
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Preparation 

Pitch Lever 

Margin Scales 

Match the pitch lever and the marking on the element to have the 

correct amount of space between letters. 

Match the 10 (4), 12 (4), or @ on the element with the 10 (4), 12 

(4), PSN (@), or PS (@) on the pitch lever. PS is used for typing 

in proportional spacing. PSN is used for typing columns of 

numbers in proportional spacing. Do not use PSN yet. PSN is 

explained in the Proportional Spacing section of this book. 

Your typewriter has two margin scales above the keyboard: one 

for 10 pitch and one for 12 pitch or proportional spacing. Use 

the upper scale to set margins and tabs in 10 pitch. Use the lower 

scale for 12 pitch or proportional spacing. 

Both scales are numbered in half-inch increments. A lighted 

pointer moves along the scale to show the position of the next 

typed character. The pointer must be visible through the margin 

scale. If it is not visible, raise the sound hood and move the 

pointer toward you. 

The lighted pointer works with the pitch lever. For example, if 

you move the pitch lever to 10, the lighted pointer automatically 

moves along the 10-pitch (upper) margin scale. 

6 5 7 3 2 7 o 
CUBS i i saa Ps a 

Uf. 

Margin Scales 
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Paper Centering Scale 

Paper Edge Guide 

Preparation 

Use the paper centering scale to center paper in your typewriter. 

The marks on the scale start from zero in the center and go up to 

6% inches (8% inches on long-carriage machines) in each direction, 

left or right. 

Paper Centering Scale 

2 deel Moto tote oe 

ia a 

See ‘Centering’ under Paper in the More Information section if 

you need to center paper. 

Move the paper edge guide so the thick white line aligns closely 

with zero on the margin scale and the leftmost mark on the paper 

centering scale. 

Paper Edge Guide 

(white line) 

When the left edge of your paper aligns with the thick white line 

on the paper edge guide, the left edge of the paper is at zero on 

the margin scale. 

1-7 



Preparation 

Page-End Indicator Raise the page-end indicator by pulling it toward you. Slide the 

marked scale up until it locks into place. 

Bottom of Paper 

1” from the Botto 

1%" from the Botto 

2” from the Botto 

2%" from the Botto 

Page-End Indicator 

As you type, the top of the paper comes out of the typewriter 

and reaches a white line on the scale. Using the scale, you can tell 

approximately how much space remains to the bottom of the 

paper. 

The page-end indicator also supports the paper. 

Line Space Lever Move the line space lever to choose the line spacing you want. 

Move the lever all the way forward for single spacing, to the 

second position for space-and-a-half, to the third position for 

double spacing, and all the way back for triple spacing. 

TTTTTTITIITITTT TTT TTT eer rere eee eee eee eee eee 1.2 



Semi-Automatically 

Inserting Paper 

To semi-automatically 

insert paper 

wn 

Preparation 

You can use the paper bail lever for semi-automatic paper 

insertion. Paper 

Paper Edge Paper . Release 
Guide Centering Lever 

Scale 

Paper Bail 

Lever ; ———— —— aaa | 
| a i OOO 

Switch the typewriter on. 

Make sure the paper release lever is all the way back. 

Align the white line on the paper edge guide with 6% (8% on 

long-carriage typewriters) on the paper centering scale. 

Place the left paper edge against the white line on the paper edge 

guide. Do not roll the paper into the typewriter. 

Pull the paper bail lever PAST THE F/RST STOP ALL THE 

WAY TOWARD YOU. When the paper begins to feed, release the 

lever. 

Push the paper bail lever all the way back until it holds the paper 

against the platen. 

Notes: 

1. You can also insert paper manually by turning the platen 

knobs. 

2. The paper automatically inserts to about one inch from the 

top of the paper when you pull the paper bail lever all the 

way forward. To insert paper for other than one inch from 

the top, see “Inserting other than one inch from top”’ under 

Paper in the More Information section. 

Use the Paper Insert pull-out card for quick reference. 

40 



Preparation 

Platen Variable Press in the right platen knob and roll it up or down to change 
the writing line. 

Platen Variable 

Repeat (Typematic) Keys Repeat (typematic) keys work as individual keys or as repeat 
keys. If you press one of the shaded keys for more than one-half 
second while you type, it repeats. 

Repeat Keys 

For example, if you press the letter X, an X prints on your paper. 
If you hold down the letter X for more than one-half second, Xs 
repeatedly print until you release the key. 
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Automatic Features 

Code Key Use the Code key like Shift. For example, if you hold Shift down 

while pressing the number 8, you get an asterisk. Just as Shift 

allows some of the keys to do more than one thing, so does 

Use Code with the other shaded keys in the illustration below. 

The other shaded keys are the function keys; they are labeled 

according to their function. For example, the label L Mar on the 

W key means left margin key. For a complete list of the function 

keys and an explanation of their labels, see Keys in the More 

Information section. 

Code and Function Keys 

Press and hold down Code. 

2. Keep Code he/d down while you press the function key you 

want. 

—_ To use Code 

In this section, you use Code with function keys. For example, 

when you read Code + W, press and hold down Code while you 

press W. 

Use the Code Key pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Automatic Features 

Margins You can set margins easily on your IBM 85! 

To set the left margin 1. Space to where you want your left margin. 

Press Code + W (L Mar). 

‘ode WwW 
‘ 

a (te Note: If you do not hold down Code while you press W, a w 

}——4 prints on your paper and the margin is not set. 

__) 

To set the right margin 1. Space to where you want your right margin. 

Press Code + E (R Mar). 

Press C Rtn (carrier return). 

| 

ane: —_ 
t-—— otes: 

= 1. When you type, a bell rings five spaces before the right 

margin. 

2. You can type, tab, or space through the right margin without 

stopping. 

3. When you press C Rtn after setting margins, the paper does 

not move up. 

Practice Set margins for: 
10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin (Code + W) 15 18 

Right margin (Code + E) 50 60 

ma MHAhARAAAAGIAGQAAGAAgAgaggasTTseTTTTT ITT I T94' 



Automatic Features 

To move to the left of the left margin, press Code + <x] 

To move to the right of the left margin, press spacebar. 

Margins 

(continued) 

To change or release the 1. Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 

left margin 2. 

(Backspace). 

3. 

4. 

To change the right margin 1. 

Press Code + W (L Mar) to set the left margin at the new position. 

e This sets a new left margin and eliminates the old margin. 

Press Code + <x] (Backspace) or spacebar to move to where you 

want the new right margin. 

2. Press Code + E (R Mar). 

e This sets a new right margin and eliminates the old margin. 

Practice Set margins for: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 55 66 

Remember to press Code + <X] (Backspace) to move to the left 
of the present left margin. 

Use the Margins pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Automatic Features 

Tabs When you switch on the typewriter, tabs are automatically set 

every five spaces from the left margin. We call these five-space 

tabs standard tabs. 

Example 

Left Margin Tab Tab Tab Tab Tab Tab Tab Tab - Tab 

Suan SANA See SEN SSeeRNaNR! GUNARAATE. GL. MaRS. SUR 
18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 58 63 

Practice 1. Press Tab several times to see how the standard tabs are set. 

Press C Rtn to return the carrier to the left margin. 

To set a tab 1. Press spacebar to move the carrier to where you want to set a 

tab. 

2. Press Code + S (T Set). 

ro (e 3. Press C Rtn after you set your tab(s). 
'T Set 

ee 
Note: When you press C Rtn after setting tabs: 

e The typewriter clears the standard tabs automatically and 

saves your tab settings. 

e The paper does not move up. 

To clear a tab you set 1. Press Tab to move to the tab stop you want to clear. 

Press Code + D (T Clr). 

Code 

Pr] + flee 
Cd) 
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Automatic Features 

Tabs 

(continued) 

To clear all tabs at once Press Code + A (Std T). 

Fete Note: When you press Code + A: Code A 

P| Zs [es e A\ll the tabs you set are cleared. 
+4 e The typewriter automatically resets the standard tabs. 
a e You cannot clear the standard tabs with Code + D or Code + A. 
Sd The standard tabs can only be cleared by setting your own 

tabs. 

Saving margin and tab settings As long as Power is on, the typewriter saves margin and tab 
settings. You can save four sets of margins and tabs: one set at 
each pitch lever position (10, 12, PSN, PS). When you move the 
pitch lever, the carrier moves to the left margin for that pitch. 

Practice 1. Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 
2. Set the following tabs for the pitch you are using. 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Tabs (Code + S) Ts 27-38 19, 26, 36 

3. Press C Rtn. 

4. Press Tab to move the carrier to the first tab stop. 
5. Clear the first tab by pressing Code + D (T Clr). 
6. Press C Rtn. 

7. Press Tab to see that the first tab is cleared. 
8. Press Tab again to check the other tab settings. 
9. Press C Rtn. 

10. Press Code + A (Std T) to clear all your set tabs. 
e The standard tabs are reset automatically. 

Use the Tabs pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Automatic Features 

Using One-Line Memory to 

Correct Errors 

To correct an error you 

notice immediately 

4) 

Backspace 

Practice — 

Just as you remember what you read, your typewriter remembers 

what you type. In other words, your typewriter has a memory. 

A one-line memory is automatically present when you switch on 

the power. The typewriter remembers the line you are typing. 

Once you press C Rtn, the line you typed is erased in memory, 

preparing for the next line. That’s why we call it ‘‘one-line 

memory”’! 

The one-line memory allows you to correct errors easily. 

Press the correcting key (CX). 

Note: Each time you press the correcting key, the carrier backs 

up and erases one character. 

Type your first and last names; do not press C Rtn. 

Press the correcting key (Xj) until you erase your last name. 
Type your middle and last names. 

2-6 
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Automatic Features 

Using One-Line Memory to 

Correct Errors 

(continued) 

To correct errors farther If you are using proportional spacing, see page 6-6. 

back on the line without 

erasing the entire line 1. Press Code + <X| (Backspace) to move to the first incorrect 
character. 

Example 

First Incorrect Character 

The lettesr should be received by our 

Press Code + O (NoPrt). 

Type the incorrect character(s). 

Press the correcting key (<X]) to erase the incorrect characters. 

Retype the correct character(s). 

Press Code + J (Reloc) to move the carrier to the original typing 

position. 

7. Continue typing. 

oOaPrPwn 

Notes: 

1. Insteps 2 and 3 above, you are typing in the No Print mode. 

The characters you type do not print on the paper. That’s 

why we call it ““No Print”! 

2. After the carrier relocates in step 6, you can only erase the 

new characters you type on that line. The typewriter has 

erased everything up to where you are typing. 

3. You cannot use No Print if the Document or Phrase light is 

on. If one of those lights is on, press Store to switch it off. 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 75 84. 

Type the following line, including the circled error. When you 

reach the , stop typing and make the correction. Use the 

above instructions for help. ; 

You may need to correo) errors farther back on eo See line 

\ 

——— 
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Automatic Features 

Using One-Line Memory to 

Correct Errors 

(continued) 

To correct errors after the 

carrier return 

Practice 

Che ON 

cD 

If you are using proportional spacing, see page 6-6. 

Note: You cannot use No Print if the Document or Phrase light 

is on. If one of those lights is on, press Store to switch it off. 

Finish the line you are typing and press C Rtn. 

Roll the paper back to the line with the error. 

Press spacebar to move to the first incorrect character. 

Press Code + O (NoPrt). 
Type the incorrect characters exactly as they appear on your 

paper. 
Press the correcting key (Xj) to erase the incorrect character(s). 

Type the correct characters. 

Roll the paper to where you were typing and continue. 

Help! 

Use the lines on the plastic cardholder to help you line up the 

character at the correct point in step 3. 

I ndicates 

Next Character 

to Print 

Typing Line 

If you go past the character, press the correcting key (<X]) to 
move you back. The characters will not erase. 

Type: 

Ms. Linda Dixon 

3355 Ivy Lane 

Lexington, KY 40502 

Press C Rtn after you type the zip code. 

Use the previous steps to change the street address to 3344. 

Use the Correcting Errors, Relocate, and No Print pull-ouv —~«ds for quick reference. 
- =, 

© — a 
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Automatic Features 

Automatic Carrier Return 

To use Auto Return 

Code 

ee es el 

When you switch on the power, the Auto Return (automatic 

carrier return) light comes on. 

With the Auto Return light on, you do not have to press C Rtn at 

the end of each line. The typewriter automatically returns the 

carrier to the left margin for you after the right margin bell rings. 

Continue typing after the right margin bell rings. Do not press 

C Rtn. 

Notes: 

1. The carrier automatically returns on the first character after a 

space or hyphen. 

2. You can type while the carrier moves to the left margin. The 

typewriter remembers up to 31 characters and spaces typed. 

They print when the carrier reaches the left margin. 

3. Youcan type while the carrier moves from one tab to another. 

Characters will print when the tab is reached. 

4. To switch off automatic carrier return, press Code + R until 

both the Hyphenate and Auto Return lights are off. 

5. To switch on automatic carrier return, press Code + R until 

the Auto Return light comes on. If the Hyphenate light 

comes on, press Code + R until only the Auto Return light is 

on. You'll learn about the Hyphenate light later. 

6. When the Auto Return light is on, press C Rtn only if you 

need to end a line before the right margin bell rings. For 

example, press C Rtn after an inside address on a letter or 

after a short line at the end of a paragraph. 

7. Press Code + spacebar or Code + hyphen between words you 

want to keep together at the right margin. 

Example 

Code, + spacebar 

December 31,' 19xx 

Code + i 

413-86-2598 

Code + spacebar 

Sincerely yours, 

2-9 



Automatic Features 

Automatic Carrier Return 

(continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 50 53 
Use standard tabs (Code + A) 

Use single spacing 

1. If the Auto Return light is not on, press Code + R (A Rtn) until 

it comes on. 

e If the Hyphenate light comes on, keep pressing Code + R 

(A Rtn) until only the Auto Return light is on. You'll learn 

about the Hyphenate light later. 

2. Type the following paragraph. Press C Rtn only where you see 

C Rtn. 

The world's first duel with typewriters 

was fought in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1888.CRtn 

A Cincinnatian, Louis Taub, challenged 

Frank McGurrin, a Salt Lake City court 

typist, to a contest consisting of 45 

minutes of direct dictation and 45 minutes 

of copying from a script.CRtn 

C Rtn 

Use the Auto Return pull-out card for quick reference. 

yan 
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Centering 

To center 

Practice 

oe 

Automatic Features 

Your typewriter’s memory and Code help you center information 

automatically. 

Tab or space to the desired center point. 

Press Code + K (Ctr). 

Type the word(s) to be centered. 

Press Code + P (Prt). 

Notes: 

1. When you type the word(s) to be centered in step 3, nothing 

prints on your paper. The carrier backs up half the width of 

each character you type. 

2. When you press Code + P in step 4, the typewriter prints and 

centers the word(s) you typed. 

Help! 

1. If you make a mistake while typing the centered information: 

a. Press Code + K. 

e The carrier moves back to the center point, and all 

the information you have typed is erased. 

b. Retype the information. 

2. If you accidentally press Code + K, press Code + P to cancel 

it. 

Press spacebar or Tab to move the carrier to the center of your 

paper. 

Type and center the following: 

Code +K YOUR NEW TYPEWRITER Code +P 

Press C Rtn. 

Use the Center pull-out card for quick reference. 

2-11 



Automatic Features 

Underlining Your typewriter also makes it easy to underline. 

To underline one word 1. Type the word. 
2. Press Code + | (XXX). 

Continue typing. ‘a 3, 

al aI Notes: 

= 1. If punctuation or space follows the word, press Code + I; 

then type the punctuation or space. 

2. When you press Code + I, the typewriter automatically 

underlines the word. 

Position the carrier where you want the underline to begin. 

Press Code + U (Cont). 
1 

or lines 2. 

3. Type the words. 
4 

5 

Press Code + | (XXX). 

ae +. le . Continue typing. 

a Notes: 
aes) 1. Pressing Code + U tells the typewriter where to begin the 

underline. 

f | 2. Pressing Code + | tells the typewriter where to end the 

Code I underline. 

—_ + 3. You do not have to press Code + | at the end of each typed 

a line. Press Code + | at the end of the underline. 
t+——4 4. The typewriter does not underline punctuation or space that 

falls at the end of a typed line. 

5. If spaces or tabs occur in continuously underlined information 

(even at the left margin), the typewriter underiines them. 

Help! 

If you accidentally type a continuous underline instruction, 

press the correcting key (<x]) to erase it. 
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Automatic Features 

Underlining 

—— (continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 40 42 

Use single spacing 

Your newCode+! IBM typewriter is 

designed to make typing Code +Ueasier 

and more enjoyableCodet+l. C Rtn 

C Rtn 

Use the Underline pull-out card for quick reference. 

2-13 



Automatic Features 

Indenting 

PAN > 

Using automatic indent (Code + Tab) and indent clear 

(Code + C Rtn), you can type indented information easily. You 

do not have to press Tab at the beginning of each indented line. 

Example 

Temporary Left Margin 
Pi iii teen he A 

Indented ees OT 

Information ——e————e 
_———— 

Set the margins and tabs. 

Type until you reach the beginning of the line to be indented. 

Press Code + Tab (Indent). 

Type the indented information. Use automatic carrier return or 

press C Rtn after the bell at the end of each line. 

Press Code + C Rtn (In Clr) to clear the indent. 

Notes: 

1. You must set a tab for each indent level before you begin to 

type. 

2. Pressing Code + Tab in step 3 moves the carrier to the next 

tab. Code + Tab also sets a temporary left margin at that tab. 

When the carrier returns, it returns to this temporary left 

margin. 

3. When you type the indented information in step 4, use 

automatic carrier return or press C Rtn after the bell at the 

end of each typed line. The carrier moves to the temporary 

left margin. 

4. Pressing Code + C Rtn in step 5 clears the temporary left 

margin. The carrier moves back to the original left margin. 
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Indenting 

(continued) 

Practice 

Automatic Features 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 40 42 

Tab (Code + S) 20 22 

Use single spacing 

Type the following paragraph. Press Code + Tab (Indent) and 

Code + C Rtn (In Clr) where they appear. Use automatic carrier 

return. 

Your new IBM typewriter is 

designed to make typing easier 

and more enjoyable in several 

ways: C Rtn 

C Rtn 

1.Code + Tab You can automatically 

center, underline, 

or indent on this 

new typewriter.Code+C Rtn 

C Rtn 

2.Code + Tab You can also store 

phrases and documents 

in your typewriter's 
storage areas, then 

revise them later.Code+C Rtn 

C Rtn 

3.Code+ Tab You can use the 

column layout 

feature to help you 

set up tables.Code+C Rtn 

C Rtn 

Try using these new features 

to help you with your work! 

Use the Indent pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Automatic Features 

Summary Practice 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin (Code + W) 10 12 

Right margin (Code + E) 40 42 

Tabs (Code + S) 15, 25 17,27 
Use single spacing 

Type the following paragraphs using the automatic features you 

have learned so far. If you need help, use the pull-out cards for 

quick reference. 

YOUR NEW TYPEWRITER 

Your new IBM typewriter is 

designed to make typing easier 

and more enjoyable in several 

ways: 

dei You can automatically 

center, underline, or 

indent on this new typewriter. 

Dis You can also store phrases 

and documents in your 

typewriter's storage areas, 

then revise them later. 

Si You can use the column 

layout feature to help 

you set up tables. 

Try using these new features 

to help you with your work! 

With practice, everything you learn becomes routine. When you 
feel comfortable with the features you have learned so far, go on 

to the next section. If you do not feel comfortable with the 

features yet, practice some more. 
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Introduction to Storage 

Phrase Storage 

Until now, you have used the IBM 85 as a typewriter with a 

one-line memory. But it’s much more than that. 

Your typewriter has a 15,500-character memory where you store 

phrases and documents. We call these memory areas phrase 

storage and document storage. 

In this section you use some of the keys on the left panel of the 

typewriter. These memory keys, used alone or with other keys, 

control the storage in your typewriter. 

When used with other keys, the memory keys work like Code 

and Shift. You press and hold down a memory key while you 

press another key. For example, when you see Play + All, press 

and hold down Play while you press All. 

Remember: Leave Power on. If Power is off, the typewriter loses 

everything you stored. 

If all the lights on the left panel come on when you switch on the 

typewriter, memory is empty. You must reset margins and tabs 

and retype the information that was stored. 

If a bell rings three times and the Document or Phrase light 

blinks, the typewriter is warning you that the memory is 

almost full. See ‘‘Warning for memory full’’ under Memory 

in the More Information section. a 

2.1 



Phrase Storage 

Storing a Phrase Use phrase storage to save information that you use often and 

change rarely. Examples are headings, closings, addresses, and 

certain paragraphs. 

15,500-Character Memory 

Ta a ae eh a et ee 

Look at the sample letter below. Some typical phrases you might 

store are highlighted. 

Example 

July 6, 19xx 

The Independent School District Ten invites 

you to attend the opening of the Bilingual 

EERE EEEEE ELE EEE REE khkkhh 



Phrase Storage 

Storing a Phrase 

(continued) 

To store a phrase 1. Press and hold down Store while you press a number (1-99). 

2. Type the phrase. 
+ anumber (1-99) 3. Press Store. 

To correct errors in phrases 

Practice 

Notes: 

1. Youcan store a phrase in any numbered storage area from 1 

through 99. 

2. The Phrase light comes on when you release Store in step 1. 

This light reminds you that you are using phrase storage. 

3. When you type the phrase, type any spaces, tabs, or carrier 

returns that you want to play back with the phrase. 

4. The Phrase light goes off when you release Store in step 3. 

You are no longer connected to that phrase storage area. 

5. Use automatic carrier return. Press C Rtn only if you need to 

end a line before the right margin bell rings. 

Use the correcting key (<X]) to correct errors on the same line 
you are typing on. 

Note: When storing a phrase, you can correct only on the line 

with the error. If you notice an error on a previous line, press 

Store + the number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. Retype 

the phrase. The old phrase erases when you begin to retype. 

Type and store the following phrase. Press C Rtn at the end of 

each line. 

Store + a number (1-99) 

Sincerely yours, 

Linda M. Walbach 

Account Manager 

Store 



Phrase Storage 

Playing Back a Stored Phrase 

= a number (1-99) 

To stop playback at any time 

To continue playback 

+ (eo) L___ All 

Practice 

Press and hold down Play while you press the number (1-99) 

where you stored the phrase. 

Notes: 

1. Playback begins when you release Play. 

2. The Phrase light must be off to start playback. If the light is 

not off, press Store to switch it off. 

— 

Press Play and release it. 

Note: Before stopping, the typewriter plays through the end of a 

word, including punctuation and space(s). 

Press Play + All. 

Press Play + the number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. 

Press Play to stop playback. 

Press Play + All to play back the rest of the phrase. 

e Playback starts when you release the keys. 

3-4 LERZE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE 



Deleting a Phrase 

++ a number (1-99) 

Practice 

Phrase Storage 

Press and hold down Del while you press the number (1-99) 

where you stored the phrase. 

Note: Another way to delete a phrase is to: 

1. Press Store + the number (1-99) of the phrase you want to 

delete. 

2. Begin typing. 

e The old phrase automatically deletes when you begin 

retyping. 

3. Press Store to close the phrase storage area. 

Help! 

To cancel delete: 

1. Do not release Del. 

2. Type anumber larger than 100. 

3. Release the number keys. 

4. Release Del. 

e Nothing is deleted. 

Delete the phrase you stored in the previous practice by pressing 

Del + the number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. 

Now press Play + the number (1-99) where you stored the 

phrase. 

e Nothing prints on your paper, showing you that the phrase is 

deleted. 

3-5 



Phrase Storage 

Playing Back Addresses on 

Envelopes 

Logging a Stored Phrase 

on w 

Set the left margin where you want the address to appear on the 

envelope. 

Press Code + R (A Rtn) until both the Auto Return and 

Hyphenate lights are off. 

Insert and position the envelope in the typewriter. 

Press Play + the number (1-99) where you stored the address. 

Reset the margins. 

Press Code + R (A Rtn) to switch the Auto Return light back on. 

Store each phrase in a separate storage area. Use a log to keep 

track of what you store. For example, your storage log might 

look like this: 

Storage Additional 

Area Description Of Document Pitch Lever Margins Notes 

Current Date. (oO) IS $15 phir 
T |Prest. ENFE 

Street Address o IZ Doobie Specing 
Thank You A lo¢1s Modern 

| 10 PSN 
12. PS | 

A blank storage log is under Storage Log in the More Information 

section. If you wish, use this form for your work. 

Use the Phrase pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Introduction to Document 

Storage 

Document Storage 

Document storage shares the 15,500-character memory with 

phrase storage and works in a similar way. You can store about 

10 or 12 average-size letters in document storage. You store a 

document in the typewriter similar to the way you store docu- 

ments in a file cabinet. 

The main advantage to document storage is that once you type 

and store a document, you never need to retype the entire 

document again. After you store the document, you can recall 

it, make only the necessary changes, and play back an error-free 

final document! 15,500-Character Memory 

1 

1 

i 
‘ 
J 

! 

c 11,243! 

Document Phrase Empty 

Storage Storage 

In this section you again use the memory keys on the left panel 

of the typewriter. These keys control the storage, or memory, in 

your typewriter. Use the memory keys the same way you use 

Code and Shift. If you see Play + All, press and hold down Play 

while you press All. 

Remember: Leave Power on. If the switch is off, the typewriter 

loses everything you stored. 

If all the lights on the left panel come on when you switch on the 

typewriter, memory is empty. You must reset the margins and 

tabs and retype the information that was stored. If a bell rings 

three times and the Document or Phrase light blinks, the type- 

writer is warning you that the memory is almost full. See 

“Warning for memory full” under Memory in the More 

Information section. 
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Storing a Document 

+ a letter (A-Z) 

Press and hold down Store while you press any letter key (A-Z). 

Type the document using automatic carrier return. 

Press Store. 

Notes: 

1; 

A? 

When you press Store + a letter in step 1: 

e The Document light comes on. 

e You are typing into the document storage area. 

e With the Document light on, everything you type is 

stored and can be played back as part of the document. 

Type most of your documents using automatic carrier 

return. 

e With the Auto Return light on, you can change the 

document, then let the typewriter adjust the line endings 

for you. 

e lf you do not want the carrier to return automatically 

(for example, on forms), press Code + R until the Auto 

Return light goes out. 

e For more information about automatic carrier return 

while storing, see Automatic Carrier Return in the More 

Information section. 

When you press Store again in step 3: 

e The Document light goes out. 

e You are not connected to the document storage area. 

Use a storage log to keep track of what you store. A blank 

storage !og is under Storage Log in the More Information 

section. 

Store each document in a different storage area. If a docu- 

ment is several pages long, store the entire document in one 

storage area. For more information about multi-page 

documents, see Mu/ti-Page Documents in the More 

Information section. 

If you decide to use storage area X, remember that X is a 

repeat key. Do not hold down the letter X for more than 

one-half second while you press Store. If you hold the letter 

X down too long, the typewriter interprets this as Store + 

XX. The typewriter will not accept double letters as storage 

areas. Therefore, XX is not a valid storage area. For more 

information, see the During Playback part of What Happened? 

in the Bells, Lights, What Happened? section. Follow the 

instructions in ‘Storage area X is not working.”’ 
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Storing a Document 

(continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 
10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin 10 12 

Right margin 40 42 

Use standard tabs (Code + A) 

Single spacing 

—S 

— 

— 

one 

a 

ad 

a 

a) 

— 

et) 

——) 

——S 

— 

ss 

ad 

— 
Store the following document, using automatic carrier return. 

e Press C Rtn only where it appears. 

e Use the correcting key (<Xj\) to correct errors before the 

carrier return. For now, ignore any errors you notice after 

the carrier return. 

Store + a letter (A-Z) 

In the late nineteenth century, 

typing speed contests drew 

enthusiastic spectators and 

provided free advertising for 

a struggling typewriter industry.cRtn 

C Rtn 

Store 

Use the Store/Query pullout card for quick reference. 
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Playing Back a Stored Press and hold down Play while you press the letter (A-Z) where 

Document you stored the document. 

+ aletter (A-Z) Notes: 

1. The entire document plays back, from beginning to end. 

2. When you play back a stored document, the line endings 

may play back differently from the way you typed them. 

The automatic carrier return may move a last word on a line 

down to the next line. If this happens, the entire paragraph 

may be rearranged. 

3. Another way to play back the entire document is: 

a. Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the 

document. 

e The Document light comes on. You have recalled the 

document and are working in that storage area. The 

typewriter always recalls the document at the begin- 

ning of the document. 

b. Press Play + All. 

c. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

4. If several spaces occur together, the typewriter does not type 

each space separately. The typewriter pauses, then moves the 

carrier quickly across the page to the next character to be 

printed. 

5. Do not switch the typewriter off in the middle of playback. 

Practice Play back the document you stored earlier. If you need help, use 

the above instructions. 

To stop playback Press and release Play. 

Notes: 

1. Playback stops when you release Play. 

2. Before stopping, the typewriter plays through the end of a 

word, including punctuation and space(s). 
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Using Play After you stop playback, you can resume playback by playing 

back a character, a word, a line, all the rest of the document, 

or part of the document to a certain point. 

Use the shaded keys and the chart below to play back a stored 

document. 

To play back: 

Character Press Play + spacebar. 

e The typewriter plays back the next 

character. 

Press Play. 

e The typewriter plays back the next word 

and the space(s) following it. 

Press Play + Line. 

e The typewriter plays back one line, 

including the carrier return. 

Press Play + All. | 

The typewriter plays back all that remains 

from that point to the end of that particu- 

lar storage area. 
—_——_——| 

To use Play + To, follow the steps on page 4-7. 

ee 
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Using Play 

(continued) 

Practice Practice playing back the document you stored. 

1. Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e The Document light comes on. 

e The typewriter recalls the document at the beginning of the 

document. 

Start playback by pressing Play + All. 

Press Play and release to stop playback. 

Press Play three times to play back the next three words. 

Press Play + spacebar a few times to play back some characters. 

Press Play + Line once to play back the rest of the line. 

Press Play + All to play back the rest of the document. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. SH or fe 
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Playing Back to a Stored Line Sometimes you may want the typewriter to play back through 

the document to a certain point. Your |BM 85 can play to the 

beginning of a specific line at the left margin. 

To play to the beginning 1. Besure you are in document storage. 

of a line e If you are not in storage, press Store + the letter (A-Z) where 

4 you stored the document. 

| To . Press Play + To. N 

3. Type the first word on the line you want to play to. 

4. Press Play. 

Notes: 

1. When you type the first word on the line in step 3, type it 

exactly as it appears on your paper. Include errors and capital 

letters. Nothing prints on your paper as you type. 

2. If more than one line begins with the same word, type two or 

more words to find the line you want. You can type up to 28 

characters to identify the line. 

3. When you press and release Play in step 4, the typewriter plays 

to the beginning of that line. 

Help! 

1. To cancel Play + To, press Code + P after you type the first 

word on the line in step 3. 

2. If the word you type in step 3 prints on your paper: 

a. Press the correcting key (<X|) to erase the word(s) from 

your paper and storage. 

b. Press Play + To and begin again. Be sure to hold down 

Play while you press To. 

3. Ifa bell rings after you press Play in step 4, the line cannot 

be found. Repeat the three steps for using Play + To. Make 

sure you type the word exact/y as it appears on your paper. 
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Playing Back to a Stored Line 

(continued) 

Practice 1. Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Play to the beginning of the fifth line of the document you 

stored. If you need help, use the steps on the previous page. 

3. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Use the Play pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Justification 

To type a document to be 

played back justified 

Document Storage 

So far, you have stored and played back documents with an 

uneven right margin. This is called a ragged right margin. 

Your typewriter stores documents with a ragged right margin. 

You can automatically play back a document with an even right 

margin. This is called a justified margin — the kind you usually 

see in newspapers. 

Examples 

Uneven Right Margin Even Right Margin 

(Ragged) (Justified) 

Type the document using automatic carrier return. 

Press C Rtn before the right margin bell for lines which should 

not be justified. If you press C Rtn before the right margin bell, 

the line will not play back justified. 

Be sure to type Code + spacebar or Code + hyphen between each 

word that you want to keep together during playback. To 

prevent headings or closings from dividing like this: 

Very 

truly yours, 

Bruce 

A. Savage 

Engineering- 

Products Manager 

Be sure to type them like this: 

Code + spacebar 

ees excise owed. 

3 ees Code + spacebar 

Bruce!A.! Savage 

Engineering-Products Manager 

Code + hyphen Code + spacebar 
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Justification 

(continued) 

To play back a justified Press and hold down Code and Play while you press the letter 

document where you stored the document. 

Notes: 

~~ ga 1. The Document and Phrase /ights must be off to play back a 
+ + a letter (A-Z) as 

4 — justified document. 

Ed 2. Playback starts when you release Code, Play, and the letter 
CT ‘ 

eys. 

3. When you play back a justified copy, the typewriter changes 

the line endings only on your paper. The typewriter does not 

change the line endings in memory. The document stored in 

your typewriter looks like the last ragged-right copy. 

4. For more information about justification, see Justification in 

the More Information section. 

a 
Stopping and resuming Justified playback stops, like ragged-right playback, when: 

playback e You press Play. 

e The typewriter comes to a stop code. 

e The typewriter comes to the end of the document. 

To resume justified playback, press Code + Play or Code + Play 

+ Line, spacebar, or All. To resume ragged-right playback, press 

Play or Play + Line, spacebar, or All. 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin 10 12 

Right margin 56 60 

Play back a justified copy of the document you have stored. If 

you need help, follow the steps above. 

Use the Justify pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Moving Forward through You have been using Play to play back the document as you 

Storage moved through storage. For example, to move to line five, you 

have played to line five. 

Line 1 In the late nineteenth century, 

Line 2 typing speed contests drew 

Line 3 enthusiastic spectators and 

Line 4 provided free advertising for 

Line 5 a struggling typewriter industry. 

You can also move quickly through storage without playing back 

the document — like turning quickly through the pages of a book 

without reading. 

Use Advance (Adv) to move forward through storage without 

playing it back. 

When you press Adv, nothing erases from memory. You simply 

move forward through memory. 

Adv, like Play, moves you forward in memory, or down the page: 

You Are Here 

Use 

Adv 

or You Need to Move Here 
Play x 

You can use Adv just as you used Play: alone or with Line, 

spacebar, To, or All. 



Document Storage 

Using Adv 1. Be sure you are in document storage. 

e If you are not in document storage, press Store + the letter 

(A-Z) where you stored the document. 
Note: You cannot use Adv if the Phrase light is on. If the Phrase 
light is on, press Store to switch it off. 

2. Advance through storage using the shaded keys and the chart. 

NPE) 
fect! \f 

*When using To, follow three steps: 

1. Press Adv + To. 

2. Type the first word on the line you want to advance to. 
3. Press Adv. 
Help! 

1. To cancel Adv + To, press Code + P after you type the first 
word on the line in step 2. 

2. When you type the word in step 2, type it exactly as it 

appears on your paper. If more than one line begins with 

the same word, type two or more words to find the line you 

want. You can type up to 28 characters to identify the line. 

If the word you type in step 2 prints on your paper, press the 

correcting key to erase the word(s) from your paper and 
storage. Then: 

e Press Adv + To and begin again. Be sure to hold down 
Adv while you press To. 

or 
e Press Play a few times to play back some words and 

check your position. If you are at the end of the docu- 

ment, you cannot use Adv. Press Rtn + All to return to 

the beginning of the document. Then try the steps for 
Adv + To. 

If a bell rings after you press Adv in step 3, the line cannot be 

found. Repeat the steps for using Adv + To. Make sure you 

type the word exact/y as it appears on your paper. Be sure to 

press Adv in step 3. 

4-12 
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Document Storage 

-_ 

_ 
. Using Adv Notes: 

— (continued) 1. Use Adv to move forward in memory. The carrier either 

__ am moves or thumps. Nothing prints on your paper. 

me 2. When you advance by line, the paper moves up. 

— 3. Pressing Adv + Line advances a line, including the carrier 

| return at the end of the line. 

4. When you use Adv + To, the typewriter thumps after you 

press Adv. This thump tells you that the typewriter has 

advanced in memory to the line. To play back a word to 

check your position, press Play. 

5. Do not switch the typewriter off while it is advancing. 

_& Remember: With the Document light on, everything you type is 

stored. Do not press C Rtn unless you want to add carrier returns 

— in memory. The document stored in your typewriter matches the 

last ragged-right copy. 

_ 



Document Storage 

Using Adv 

(continued) 

Practice 

© Ow Oo om © 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin 10 12 

Right margin 40 42 

Practice using Adv. 

Remember: The document stored in your typewriter matches 

the last ragged-right copy. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 
e The Document light comes on. The typewriter recalls the 

document at its beginning. You are working in the storage 

area. The Document light must be on when you use Adv. 
Press Adv several times. 

e Do not press C Rtn, unless you want to add a carrier return. 
e When you press Adv, you move forward in memory. The 

carrier also moves forward. 
e Nothing prints on your paper. 

Press Play to play back a word and check your position. - 
Press Adv + spacebar a few times to advance some characters. 
Press Play to play back a word and check your position. 
Press Adv + Line to advance a line. 

Press Play to play back a word and check your position. 
Press Adv + All to advance to the end of the document. 
Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Using Adv 

(continued) 

Practice 

Document Storage 

Advance to the beginning of the fourth line of the document you 

stored. 

Remember: The document stored in your typewriter matches 

the last ragged-right copy. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e The Document light comes on. 

Press Adv + To. 

Type the first word on the fourth line. 

e Donot press C Rtn unless you want to add a carrier return to 

the document. . 

Press Adv. 

e The typewriter thumps to tell you it has advanced. 

Press Play once to play back a word and check your position. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Good! Now you know how to move forward through storage 

using Play and Adv. With a little practice and by using Play to 

check your position, you will soon be comfortable using Adv. 

You will be able to move quickly through storage. If you do not 

feel comfortable yet, practice some more. 

Use the Advance pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Document Storage 

Moving Backward through To move backward through storage, press Rtn (Return). 
Storage 

Rtn works like Adv except that Rtn moves you backward through 

storage. 

When you press Rtn, nothing erases from memory. You simply 

move backward through memory. 

Rtn moves you backward in storage, or up the page. 

You Need to Move Here 

Use 

An You Are Here 

e 
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Using Rtn 

Document Storage 

Be sure you are in document storage. 
e If you are not in storage, press Store + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

Return through storage using the shaded keys and the chart. 

Note: You cannot use Rtn if the Phrase light is on. Press Store 
if you need to switch off the Phrase light. 

AAA \ {8 

q 

RARE —V _ an | 

: rf : ij me 

To return: 

Press Rtn + spacebar. 

See steps below. 

*When using To, follow three steps: 
1. Press Rtn + To. 
2. Type the first word on the line you want to return to. 
3. Press Rtn. 

Help! 

1. Tocancel Rtn + To, press Code + P after you type the first 

word on the line in step 2. 
2. When you type the word in step 2, type it exactly as it 

appears on your paper. If more than one line begins with 

the same word, type two or more words to find the line you 

want. You can type up to 28 characters to identify the line. 
3. If the word in step 2 prints on your paper, press the 

correcting key to erase the word(s) from your paper and 

storage. Then: 
e Press Rtn + To and begin again. Be sure to hold down 

Rtn while you press To. 

or 
e Press Play a few times to play back some words and 

check your position. If you are at the beginning of the 

document, you cannot use Rtn. Use Adv + To to move 

forward through the document. 
4. \fabell rings after you press Rtn in step 3, the line cannot be 

found. Repeat the steps for using Rtn + To. Make sure you 

type the word exact/y as it appears on your paper. Be sure 

to press Rtn in step 3. 
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Using Rtn 

(continued) 

Notes: 

1. Use Rtn to move backward in memory. The carrier either 

moves or thumps. If you are in the middle of a line, the paper 

moves down to the next line. Nothing prints on your paper. 

2. Pressing Rtn + Line returns in memory to the beginning of 

the line at the left margin. 

3. When you use Rtn + To, the typewriter thumps after you 

press Rtn. This thump tells you that the typewriter has 

returned in memory to the line. To play back a word to 

check your position, press Play. 

4. Do not switch the typewriter off while it is returning. 

Remember: The document stored in your typewriter matches 

the last ragged-right copy. With the Document light on, everything 

you type is stored. Do not press C Rtn unless you want to add 

carrier returns in memory. 
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Using Rtn 

(continued) 

Practice 

Document Storage 

Practice using Rtn. 

. Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e The Document light comes on. The typewriter recalls the 

document at its beginning. You are working in the storage 

area. The Document light must be on when you use Rtn. 

. Press Play + Line to play back the first line. 

. Press Play twice to play back two more words. 

. Press Rtn + spacebar a few times to return a few characters. 

. Press Play + spacebar to play back a character and check your 

position. 

Press Rtn + Line to return to the beginning of the line. 

. Press Play to play back a word and check your position. 

. Press Rtn + All to return to the beginning of the storage area. 

. Press Play to play back the first word and check your position. 

. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Good! Now you know how to move backward through storage 

using Rtn. With a little practice and by using Play to check your 

position, you will soon be comfortable using Rtn. You will be able 

to move quickly through storage. If you do not feel comfortable 

yet, practice some more. 

Use the Return pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Changing a Stored Document So far you know how to store a document and play it back. You 

also know how to use Play, Adv, and Rtn to move forward and 

backward through storage. 

Now you'll learn how to change a document. The term “changing” 

means all changes or corrections to the stored document, includ- 

ing correcting errors you notice after the carrier return. 

You change a stored document in two ways: 

e Adding information to the document; 

e Deleting information from the document. 
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Adding Information to a 

Document 

Document Storage 

After typing adocument, you may notice that you left something 

out. 

Sometimes you 

add 

need to“a word 

to a document. 

Using your IBM 85, you can add information without retyping 

the document. 

Adding information to the document is like adding another 

person to an elevator. When you step into an elevator, people 

move to let you in. 

As you add information to a document, the words in memory 

move to let you type in the information. You are not typing over 

anything. 
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Document Storage 

a eee 
Adding Information to a 

Document 

(continued) 

To add information to a 1. Be sure you are in document storage. The Document light must 
stored document be on. 

e If you are not in document storage, press Store + the letter 
(A-Z) where you stored the document. 

2. Using Play + To, Adv + To, or Rtn + To, move to the line where 
you want to add information. 

3. Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the point where you want to 
add information. 

4. Type the new information, including punctuation and space(s). 
Do not press C Rtn unless you want to add a carrier return. 

5. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Notes: 

1. With the Document light on, the addition is added to the 
document storage area. 

2. When you add information, the words in the document 
move over to make room for the addition. 

3. If you change a document with a justified right margin, you 
need the most recent ragged-right copy of the document. 
Documents are not stored justified. They are stored with 
ragged-right margins. The most recent ragged-right copy of 
the document is how it looks in storage. 
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Adding Information to a 

Document 

(continued) 

Practice 

of & 

Document Storage 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin 10 12 

Right margin 40 42 

Add the word va/uab/e to the document you stored earlier. 

Remember: The last ragged-right copy of the document is how 

your document looks in storage. 

Check to see if your line beginnings match the sample below. If 

not, mark the revisions on your copy. Use your copy for making 

changes. Your copy matches the stored document in your 

typewriter. 

- In the late nineteenth century, 

au? typing speed contests drew 

enthusiastic spectators and 

provided~free advertising for 

a struggling typewriter industry. 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Using Adv + To, move to the line where you want to add 

information. 

Using Play, move to the end of the word provided. 

Type va/uable and a space. Do not press C Rtn. 

Press Rtn + All to move to the beginning of the storage area. 

Press Play + All to play back the corrected copy. 

e Notice how the automatic carrier return adjusted the line 

endings on your corrected document. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Deleting Information from 

a Document 

Another way to change a stored document is to use Del to delete, 

or erase, information from the document. 

Sometimes you 

need to delete 

oO tetete information 

from a document. 

When you added information, you saw how the words in memory 

move to let you type in the information. When you delete 

information, the document gets smaller. The typewriter’s memory 

automatically closes up the space. 

Compare deleting information to taking your hand out of a 

bucket of water. Taking your hand out of a bucket of water does 

not leave a hole in the water. When you delete information from 

storage, no “‘hole”’ is left in storage. 
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Deleting Information from 

a Document 

(continued) 

Document Storage 

To delete information from 

a stored document 

Ls Be sure you are in document storage. The Document light must 

be on. 

e If you are not in storage, press Store + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

Using Play + To, Adv + To, or Rtn + To, move to the line where 

you want to delete information. 

Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the point where you want to 

delete information. 

Using Del, delete the information. Do not press C Rtn unless you 

want to add a carrier return. 

Ty 

To delete: 

Character Press Del + spacebar. 

e The typewriter deletes the next character. 

Word Press Del. 

e The typewriter deletes the next word and 

the space(s) following it. 

Press Del + Line. 

e The typewriter deletes the line, including 

the carrier return. 

Press Del + All. 

e The typewriter deletes everything from 

that point in storage to the end of the 

storage area. 

To use Del + To, follow the steps on the next 

page. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Deleting Information from 

a Document 

(continued) 

To delete to the beginning 

of a line 

w 

Be sure you are in document storage. The Document light must 

be on. 

e If you are not in storage, press Store + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

Press Del + To. 

Type the first word on the line you want to delete to. 

Press Del. 

Note: When you use Del + To, the typewriter thumps after you 

press Del in step 4. This thump tells you that the typewriter has 

deleted everything from that point to the line. Press Play to play 

back a word and check your position. 

Help! 

1. To cancel Del + To, press Code + P after you type the first 

word on the line in step 3. 

2. When you type the word in step 3, type it exactly as it 

appears on your paper. If more than one line begins with 

the same word, type two or more words to find the line you 

want. You can type up to 28 characters to identify the line. 

3. If the word you type in step 3 prints on your paper: 

a. Press the correcting key to erase the word(s) from your 

paper and storage. 

b. Press Del + To and begin again. Be sure to hold down Del 

while you press To. 

4. \|fabell rings after you press Del in step 4, the line cannot be 

found. Repeat the three steps for using Del + To. Make sure 

you type the word exact/y as it appears on your paper. 
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Document Storage 

Deleting Information from 

a Document 

(continued) 

Practice 

Pie Oh = 

Using Del, change the document you stored earlier. 

See if your line beginnings match the sample below. If not, mark 

the changes on your copy. Use your copy to make changes 

because it matches the stored document in your typewriter. 

In the fo century, 

typing speed contests drew 

enthusiastic spectators and 

provided valuable free advertising 

for a struggling typewriter 

industry. 

if you need help, follow these steps. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Press Play twice to play back the first two words. 

Press Del once to delete the word /ate and the space after it. 

Press Play + All to play back the rest of the document. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Document Storage 

Deleting Information from 

a Document 

(continued) 

Practice 

NON 

Using Del, change the document you stored earlier. 

See if your line beginnings match the sample below. If not, mark 

the changes on your copy, and use your copy to make the 

changes. 

In the nineteenth century, 

typing speed contests drew 

enthusiastic spectators and 

provided advertising 

for a struggling typewriter 

industry. 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Using Adv or Play, move to the line where you want to delete 

information. 

Using Adv or Play, move to the end of the word provided. 

Press Del twice to delete the words and the spaces after the 

words: 

(1) (2) 
valuable free 

Press Rtn + All to move to the beginning of the storage area. 

Press Play + All to play back a corrected copy. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Document Storage 

Deleting an Entire Press Del + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Storage Area 

Note: You can delete a storage area with the Document light 

+f letter (A-2) either on or off. If you press Del + the letter while the Document 
light is on: 

e You delete the document from memory. 

e The storage area stays open, but it is empty. You can type a 

new document in the storage area. 

Help! 

To cancel delete: 

1. Do not release Del. 

2. Type anumber larger than 100. 

3. Release the number keys. 

4. Release Del. 

e Nothing is deleted. 

Practice Delete the document you have stored. Press Del + the letter 

(A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Use the Delete pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Document Storage 

Summary Practice Typewriter setup: 
10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin 10 18 

Right margin 72 80 

Single spacing 

Type the following paragraph into an unused document storage 

area. 
e Leave the Auto Return light on to use automatic carrier 

return. Press C Rtn only where you see C Rtn. 

e Use the correcting key to correct errors you notice before the 

carrier return. 

e Set your margins exact/y as shown. 

Store + a letter (A-Z) 

All the arrangements for your trip to the Scandinavian countries 

have been made. Please review the enclosed itinerary and let 

us know, at least three weeks prior to the date of your departure, = 

if any changes are necessary. C Rtn 

C Rtn 

Store — 
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Summary Practice 

Document Storage 

Change the document you just stored. 

See if your line beginnings match the sample below. If not, mark 
the revisions on your copy, and use your copy to make the 
changes. 

All the arrangements for your trip to the Scandinavian countries 
have been made. Please review the enclosed itinerary and let 

us know, at least three weeks prior to the date of your departure, 
if any changes“are necessary. 

© SoS 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Using Adv + To or Play + To, move to the line where you want 

to delete information. 

Using Adv or Play, move to the end of the word changes. 

Press Del once to delete the word are and the space after it. 

Type: 

will be 

Be sure to type the space after the word be in step 5. 

Press Rtn + All to move to the beginning of the storage area. 

Press Play + All to play back the document. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Document Storage 

Combining Phrase and 

Document Storage 

—= 

Using your IBM 85, you can use phrase and document storage 

together. 

Store each phrase in a separate phrase storage area. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to open a document storage area. 

Type the document. When you come to a phrase you want to 

use, press Play + the number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Notes: 

1. When you press Play + the number (1-99) in step 3, the 

phrase plays back and is stored in the document. The phrase 

also stays in the phrase storage area so you can use it in other 

documents. 

2. For more information on ways to use phrase and document 

storage together, see Document Storage and Phrase Storage in 

the More Information section. 
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Summary Practice 

Document Storage 

Type and store each of the following phrases in separate phrase 
storage areas. 

Store + a number (1-99) 

January 4, 19xx 

Store 

Store + a number (1-99) 
Ms. Noreen Monks 

450 Eighth Street 

Oakfield, WI 53065 

Store 

Store + a number (1-99) 

Fred Richie 

Sales Manager 

rb 

Store 
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Document Storage 

I i 
Summary Practice 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin 15 18 
Right margin 65 66 
Use standard tabs 

Single spacing 

Using the phrases you just stored, practice combining phrase 

and document storage. If you need help, follow the steps on 
page 4-32. 

Store + a letter (A-Z) 

Play + January 4, 19xx 
the number (1-99) 

Play + Ms. Noreen Monks 
the number (1-99) 450 Eighth Street 

Oakfield, WI 53065 

Type Thank you for shopping with us. 
Please note on your order that the 
style numbers were changed to match 
our current catalog numbers. 

Type Thank you again; we appreciate your 
business. 

Play + Fred Richie 
the number (1-99) Sales Manager 

rb 

Store 

I 
Summary Practice Delete all the documents and phrases you have stored. Press 

Del + the letter (A-Z) or the number (1-99) where you stored 
each document or phrase. 
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Document Storage 

Congratulations! Now you know how to store and change a 

document. With practice on your work, these techniques become 

easy. The following chart summarizes how to play, advance, 

return, or delete in document storage. 

Summary 

1. Be sure you are in document storage when you use these keys. 

The Document light must be on. 

2. To play, advance, return, or delete: 

_ oll ll ooeeeaeaeaeSEeaeeee—eEee_e_ SO 

*When using To, follow three steps. 

1. Press Play + To, Adv + To, Rtn + To, or Del + To. 

2. Type the first word on the line to which you want the 

typewriter to play, advance, return, or delete. 

3. Press the same key that you pressed with To in step 1. For 

example, if you pressed Adv + To in step 1, press Adv. 

Notes: 

1. When you type the first word on the line in step 2, type it 
exactly as it appears on your paper. Include errors and capital 

letters. Nothing prints on your paper as you type. 

2. If more than one line begins with the same word, type two or 

more words to find the line you want. You can type up to 28 

characters. 

3. The typewriter thumps or plays back after step 3 to tell you 

that it has played, advanced, returned, or deleted to the line 

you identified. 

Help! 

1. To cancel a To operation, press Code + P after you type the 

line beginning. The typewriter thumps to tell you it has 

canceled. 

2. If the line beginning you type in step 2 prints on your paper: 

a. Press the correcting key to erase the word(s) from paper 

and storage. 

b. Begin at step 1. Be sure to press and hold down Play, 

Adv, Rtn, or Del while you press To. 
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Document Storage 

fee ete te ge woes Summary Definitions The following chart summarizes the definitions of the terms 
character, word, line, all and to. 

Definitions 

Character A character is: 

e a letter, number or symbol; 

e ahyphen; 

e amark of punctuation; 

e aspace or coded space; 
e a tab or indent instruction (Code + Tab); 
e acarrier return, automatic carrier return, or 

indent clear instruction (Code + C Rtn); 
e abackspace; 

e astop code (Code + N); 

e an index; 

an underline instruction (Code + | or Code + U). 

Word A word is: 

e aword or group of characters and the space or 
spaces following them; 

e a tab or indent instruction (Code + Tab): 
e aspace or several spaces; 
e  acarrier return, automatic carrier return, or 

indent clear instruction (Code + C Rtn): 
e astop code (Code + N). 

A /ine is: 

a line of words, including the carrier return or 
automatic carrier return; 

a Carrier return or automatic carrier return by 
itself; 

the remainder of the line, including the carrier 
return, if you are not at the beginning of the line. 

All takes you from where you are in a document 
storage area to the end or beginning of the document 
storage area. 

To takes you from where you are in a document 
storage area to the beginning of the line you select. 
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Document Storage 

Memory Your typewriter’s memory can hold up to 15,500 characters. 
Therefore, everything you store subtracts from the 15,500 
characters available. 

Full When memory is full, the typewriter bell rings each time you 
type a character. Nothing else can fit in memory until more space 
is available. 

To make more space available in memory: 

1. Do not leave the present storage area. 

2. Decide which storage area to delete. 
3. Delete the storage area by pressing Del + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

e You can also create space in memory by deleting a phrase. To 

delete a phrase, press Del + the number (1-99) where you 

stored the phrase. , 

4. Continue typing. 

If you decide not to delete anything, switch off the Document 
light by pressing Store. With this light off, nothing stores from 
that point on. 

Warning for memory full When the typewriter bell rings three times and the Document or 
Phrase light blinks, you only have space for 100 more characters 
in memory. 

e If you are near the end of a document, continue typing and 

store the rest of the document. 

e If more than 100 characters remain to be typed, delete 

documents or phrases you no longer need. To delete a 

document or phrase, press Del + the letter (A-Z) or the 

number (1-99) of the document or phrase you want to 

delete. Deleting a document or phrase creates more space in 

memory. 

— If you choose not to delete anything, turn the Document 

light off by pressing Store. With this light off, nothing 

typed from that point on is stored. 
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Tables 

Column Layout You can easily set up a table like this on your IBM 85. 

— Karen Gallagher Graphics Third Floor 

Jim Robinson Publications Seventh Floor 

Ken Wing Customer Service Fifth Floor 

Using co/umn layout, you do not have to count the number of 

spaces between columns. The typewriter automatically counts 

= the spaces and sets the tab stops for you! 

The typewriter sets up the table and tab stops after you have 

typed a setup /ine. 
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Tables 

Column Layout 

(continued) 

To type a table using 1. Set the left margin. 
column layout Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area 
| | (optional). 

fe (eu) 4. Press Code + L (Col L) to begin the setup line. 

wn 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
—~ 

e 
Ee 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

}—~———4 5. Type the setup line. 
| | a. Type the longest item in each column, followed by Code +L 
a (Col L). 

b. After the last column and the Code + L (Col L), press space- 
bar to move to where you want the right margin of your 
table to be. Press C Rtn. 

Example 

Code + L Code,+ L Code + L Code +L 

Karen ei cied sea: ServiceSeventh Floor | C Rtn 

. Type the table. Press Tab between columns. Spaces 
. Press C Rtn after the last line in the table. 
. Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 
. Press Store if you are storing the table. 
. If the table might change, make a note of where the tabs are set 
for each column. 

OO OND 

Notes: 

1. You can use column layout without storing. Storing lets you 
play back and change the table. 

2. When you press Code + L to begin the setup line, the Columns 
light comes on and the Auto Return light goes off. 

3. Nothing prints on your paper while you type the setup line. 
4. When you press C Rtn at the end of the setup line, the right 

margin and tabs for the table are set. The Auto Return light 
comes on and stays on until you press Tab while typing the 
table. 

5. When you type the table, the Auto Return light comes on 
when you press C Rtn at the end of each line. The Auto 
Return light goes off when you press Tab. 

6. When you press Code + L to end column layout in step 8, the 
Columns light goes off and the Auto Return light stays on. 
The column layout tabs are cleared. Previous tabs and the 
right margin are reset. 

7. If you are storing the table, make a note of where the tabs 
are set. 

—_.s 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

To type a table using 

column layout 

(continued) 

Help! 

1. 

5-3 

To cancel column layout while typing the setup line, press 

Code + P. 

e The Columns light goes off and the Auto Return light 

comes back on. 

If you need to start the setup line over, press C Rtn; then 

press Code + L. Begin again at step 4. 

If you make a mistake while typing the setup line or the 

table, press the correcting key to correct it. 

If a bell rings while you are typing the setup line, you are five 

spaces from the existing right margin. You can continue to 

type the setup line. When you press C Rtn at the end of the 

setup line, the right margin and tabs for the table are set. 

If you make a typographical error while typing the setup 

line, you do not need to correct the error. When you type the 

setup line, the typewriter is simply counting the characters to 

measure distance. You are not storing the setup line to play 

back later. 

If you type a document in 10 or 12 pitch and play it back in 

proportional spacing, the columns may not align properly. To 

correct it, play back the columns in the pitch you originally 

typed them in, or delete the columns and retype them. 



Tables 

Column Layout 

(continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin 15 24 

Single spacing 

Store the table in an unused document storage area. Using 

column layout, type the setup line and the following table. 

Karen Gallagher Graphics Third Floor 
Jim Robinson Publications Seventh Floor 
Ken Wing Customer Service Fifth Floor 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

1. Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 
2. Type the setup line. 

Code + L Code +L Code +L Code +L 

Karen GallagherCustomer ServiceSeventh Floor Spaces C Rtn 

3. Type the table, pressing Tab between columns. Use the correct- 
ing key to correct errors before you press C Rtn. Don’t worry yet 
about errors after the carrier return. You'll learn how to change a 
stored table later in this section. 

Press C Rtn after the last line of the table. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 
Press Store to close the document storage area. ofS 

Use the Column Layout pull-out card for quick reference. 
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— Column Layout 

_ oe (continued) 

To play back a stored table Press Play + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 

Play 
letter (A-Z : ++ aletter (AZ) Notes: 

1. You play back a stored table the same way you play back 

- any other stored document. 

ak 2. When playing back a stored table, you do not have to reset 

the column tabs. 

eee Practice Play back the table you stored earlier. Press Play + the letter 

(A-Z) where you stored the table. 
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Tables 

Column Layout 

(continued) 

To change the last table 1. 

you stored 2. 

O) Or = 

To change a table other 1. 

than the last one you stored 2. 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 
Press Code + L (Col L), then C Rtn. 
Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the line where you want to add 
or delete information. 

Add or delete the information. 
Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 
Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Note: When you press Code + L and C Rtn in step 2, the type- 
writer recalls the tab stops from the most recent table you stored. 

Using Code + S (T Set), reset the tab stops for each column. 
Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 
Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the line where you want to add 
or delete information. 

Add or delete the information. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Note: For more information on changing tables, see Co/umn 
Layout in the More Information section. 

Help! 

If you do not know where the tabs were set for step 2, use one of 
these methods: 

e Consult your storage log. 
e Puta copy of the table in the typewriter. Using spacebar, 

space to the beginning of each column and press Code + S$ to 
set the tabs. 

e Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 
Press Play + Line to play back the first line in the table. Press 
Store to close the document storage area. Then space to the 
beginning of each column and press Code + S to set the tabs. 
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Tables 

Column Layout 

— (continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

= 10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
= Left margin 15 24 

Single spacing 

— Change the table you stored earlier. 

Karen Gallagher Graphics Third Floor 

Lay Ken Wing Customer Service Fifth Floor 

Troy Bailey Testing Seventh Floor 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

= 1. Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 

2. Press Code + L (Col L), then C Rtn. 

e Because this is the last table you stored, the typewriter recalls 

the tab stops. 

Press Play + Line to play back the first line. 

Press Del + Line to delete the second line. 

Press Play + Line to play back the next line. 

Type the new line. Press Tab between each column. 

Press C Rtn. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. ONDNAARW 



Tables 

Column Layout 

(continued) 

To delete a stored table Press Del + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the table. 

+ aletter (A-Z) 

Practice Delete the table you stored earlier. Press Del + the letter (A-Z) 
where you stored the table. 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

To type columns of numbers 

Practice 

ask 

If you are using proportional spacing, see page 6-4. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area 
(optional). 
Type the setup line. 

Type the table, pressing Tab between columns. Press spacebar to 

space in from the tab to align numbers. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 

Press Store if you are storing the table. 

Help! 

If you need help typing the setup line, use the Column Layout 

pull-out card. 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin 15 18 

Single spacing 

Using column layout, set up and type the following table. If you 

need help, follow the steps above. 

Equipment $923,456 $934,567 

Supplies 938,761 112.345 

Transportation 67,789 760,543 

Utilities 345,678 4325654 
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Read and do this section on/y if you need to type statistical tables 
that align at decimal points. If you type a lot of tables with 
numbers that align at decimal points, you will find the number 
alignment feature helpful. Otherwise, the column layout way of 
typing tables is all you’Il need. Numbers in statistical tables vary 
in length, as shown in the example below. 

Example 

7.99 1,246.21 8 
96.12 372.47 29 

361.26 26.38 1,302 
76.51 123.45 204 

The IBM 85 automatically aligns numbers when you set a tab 

stop at the decimal point rather than at the beginning of the 

column. We call this feature number alignment. 

The example below shows the tab set at each decimal point. 

Example 

Code + $ Code +S Code + $ 

7 .'99 1,246.!21 8 
96.12 372.47 29 

361.26 26.38 1,302 
76.51 123.45 204 
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Number Alignment 

(continued) 

To align numbers a Set the margins. 

Using Code + S (T Set), set new tabs at the decimal point in each 

column, or where a decimal point should be. 

Example 
Decimal Point 

1,386.64 
865 

Press C Rtn. 

Count the characters to the /eft of the decimal point. 

e Donot count commas. 

e Docount dollar signs, parentheses, or other signs. 

Example 

1,386.64 = 4 Characters 

865.96 = 3Characters 

75.26 = 2Characters 
8.98 = 1 Character 
25 = Tab 

Press Code + the number key for the number of characters 

counted. 

e For example, if you counted four characters, press Code + 4. 

e If you have no characters to the left of the decimal point, 

press Tab. 

Type the number. 

To move the carrier across the page and type the next column, 

repeat steps 4-6. Press C Rtn after the last number in the typed 

line. 

Repeat steps 4-7 for each additional line. 

Notes: 

1. When you press Code + the number in step 5, the carrier 

automatically moves to the position for you to type the 

number. 

2. When typing numbers, always use the number one key, not 

the lowercase L key. 

Help! 

If you type the incorrect number and the carrier is not at the 
correct place in step 5, press spacebar or the correcting key to 
align the number. 
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Number Alignment 

(continued) 

Practice 

oe 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 

Left margin 15 18 

Tab 30 36 

Type the following table using number alignment. 

5,300.00 

400.00 

80.00 

2,250.00 

-20 
1,000 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

Count the characters to the left of the decimal point in the first 

number. 

5,300 = 4 Characters 

Press Code + the number key for the number of characters you 

counted in step 1. 

Type the number. 

Press C Rtn. 

Repeat steps 1-4 for each number. 

Use the Number Alignment pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Combining Column Layout 

and Number Alignment 

To set up the table 

To type the table 
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Tables 

You can combine column layout and number alignment to type 

statistical tables. 

Set the left margin. 

Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 

Choose an unused document storage area (optional). 

Type the setup line. 

a. Press Code + L (Col L) to begin the setup line. 

b. Type the longest number in each column. Press Code + S 

(T Set) to set a tab at the decimal point. Follow each number 

with Code + L (Col L). 
c. After the last Code + L (Col L), press spacebar to where you 

want the right margin. Press C Rtn. 

Example 

For this table: 

7.99 1,246.21 8 
96.12 372.47 29 

361.26 26.38 1,302 

76.51 123.45 234 

Type this setup line: 

) = Code +L # = Code+S 

L...#.4 #4 #4) 
361.261,246.211, 302 Spaces C Rtn 

Count the characters to the left of the decimal point. 

e Do not count commas. 

e Docount dollar signs, parentheses, or other signs. 

Press Code + the number key for the number of characters you 

counted in step 1. 

Type the number. 

Repeat steps 1-3 for each number in the table. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 

Press Store if you are storing the table. 
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Combining Column Layout 

and Number Alignment 

(continued) 

Practice 

— 

a 

Typewriter setup: 

10 pitch or 12/PS pitch 
Left margin 15 18 
Single spacing 

Type the following table, using column layout and number 
alignment. 

7699 1,246.28 8 
96.12 BT 2547 29 

361.26 26038 1,302 
716.51 28a 234 

If you need help, follow these steps. 
Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 
Type the setup line. Type the longest number in each column. 
Press Code + S (T Set) to set a tab at the decimal point. Follow 
each number with Code + L (Col L). 

+ = Code+L # = Code+S 

+ #4 sy 
361.261,246°211,302" * Spaces C Rtn 

Do not press Tab. 

Count the characters to the left of the decimal point in the first 
number. 

¢ Do not count commas. The typewriter allows space for them. 

7.99 = 1 Character 

Press Code + the number key for the number of characters you 
counted in step 4. 

Code +1 

Type the number. Do not press Tab after the number. 
Repeat steps 4-6 for each number. 
Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 
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Understanding Proportional 

Spacing 

Proportional Spacing 

On your IBM 85, you can use 10 pitch, 12 pitch, or proportional 

spacing. This section explains the differences between propor- 

tional spacing and 10- or 12-pitch typing. 

In 10 and 12 pitch, each character is allotted the same space, 

regardless of its width. For example, an / takes up the same space 

as an VM. 10 pitch means 10 characters per inch and 12 pitch 

means 12 characters per inch. 

In proportional spacing, the space allotted to each character 

depends on its width. The space is measured in units. For example, 

a lowercase ™ is seven units wide and a lowercase / is three units 

wide. 

Example 

LTiiiiii Liiiiii Wii 

mmmmmmm mmmmmmm mmmmmmm 

10 Pitch 12 Pitch Proportional 

Spacing 

Remember: Proportionally spaced characters vary in width. So, 

if you type a document in 10 or 12 pitch and play it back in 

proportional spacing, the document may not play back line-for- 

line exactly as you typed it. 

The opposite case is also true. The lines may play back differently 

if you type the document in proportional spacing and play it 

back in 10 or 12 pitch. Also, centered headings, spaces between 

columns in a table, aligned Roman numerals, underlines, and 

words consisting of all capitals may play back differently. The 

underlining on a proportionally spaced word may be slightly 

misaligned if it was sent to you through a communication 

module. 
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Proportional Spacing 

Before Typing Before you type in proportional spacing, do the following. 

Checklist 

1. LD Move the pitch lever to PS. 

Pitch Lever 

e 

a 

e 

e 

ee 
& 

ee 

& 

e 

Ge 

Ce 

a 

eG 

eG 

- 

2. O Puta PS type element on the typewriter. 

PS Type 

Element 



bobbbbbboo os 
While Typing 

Proportional Spacing 

When you type in proportional spacing, use document or phrase 

storage. 

By using storage, you can easily change documents or phrases. 

You can store documents and phrases in proportional spacing 

just as you store them in 10 or 12 pitch. 

To type in proportional 

spacing 

To play back and change 

documents and phrases 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) or number (1-99) to open document 

or phrase storage. 

Type the document or phrase. 

e Tocorrect errors before the carrier return, press the correcting 

key. 

Press Store to close the document or phrase storage area. 

Play back documents or phrases just as you play them back in 10 

or 12 pitch. 

You can change documents or phrases just as you change them in 

10 or 12 pitch. 

To review playing back or changing documents and phrases, see 

the Phrase Storage or Document Storage section. 
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Columns of Numbers 

To type columns of 

numbers without 

using number alignment 

ONOARWN 

Before you continue, finish the Column Layout part of the 

previous section (pages 5-1 to 5-9). You can use number align- 

ment to type columns of numbers in proportional spacing. To 

align numbers without using the number alignment feature, move 

the pitch lever to PSN. 

To align numbers without using the number alignment feature, 

you space in from a left margin or tab. In proportional spacing all 

numbers equal five units and a space between words equals four 

units. To make numbers and spaces the same unit value, move 

the pitch lever to PSN. 

Move the pitch lever to PSN (proportional spacing with numbers). 

Pitch Lever 

Set the margins. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 

Type the column layout setup line. 

Type the table. 

Press C Rtn after the last line in the table. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end the table. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Notes: 

1. When you type the table, space in to align numbers. 

2. Always use the number one key (7), not the lowercase L key 

(/), to type the number 7. 

Help! 

If you need help typing the column layout setup line in step 4, 

use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

POPP PePPPeePeTgTgggagqggggaggegTeTeserTrTT Ts 4 
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Columns of Numbers 

(continued) 

Practice Typewriter setup: 

12/PS pitch 

Left margin 18 

Right margin 72 

PS type element on typewriter 

Pitch lever at PSN 

Type the following table. 

Equipment $923,456 $934,567 

Supplies 98,765 112,345 

Transportation 67,789 76,543 

Utilities 345,678 432,654 

If you need help, follow these steps. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 
2. Type the column layout setup line. 

ay 

Code +L Code+L Code+L Code+L 

Transportation$923,456$934,567 Spaces CRtn 

3. Type the table. 

e Press Tab between each column. 

e Space in to align numbers. 

e Remember to use the number one key (7), not the lowercase L 
key (/), to type the number 7. 

Press Code + L (Col L) to end column layout. 
5. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

> 
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Proportional Spacing 

Typing without Storing 

To correct an error you Press the correcting key (CX). Each time you press the correcting 
notice immediately key, the carrier backs up and erases one character. 

Sted 2 ec ee : . To correct other errors 1. If you have pressed C Rtn, roll the paper back to the line with 
the error. 

2. Press Code + the correcting key and/or Code + Bksp1 to align the 
red mark on the left side of the cardholder very close to, but not 
touching, the left side of the first character in the incorrect word. 

Example Red Mark 

coryect [teh er] 

Press Code + F (Repos). 

Press Code + O (NoPrt). 

Type the incorrect word. 

Press the correcting key to erase the incorrect word or character. 
Retype the correct word or character. 
Press Code + J (Reloc) to move the carrier to the original typing 
position. 

9. If necessary, roll the paper back to the line with the error. 

SNOT Ww 

Notes: 

1. When you press Code + F in step 3, the carrier moves and is 
repositioned for you to correct the error. 

2. In ‘No Print” in steps 4-5, the characters you type do not 
print on your paper. 

3. After the carrier relocates in step 8, you can only erase 
characters typed from that point on. 

4. Inproportional spacing, you should erase the entire word that 
contains the error. If the correct characters have the same unit 
value as the incorrect characters, erase only the incorrect 
characters. To find the unit value of each character, see the 
“Unit Measurement Chart” under Proportional Spacing in the 
More Information section. 

Use the Reposition pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Bells 

Ringing after a To operation 

Ringing at the right margin 

Ringing three times while 

typing 

The typewriter cannot find the line beginning. 

e Make sure you are typing the word(s) as it appears on the 

copy. If you still hear a bell, play back a copy to find the 

present line beginning. 

The carrier is five spaces from the right margin. 

Memory is almost full. You have room for about 100 characters 
in memory. 

e The Document or Phrase light blinks. 

If you are near the end of a document (less than 100 characters 
are left): 

Continue typing. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Before you store anything else, press Del + a letter (A-Z) or 

a number (1-99) to create more space in memory. 

If more than 100 characters remain: 

Press Del + a letter (A-Z) or a number (1-99) to create more 
space in memory. If you decide not to delete anything, switch 
off the Document light by pressing Store. Nothing stores from 
that point on. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

SS _ eeeseseesSsSh 
Bells 

(continued) 

Ringing while copying a If you do not have enough room in memory for the phrase to be 
phrase into a document copied, a bell rings and the phrase does not copy. For example, if 
storage area your phrase contains 50 characters and you only have space left 

for 40 characters, the phrase will not copy. 

To make more room in memory: 

1. Delete a phrase or document no longer needed. 
2. Copy the phrase again by pressing Adv + the number where you 

stored the phrase. 

Ringing while trying to use You cannot begin column layout if the typewriter is in continuous 
column layout underlining. Press Code + | where you want to end continuous 

underlining. Then begin column layout. 

L 

= 

ee 

—— 

— 

= 

—— 

— 

e 

= 

| 

= 

ee 

& 

— 

e— 

e 

e 

eo 

e 

A bell also rings when you approach the right margin while 
typing the setup line. 
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Bells 

(continued) 

Ringing with each key typed 

Ringing with playback 

stopping at right margin 

UF 

Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Memory is full. 

Press Del + a letter (A-Z) or a number (1-99) to delete a storage 

area. 

e The amount of storage you deleted is now available. 

Continue typing. 

If you decide not to delete anything, switch off the Document 

light by pressing Store. Nothing stores from that point on. 

The typewriter stops for a hyphenation decision. 

e The Hyphenate light blinks. 

To make the hyphenation decision: 

To keep the entire word on the same line, press Play + All. 

2. To move the entire word to the next line: 

a. Press C Rtn. 

b. Press Play + All. 

3. To hyphenate the word: 

a. Press Play + spacebar to play to the place where you want the 

word divided. 

b. Type the hyphen. 

c. Press C Rtn. 

d. Press Play + All. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Lights 

The lights on the control panel tell you which typewriter features are active. These lights and their 
meanings are summarized below. 

IEEE AT, [SR SS SES TS SS EEE ERE TSE 

Auto 

Return 

Hyphenate 

Document The typewriter is con- 

nected to a document 

storage area and can 

store, revise, or play 

back text from the 

15,500-character 

memory. 

The typewriter auto- You must press C Rtn 

matically returns at the at the end of each line. 

right margin. 

Lines play back according 

to the margins set in the 

typewriter and not as 

originally stored. 

Lines play back line-for- 

line as they were stored. 

The Auto Return light 

goes off and on while 

you type a table using 

column layout. For 

detailed information, 

see the notes under ‘’To 

type a table using column 

layout” under Column 

Layout in the Tables 

section. 

The typewriter stops 

during playback for 

hyphenation decisions. 

The typewriter does not 

stop during playback for 

hyphenation decisions. 

The typewriter is waiting 

for a hyphenation decision. 

100 or fewer characters are 

left in the 15,500-character 

memory or memory is full. 

The typewriter is not 

connected to a document 

storage area. You are 

using the one-line memory 

to type text. 

Note: You can play back 

text from a document 

storage position with the 

Document light off. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Lights 

(continued) 

a 
ee {epee ee eR 

Wait The typewriter is: 

e finding a document or 

phrase storage position 

or the beginning of a 

line in the 15,500- 

character memory, or 

e deleting an entire 

storage position. 

You should not perform 

any typewriter operation 

until the light goes off. 

(This light stays on as long 

as it takes to find or delete 

the information stored in 

memory.) 

Columns You are using column 

layout. The tab stops are 

set for columns. 

Phrase You are storing a phrase. 100 or fewer characters are 

left in the 15,500-character 

memory or memory is full. 

The typewriter is not 

connected to a phrase 

storage area. 

All The typewriter’s memory 

Lights has been erased because of 

a temporary power outage 

or because the power was 

turned off. 

You must reset margins 

and tabs and retype the 

information that was 

stored. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

During Column Layout 

After typing the setup line, 

the tab stops are not set in 

the correct position(s) 

Canceling 

Last column in a table is 

being rearranged during 

playback 

The column spacing does 

not look the same when 

you play it back, or the 

last column ends at a 

different point 

= 

You need to retype the column layout setup line. Make sure you 
type each Code + L, especially the instruction after the longest 
line in the last column. 

e Do not type a column layout instruction at the right margin. 

To cancel column layout while typing the setup line, press 
Code + P. 

The right margin is set at a different point than when you stored 
the table. 

To correct: 

Reset the right margin at the right edge of the last column. 
Play back the table. 

If you typed the columns in 10 or 12 pitch and played them 
back in proportional spacing (or vice versa), the columns may 
not be properly aligned. 

To correct: 

Play back the columns in the pitch you originally typed them in. 

or 

Delete the columns and retype them. 
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What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Column Layout 

(continued) 

When making changes to a 

table, you press Tab and the 

carrier does not move to the 

correct position 

Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

You must reset the tabs to make changes to tables. 

If you are changing the most recent table you stored: 

Press Code + L and C Rtn. 

e The typewriter remembers the last set of column layout tabs. 

|f you are changing an earlier stored table and need to know 

where the tabs are set, use one of these methods. 

e Consult your storage log. 

e Put acopy of the table in the typewriter. Using spacebar, 

space to the beginning of each column and press Code + S to 

set the tabs. 

e Press Play + Line to play back the first line of the table. Then 

space to the beginning of each column and press Code + S to 

set the tabs. 



Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Justified Playback 

First line not justified If you typed a document like this: 

Code + Backspace 

Is hous is the time for all good 

spacebar en to come to the aid of their 

ountry. The quick brown fox 

jumped over the lazy dog. 

| 
and it played back like this: 

1. Now is the time for all good men 

Ito come to the aid of their 

ountry. The quick brown fox 

jumped over the lazy dog. 

| 
Left Margin 

During justified playback, the typewriter adjusted the entire line, 

including the spaces you typed before the left margin. 

To correct: 

Type this as an indented job. 

Code + Tab 

is Now is the time for all 

| good men to come to the 

| aid of their country. 

| The quick brown fox jumped 

| over the lazy dog. Code+C Rtn 

Left Margin 

The typewriter will play it back like this: 

Ls Now is the time for all 

| good men to come to the 

| aid of their country. 

The quick brown’ fox 

| jumped over the lazy 

Left Mardin e* 
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What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Justified Playback 

(continued) 

Headings ox closings divide 

at the right margin 

Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

To keep words together at the right margin, press Code + spacebar 

or Code + hyphen between each word. 

Type this: 
Code + spacebar 

Sincerely yours, 

February iad cia 
| 

2-l4-xx Code + spacebar 

Code + hyphen 

To prevent this: 

Sincerely 

yours 
February 

14, 19xx 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

Auto Return light going off 

Carrier not automatically 

returning at the right margin 

Carrier not returning to the 

left margin at the end of a 

document 

If you are playing back a justified document or a column layout 

job, the Auto Return light goes off automatically. The light 

comes back on automatically when you finish the document. 

or 

If you use a format like this: 
Tab Tab 

Ls Now is the time for 

all good men to come to the aid of 

their country. 

The typewriter assumes that you are typing a table and switches 

off the Auto Return light. 

You need to delete the tabs, then retype the document using 

spacebar instead of Tab for the space. 

Make sure the Auto Return light is on and the right margin is set. 

To correct: 

Type an additional carrier return at the end of the document. 
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What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Centered heading is not 

playing back in the same 

position as typed 

Carrier returns after one or 

two words print at the left 

margin 

= 

Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Your left margin has changed and the centered heading has not. 

The heading is still the same number of spaces from the left 

margin as when typed. 

If you typed the heading in 10 or 12 pitch and played it back in 

proportional spacing (or vice versa), it may look different when 

you play it back. 

To correct: 

Press Del + Line to delete the centered line. 

Center and type the new line. 

e If you need help centering, use the Center pull-out card. 

or 

Move the left margin to its original position. 

If your copy plays back like this: 

The quick brown fox 

jumped 

over the lazy dog. Now 

is the 

time for all good men 

Try playing the job back with the Auto Return light off or try 

moving the right margin further to the right. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Extra carrier returns (blank 

spaces) appearing in the 

playback copy 

Finding a stored document 

Hyphen appearing in the 

middle of a word 

You may have typed extra spaces and carrier returns while the 
Document light was on. 

To correct: 

Press Adv, Rtn, or Play to move to the line with the error. 
Play back through the word before the extra carrier return(s) or 
space(s), 
Using Del, delete the extra carrier return(s) or space(s). 
Play back the rest of the document. 

Press Code + Q. 

e If the Document or Phrase light is on, the typewriter prints 
the letter or number of the storage area you are using. 

e If the Document and Phrase lights are off, the typewriter 
prints the letter of the last document storage area you used. 

or 

Check the storage log to see where you stored the document. 
e Make sure you always select a storage area before typing. 

Note: If you press Store by itself (without pressing a letter 
or number with it), the typewriter opens the last document 
you stored at the end of the document. 

You typed a permanent hyphen instead of a syllable hyphen at 
the right margin. 

XXX KXKKX XKKX xx depart-ment xxxKxK XXK XKXKXXXXX 

To correct: 

Play back to the hyphen. 

Press Del + spacebar to delete the hyphen. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Hyphenate light going off 

Part of document playing 

back in the wrong place 

Play, Adv or Del not working 

NO — 

If you use a format like this: 

Tab Tab 

1s Now is the time for all good men 

to come to the aid of their country. 

The typewriter assumes that you are typing a table and switches 

off the Hyphenate light. 

You need to delete the tabs, then retype the document using 

spacebar instead of Tab for the space. 

If the last part of the document plays back first, store was ended 

(Document light went out) and then reentered at the wrong 

place. 

To correct: 

Delete the information that played back incorrectly. 

Retype the information in the correct place. 

If you are at the end of a document storage area, you cannot: 

e Play a word, a line, all, or to a certain line. 

e Advance a word, a line, all, or to a certain line. 

e Delete a word, a line, all, or to a certain line. 

If the Document light is off, you cannot use Adv, Rtn, or Del 

alone or with Line, spacebar, To, or All. You can press Play + a 

letter (A-Z) or Del + a letter (A-Z). 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Pressing Tab and the tab did While playing back to make changes, make sure the tab stops are 

not move the same distance set at the same position as when the document was typed. 

as when the document was 

originally typed To correct: 

1. Using Del, delete the incorrect tab. 

2. Using Code + S, set the correct tab stop(s). 

3. Press Tab to retype the tab. 

Return operation is not If you are at the beginning of a document storage area or the 

working Document light is not on, you cannot return. 

e If the Document light is not on, press Store + a letter (A-Z) 

to switch it on. Use Adv or Play to move forward through the 

document storage area. 

or 

e If the Document light is on, use Adv or Play. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Storage area X is not 

working 

Text appearing in the wrong 

place 

_— 

id 

Because X is a repeat key, do not hold down the letter X for 

more than one-half second while you press Store. If you hold 
the letter X down too long, the typewriter interprets this as 

Store + XX. The typewriter will not accept double letters as 

storage areas. Therefore, XX is not a valid storage area. 

The typewriter will not accept a Store + XX instruction. It will 
eliminate the XX part of the instruction and accept the Store 
part only. Therefore, it will open the last storage area you were 
typing in at the end of the storage area. 

To check to see which storage area you are using, press Code + O 

(Query). 
e If the Document or Phrase light is on, the typewriter prints 

the number or letter of the storage area you are using. 
e If the Document and Phrase lights are off, the typewriter 

prints the letter of the last document storage area you 
used. 

To erase the storage number or letter, try one of the following 
techniques: 

Press the correcting key. 

Use No Print for 10 or 12 pitch or Reposition for proportional 

spacing. Be sure to close the document or phrase storage area 

before you use No Print or Reposition. 

Make sure you are at the correct point in the document storage 
area when you make changes. 

To correct: 

Using Del, delete the incorrect information. 

Retype the misplaced information. 

Using Play, play back a corrected copy. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Text is underlining that 

should not be underlining 

Typewriter is pausing before 

it plays back information 

Typewriter is tabbing to the 

right margin or right edge of 

platen instead of the correct 

tab 

Typewriter keyboard is 

locked, and 20z-v3END 

printed on your paper 

N 

You did not end the continuous underline. 

To correct: 

Return to where the continuous underlining should end and press 

Code + | to end the underline instruction. 

If several spaces occur together, the typewriter does not play 

back each space separately. The typewriter pauses, then moves 
the carrier quickly across the page to the next character to play 
back. 

You may not have set your tabs at the correct indent level(s). 

To correct: 

Press Code + C Rtn. 

Using Code + S, set tabs if necessary. 

Retype the indent instruction. 

e Code + Tab takes you to the next tab stop and sets a tempo- 
rary left margin. 

You pressed Code when you pressed the On/Off switch or when 
you switched on the power. Pressing Code with either of these 
keys starts the typewriter’s diagnostic check. 

To correct: 

Using the On/Off switch, turn the typewriter off, then back on. 
e Be careful not to press Code when you switch the typewriter 

off and on. 

Press the correcting key to erase the characters from your paper 
and storage. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

hh COCMD GSS 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Playback 

(continued) 

Typewriter underlines the 

space after the last word 

in a continuous underline 

instruction 

Unwanted characters are 

printing on your paper while 

trying to play back 

Words or numbers that 

should be kept together are 

dividing at the right margin 

When you press Code + I, the typewriter underlines everything 
from that point back to where you pressed Code + U, including 
spaces. 

Code + U Code + I 

Now is the time For all atw ss tne time | 

To correct: 

Press the correcting key once to erase the instruction and the 
underlined space. 

Press Code + | at the end of the word. 
Press spacebar to retype the space. 

When using Adv, Rtn, Del, or Play, you may not have held down 
the appropriate key when you pressed Line, All, or To. 
e If the unwanted character prints, the character is in memory 

and must be deleted. 

To prevent words or numbers from dividing, press a 
Code + spacebar or Code + hyphen between the words. 

To prevent this: 

12- 

31-xx 

Very 

truly yours, 

Type this: 

Code + hyphen 

12-31-52 

Very truly yours, 

Code + spacebar 



Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Typing 

Accidentally pressing 

Code + Backspace 

Accidentally pressing Store 

Accidentally typing a 

center instruction 

Accidentally typing a 

continuous underline 

instruction 

Auto Return light coming 

on, then going off 

If you accidentally press Code + Backspace, press the correcting 

key to remove any incorrect characters. 

e First the carrier moves forward as it erases the coded back- 

spaces; then it erases any printed characters. 

If you accidentally press Store and want to reenter the document 

at the same point, press Store again. 

If you accidentally type a center instruction while typing other 
information, cancel it by pressing Code + P. 

If you accidentally type a continuous underline instruction 

(Code + U), press the correcting key to erase it. 

The Auto Return light automatically goes off when you use 
centering. When centering is completed, the Auto Return light 
comes back on automatically. 

The Auto Return light goes off and on while you type a table 
using column layout. 

7-18 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Typing 

(continued) 

Carrier backing up when you 

press spacebar or type text 

Carrier moving forward as 

you press the correcting key 

Carrier not returning to 

the original left margin 

Carrier returning while 

typing words or numbers 

that should not be separated 

at the right margin 

= AS 

A center instruction has been typed. 

To cancel a center instruction: 

Press C Rtn and retype. 

You are erasing coded backspaces. Continue pressing the correct- 
ing key. The carrier moves to where it typed the first coded 
backspace and then erases the characters. 

You have typed an indent instruction. Press Code + C Rtn to 

return the carrier to the original left margin. 

With the Auto Return light on, the carrier returns after you type 
a space or hyphen after the right margin bell. 

To prevent words or numbers from being separated, press a 
Code + hyphen or a Code + spacebar. The carrier will not return. 

To correct: 

Return to the line with the error. 

Play to the incorrect space or hyphen. 

Delete the space or hyphen. 

Retype the space or hyphen using Code + spacebar or 
Code + hyphen. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Typing 

(continued) 

Characters 20z-v3END 

printed on your paper 

Characters printing on 

paper while trying to 

Adv + To 

You pressed Code when you pressed the On/Off switch or when 

you switched on the power. Pressing Code with either of these 

keys starts the typewriter’s diagnostic check. 

To correct: 

Using the On/Off switch, turn the typewriter off, then back on. 

e Becareful not to press Code when you switch the typewriter 

off and on. 

Press the correcting key to erase the characters from your paper 

and storage. 

If you press Adv + To and the characters print on your paper as 

you type the line beginning, you may already be at the end of 

your document. 

e You cannot use Adv + To. 

e Use Rtn + To. 

e Use the correcting key to erase the characters from your 

paper and from storage. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

——____SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSsSsSs— 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Typing 

(continued) 

Characters printing on 

paper while trying to 

Rtn + To 

Keyboard is locked, and 

202z-v3END printed on 

your paper 

Starting over before the 

centered text has printed 

Typewriter is printing 

unwanted characters on 

your paper 

If you press Rtn + To and characters print on your paper when 
you type the line beginning, you may be at the beginning of your 
document. You cannot use Rtn at the beginning of a document. 
Use Adv + To. Use the correcting key to erase characters that 
printed from memory and on the paper. 

You pressed Code when you pressed the On/Off switch or when 

you switched on the power. Pressing Code with either of these 

keys starts the typewriter’s diagnostic check. 

To correct: 

Using the On/Off switch, turn the typewriter off, then back on. 
e Be careful not to press Code when you switch the typewriter 

off and on. 

Press the correcting key to erase the characters from your paper 

and storage. 

If you make an error while typing centered information and need 

to start over, press Code + K again, thereby: 

e erasing what was typed from memory, 

e returning the carrier to the center, and 

e keeping the typewriter in the center mode so you can begin 
retyping. 

Make sure you hold down Code while you press the character 

key to type an instruction. 

Use the correcting key to erase any unwanted character(s). 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

During Typing 

(continued) 

Typewriter underlines the 

space after the last word 

in a continuous underline 

instruction 

Underlining one word does 

not work 

Underlining only the last 

word of continuously 

underlined information 

wn 

“ 

When you press Code + I, the typewriter underlines everything 

from that point back to where you pressed Code + U, including 

spaces. _ 

rT +U Code + J 

Now is the time for all 

To correct: 

Press the correcting key once to erase the instruction and the 

underlined space. 

Press Code + | at the end of the word. 

Press spacebar to retype the space. 

You typed a space before typing the word underline instruction. 

Press the correcting key and then press Code + I. = 

You did not type the continuous underline instruction. 

To correct: 

Return to where the underlining should begin. 

Press Code + U to type the continuous underline instruction. 

Using Play alone or with Line, spacebar, To, or All, play back the 

underlined information. 
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rT What Happened? 
Se (continued) 

= . 

Paper Insertion 

Paper is not inserting to the 

: correct position 

Paper is not inserting 

L_, automatically 

SbabbLET 

Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

Make sure you typed the correct setting. See “Inserting other 
than one inch from top” under Paper in the More Information 
section. 

Also, if you manually roll the paper into the typewriter, the 
position may be incorrect. 

Make sure the paper release lever is not forward. Pull the paper 
bail lever a// the way forward until the paper begins to feed. 
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Bells, Lights, 

What Happened? 

What Happened? 

(continued) 

Phrases 

Phrase is not playing back 

Wrong phrase is playing back 

Make sure the Phrase light is off. Press Store to switch off the 

Phrase light, then press Play + a number (1-99). If the phrase stil 

does not play back, check your storage log. The phrase may be 

stored in another area. 

You cannot play back a justified phrase. Be sure you are pressing 

Play + the number, not Code + Play + the number. If you want 

to justify a phrase, first copy it into a document storage area. 

To copy a phrase into a document storage area: 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 

Press Adv + the number (1-99) of the phrase storage area you 

want to copy. 

e The typewriter thumps when the phrase is copied. 
e The phrase is now in both document and phrase storage. 

Check the storage log to be sure you are playing back the phrase 

you want. 
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More Information 



Automatic Carrier Return 

(Auto Return) 

Keeping words or numbers 

together at the end of a line 

Wi olacmm lancelanar-nareyal 

Words or numbers with spaces: 

Code + spacebar 

Very truly' yours, 

September, 6,, 19xx 

Code + spacebar 

Press Code + spacebar between words or numbers that you want 

to keep together at the right margin. 

Words or numbers with hyphens: 

Code + hyphen 

10-28-xx 

402-66-2190 

Code + hyphen 

Press Code + hyphen for words or numbers with hyphens that 

you want to keep together at the right margin. 

Q.7 
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Automatic Carrier Return 

(Auto Return) 

(continued) 

Playing back with the 

Auto Return light on 

Playing back with the same 

line endings 

Typing a carrier return 

before the right margin 

bell rings 

When the Auto Return light is on during playback, the typewriter 

decides where to end the lines. The carrier returns automatically. 

The typewriter plays back according to present margins set in the 

typewriter. If a word extended past the right margin when 

originally typed, it may be automatically printed on the next line 

during playback. 

If you press C Rtn before the right margin bell when typing, the 

typewriter always returns at that point during playback. 

When the Auto Return light is off, text plays back line-for-line as 

typed or as previously played back. 

Switch the Auto Return light off by pressing Code + R twice. 

e  1f the Hyphenate light is on, press Code + R once. 

Play back the document by pressing Play + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

Press C Rtn if you need to end a line before the right margin bell 

(for example: a date, an inside address, a salutation, short lines 

of a paragraph, or a short heading). During playback the carrier 

always returns at that point. 
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Automatic Carrier Return 

(Auto Return) 

(continued) 

Typing with the Auto Return 

light off 

Typing with the Auto Return 

light on 

More Information 

To switch off the Auto Return light, press Code + R until the 
light goes off. 

Switch the Auto Return light off if you do not want the carrier 
to return automatically from the right margin [for example: pre- 
printed forms or tables (when not using column layout or number 
alignment)] . 

Note: If you choose not to use automatic carrier return while 
typing in memory: 

e Press C Rtn only after the bell rings. 
e If you press C Rtn before the bell, the carrier return is 

permanently stored in the document at that point. The 
typewriter always returns when it reaches that point during 
playback. 

Automatic carrier return is active when you switch on the 
power: the Auto Return light is on. Use automatic carrier return 
to type any document that you might change or play back 
justified later. 

Notes: 

1. The carrier gets ready to return after a space or hyphen. It 
returns when you type the character after the space or 
hyphen. 

2. If you type word--word , the carrier does not return until 
after the second hyphen and space have been typed. 

3. If you press C Rtn after the right margin bell, the typewriter 
remembers the carrier return as an automatic carrier return. 

4. If youpress C Rtn before the right margin bell, the typewriter 
always returns at that point during playback. 
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Backspace 

Backspacing without erasing 

Constructing characters 

_ 

Moving to the left of the 

left margin 

Press Code + Backspace any time you want to back up the carrier 

without erasing anything from the paper or memory. 

Use Code + Backspace when constructing special characters. 

For example: @ 

Type 0. 

Press Code + Backspace once. 

Type /. 

If you press Code + Backspace to move to the left of the left 

margin, as in this example: 

Code + Backspace 

dt. 

Code + spacebar 

Backspace 1 

Inserting an 

extra character 

Inserting a character 

in the first word 

of the line 

jWidgets 

jYour order for the above parts was 

filled on March 17, 1983. 
| 

Left Margin 

~ eh 

—y 

Type coded spaces (Code + spacebar) when you want to go to 

the left margin. 

Press Code +<X| (Backspace) or spacebar to move the carrier to the 

beginning of the incorrect word. 

Press Code + O and type the incorrect word. 

Press the correcting key to erase the incorrect word. 

Press Code + Bksp 1 (+) to move the carrier back a fraction of a 

space in order to insert a character. 

Type the correct word. 

Press Code + J (Reloc) to move the carrier to the original typing 

position. 

e If necessary, roll the paper back to the original typing 

position. 

Continue typing. 

Note: In step 4, press Code + Bksp 1 three times if you are using 

10 pitch and Code + Bksp 1 two times if you are using 12/PS 

pitch. 

Erase the first two words. 

Type the first word correctly and space. 

Press Code + Bksp 1 three times if you are using 10 pitch or two 

times if you are using 12/PS pitch. 

Type the second word. 
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Cardholder 

Cleaning the cardholder 

Removing the cardholder 

Replacing the cardhe!der 

More Information 

x 

The cardholder holds paper, cards, and envelopes against the 
platen. The red vertical mark (A) indicates the position of the 
next character to be typed. The horizontal line (B) indicates the 
base of the typing line. The notches (C) on the cardholder are 
used for drawing vertical lines. (Use the line finder to roll the 
platen freely.) The red vertical mark (D) is used when correcting 
errors in proportional spacing. 

If your typewriter’s serial number ranges from 7000001 to 
7008393, the cardholder on your typewriter is removable and 
can be cleaned with a damp cloth and mild soap. To find the 
serial number, raise the sound hood, move the carrier to the 
extreme left, and look for the serial number on the silver bar 
inside. 

If your typewriter’s serial number ranges from 7000001 to 
7008393, the cardholder is removable. All other typewriters 
have nonremovable cardholders. 

Pull the paper bail lever forward. 

Press and hold the black lever in front of the right side of the 
cardholder (E). 

Pull the cardholder up and out. 

Place the left edge of the cardholder onto the pin between the 
type element and the platen. 

Press and hold the black lever in front of the right side of the 
cardholder (E). 
Press down on the right side of the cardholder until it is latched; 
then release the lever. 

Push the paper bail lever back. 

on 



More Information 

ee 
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Centering 

Canceling a center 

instruction 

Centering headings over 

columns 

Centering to the left margin 

(bell rings) 

Continuously underlining a 

centered heading 

Making changes to a 

centered line 

BaN> 

a 

ON RWNS 

_— 

To cancel a center instruction (Code + K) you typed accidentally, 

press Code + P. 

Tab or space to the center of the column. 

Press Code + K. 

Type the heading. 

Press Code + P. 

e The heading prints. 

Repeat steps 1-4 for each column. 

When centering long information, the bell rings when the carrier 

is five spaces from the left margin. 

Tab or space to the center. 

Press Code + K. 

Press Code + U. 

Type the heading. 

Press Code + I. 

Press Code + P. 

When centering, the typewriter remembers how far the carrier 

moves from the left margin. If you change the left margin or 

change a centered line on a stored document, you must delete 

and retype the line. 

Press Play, Adv, or Rtn to move to the centered line. 

Press Del + Line. 

e The line is deleted. 

Center the new line. 

(If you are not storing a document, use No Print to correct an 

error you notice after pressing C Rtn.) 
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More Information 

Changing a Stored 1. Besure you are in document storage. The Document light must 

Document be on. 

e lf you are not in storage, press Store + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

2. Using Play, Adv, or Rtn + To, move to the line where the change 

occurs. 

3. Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the point where the change 

occurs. 

4. Delete the old information and/or type the new information, 

including punctuation and space. Do not press C Rtn or spacebar, 

unless you want to add carrier returns or spaces. 

5. Press Store to close the document storage area. 

Before you try to change a stored document, be sure you are in 

the document storage area you want to change. If the change 

involves tabs, be sure the tabs set in your typewriter are the tabs 

you need for the document. 

Some of the most frequent kinds of changes are listed here and 

assume that you are changing a stored document. The Document 

light is on. 

Changing the amount of The typewriter remembers how far the carrier moved from the 

space the paragraph is left margin when you pressed Tab. If you change the tab stop, 

indented you need to delete the old tab and type a new tab. The carrier 

then moves the correct distance. 

Set the new tab stop. 

Press Play, Adv, or Rtn to move to the tab. 

Press Del to delete the tab. 

Press Tab to type the new tab. PO NS 

- 
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More Information 

Changing a Stored Document 

(continued) 

Combining paragraphs 

Correcting an error on the 

same line 

complete figures are available. ae 

Expansion of marketing emphasis in the West has 

1. Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the last line in the first 

paragraph. 

2. Press Play until the last word and space(s) following it play back. 

e Donot play back the carrier return. In this example, the text 

is single spaced with two carrier returns between paragraphs. 

3. Press Del twice to delete the two carrier returns. 

e Ifthe next paragraph begins with an indent, press Del once to 

delete the indent. 

You can use Rtn to correct an error you have played past. 

when you asd the typewriter to 
— 

~~ — . 

Return to Here — ~~ Carrier Is Here 

To correct the example above: 

1. Press Rtn to back up to the space after asd. 

2. Press the correcting key to erase the incorrect characters. 

3. Type the correct characters and the space. 

e The space was the first character erased. 

4. Press Adv to move forward to where you left off. 

1neq@ge@eegcaeaeneonce@gngqqgagngagaqgqqqagagaqgagggegggagegqge 
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Changing a Stored Document 

(continued) 

Deleting a carrier return in 

the middle of a line 

Deleting an extra carrier 

return in a document 

N 

More Information 

Dl Return Here 

Because the 

typewriter remembers what you have 

Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the end of the word before 

the carrier return (in the above example, the). 

Press Del once to delete the carrier return. 

Space once and continue playback. 

e lf there is a space after the, you do not need to space. 

e The remaining lines move up. 

Because the typewriter remembers 
Extra Carrier Return 

what you have typed, only add the 

Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the line before the carrier 

return you want to delete (in the above example, the line begins 

with Because.) 

Press Play + Line to play back the line, including the carrier 

return at the end of the line. 

Press Del once to delete the extra carrier return. 

8-9 
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Changing a Stored Document 

(continued) 

Deleting extra spaces 

----- Spaces------are to be presented 

To delete extra spaces at the beginning of a line: 

Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the line with the extra 

spaces. 

Press Del once. Because this typewriter considers several spaces 

to be one word, it deletes all the spaces. You can also delete the 

spaces by pressing Del + spacebar once for each space to be 

deleted. 

are to be-—-Spaces----processed 

To delete extra spaces within a line: 

Using Play, play through the end of the word to, including the 

space. 

Press Del once. The typewriter deletes the word and all the 

spaces following it. 

or 

Using Play + spacebar, play to the end of the word (in the 

example, be). 
Press Del + spacebar as many times as necessary to delete the 

spaces. 

,neaggaagegangaggngnga@aqagggnagagagqagaangegngnageagcgagceqage 
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More Information 

Changing a Stored Document 

(continued) 

Deleting several carrier 

returns in the middle of 

a line 

Deleting several lines 

=e 

= 

Because 
Extra Carrier Return 

the typewriter remembers what you have 

Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the end of the word before 

the extra carrier returns (in this example, Because). 

Press Del + To, type the first words of the line you are deleting 

to, then press Del. 

e Inthe above example, you are deleting to the typewriter. 

Space once, if necessary. 

Continue playback. 

e The line beginning the typewriter moves up after the word 

Because. 

Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the point where you want to 

delete. 

Press Del + Line for each line you want to delete. 

or 

Press Del + To. 

Type the first word(s) of the line fo//owing the lines you want to 

delete. 

Press Del. 

e All lines up to the word(s) you typed are deleted. 
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Changing a Stored Document 

(continued) 

Deleting words with 

hyphens or dashes 
YP first-class 

402-66-2190 

278-2998 

To delete words with permanent hyphens or dashes similar to the 

ones shown above: 

Press Del once. 
e The first word, the hyphen (or dash), the second word, and 

any punctuation or space following the word are deleted. 

Separating a paragraph 

outside the company .q] Further details can be 

1. Pressing Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to the line with the change. 

2. Press Play until the last word and the two spaces preceding the 

new paragraph have played back. 

3. Type the carrier return(s). 

e Press Tab to indent the new paragraph, if necessary. 
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Column Layout 

Adding a column to a table 

NOC PWN 

ONOATRWN 

More Information 

Some of the most frequent kinds of changes are listed here. 

These changes assume that you are changing a table you have 

stored in document storage. 

Remember: To change a stored table, you must be in document 

storage. Be sure the Document light is on. 

a 
AZ 

At the left margin: 

Type the new column layout setup line. 

e = If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Type the first item in the first column and then press Tab. 

Play back the next column. 

Press Del once to delete the tab. 

Type a tab to move to the next column. 

Repeat steps 3-5 for remaining columns on that line. 

Repeat steps 2-6 for each line. 

In the middle of a table: 

Type a new column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Play back the first column. 

Press Del once to delete the tab. 

Press Tab to move to the next column. 

Repeat steps 2-4 for the next column. 

Type the first item in the new column, including a tab. 

Play back the last column. 

Repeat steps 2-7 for each line. 

8-13 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

Adding lines to a table To add lines to a table: 

1. If you are revising the last table you stored and the revision does 

not change the longest line in a column, press Code + L to reset 

the column layout tabs. Then press C Rtn. 

2. If you are not revising the last table you stored, press Code + S to 

reset each tab stop. If the revision changes the longest line ina 

column, retype the column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

3. Press Adv or Play to move to the addition. 

4. Type the new line. 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each additional line. 

Canceling To cancel column layout while typing the setup line, press 

Code + P. 

Centering column headings To center a heading over a column: 

1. Type the column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

2. Press spacebar to move the carrier to the center of the column. 

3. Center the heading. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

4. Press Tab to move to the next column. 

5. Repeat steps 2-4 for each column. 

Changing the tab stops for To change the tab stops for a table: 

a table 1. Type the new column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

2. Play back the first column. 

ef the table is indented from the left margin, delete the 

indent instruction. Press Code + Tab to type the new indent 

instruction to move the carrier to the correct point. 

3. Press Del once to delete the old tab. 

e You must delete the old tab and type a new tab to move the 

carrier to the correct point. 

4. Press Tab. 

Repeat steps 2-4 for each column in the table. 

6. Repeat steps 2-4 for each line. 
a 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

Deleting a column in a table 

NOOR 

™ 

© 90 

More Information 

At the left margin: 

Type the new column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Press Del as many times as necessary to delete the first column 

and the tab. 

Play back the next column. 

Press Del to delete the tab. 

Press Tab. 

Play back the next column. 

Repeat steps 2-6 for each line. 

In the middle of a table: 

Type the new column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Play back the first column. 

Press Del once to delete the tab. 

Press Tab. 

Play back the next column. 

Delete the tab before the column; delete the column; then delete 

the tab after the column. 

Press Tab. 

Play back the next column. 

Repeat steps 2-8 for each line. 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

Making major changes to 

tables 

Making minor changes to 

tables 

O01 

aPwWNh 

If the revision changes the longest line in a column, it also 
changes the amount of space between the columns. 

To have the correct amount of space between columns, type a 
new setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 
Play back the first column. 

e If the table is indented from the left margin, press Del once 
to delete the indent instruction. Then press Code + Tab to 
type the new indent instruction to position the carrier at the 
correct point. 

Press Del once to delete the old tab. 

e Because the typewriter remembered how far the carrier 
moved when you pressed Tab, you must delete the old tab. 

Press Tab. 

Repeat steps 2-4 for each column in the table. 
Repeat steps 2-4 for each line in the table. 

To make minor changes to a table: 
If the longest line in a column changes due to your revision, type 
the setup line first. 

Press Play, Adv, or Rtn to move to the point of change. 
Press Del to delete the incorrect word. 
Type the correct word. 

Play back a corrected copy. 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

Typing indented tables 

More Information 

Code + Tab 

© OND 

Code + C Rtn 

To type a table like the illustration above: 

Set a tab for the indented table. 

Type the text. 

If you are storing the table, type a stop code (Code + N). The 

typewriter stops at this point during playback for you to set 

column layout tabs. 

Press Code + Tab to move the carrier to the beginning of the first 

column. 

Type the column layout setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Type the indented table. 

Press Code + L to end column layout. 

At the end of the table press Code + C Rtn. 

At the end of the table, type a stop code (Code + N). The type- 

writer stops at this point during playback for you to reset margins 

or tabs. 
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Column Layout 

(continued) 

Typing tables with 

centered headings 

Main Heading 

To type tables like the illustration above: 

Center the main heading. 
e If you need help, use the Center pull-out card. 

Type the setup line. 

e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

Move the carrier to the center of the first column. 

Center the headings. 
e If you need help, use the Center pull-out card. 

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each column. 

Type the table. 
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More Information 

Column Layout 

(continued) 

Typing tables with text 

extending to the right margin 

© ©. © 
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* = Code + Tab (Indent) 

# = Code + C Rtn (In Clr) 

To type a table similar to the illustration above: 

1. Type the column layout setup line. 
e If you need help, use the Column Layout pull-out card. 

2. Type the columns. Type Code + Tab (Indent) and Code + C Rtn 

(In Clr) where shown above. 

e If you need help, use the Indent pull-out card. 

To play back: 

1. Set the right margin at the same place as originally typed. 

e Resetting column layout tabs does not reset the right margin. 

e If the right margin is different, the lines also change according 

to the right margin set in the typewriter. 

2. Play back the table. 
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Document Storage 

Storing a document ina 

phrase storage area 

You can store a document in the phrase storage area by following 

these steps: 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z). 
e Typing the document in a document storage area allows you 

to make corrections. 

Type the document. 

Press Rtn + a number (1-99). 
e The document is now stored in a phrase storage area. 

e Write the number of the phrase storage area. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

To delete the document from document storage, press Del + the 

letter (A-Z). 

e The document is deleted from document storage but stays in 

phrase storage. 
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Form (Repetitive) Letters 

To store a form letter = 

Wi Coye-M banceyanarchecey a 

Suppose you want to send the same letter to several different 

people. We call this letter a form, or repetitive, letter. On your 

IBM 85, you just type the repetitive letter once. 

Choose an unused document storage area. 

Type the document. 

e Press Code + N (stop code) where the variable information 

occurs. 

Press Store to store the document. 

Example 

In this example, the variable information is shaded. When you 

type the letter, press Code + N (stop code) where the variable 

information occurs. 

Code+N (Date) 

Code+N (Inside address) 

Thank you for ordering an IBM typewriter. 

Your new typewriter will be delivered 

Code+N (date). Please call me if 
you have any questions about your 

order. 

Thank you. 

Linda Dixon 

Sales Manager 

rb 
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More Information 

Form (Repetitive) Letters 

(continued) 

To play back a form letter 1. 

NOaRWN 

Leave the Document light off. 

e You donot want to store the variable information with the 

document. 

Leave the Auto Return light on. 

Press Play + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

When playback stops, type the variable information. 

To continue playback, press Play + All. 

Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the document is finished. 

To play back another letter, start with step 1. 

Note: If a document contains a stop code within a paragraph, 

do not play it back justified. 
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Forms 
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More Information 

Do you type the same form over and over again? Now you can 

store the format of the form. Storing the format means you store 

tabs and stop codes where you need to fill in information. 

For example, you can store the format of the following form. 

Store stop codes and tab stops where you see an asterisk (x). 

You can store the format in either document or phrase storage. 

Note: Not all forms are designed for typewriter spacing. You 

may need to check your form. 

Newspaper Subscription Service 
Contributors List 

M.I. Last Name | Contribution Amt. 

zk 
First Name 

* 
Date of Contribution 

iD Number 

Telephone No. Keyword 

* 
Distribute to: Accounting 

Publishing 

Direct Mail 
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More Information 

a 

Forms 

(continued) 

To store a format 1. Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 

2. Set the left margin at 0. 

3. Press Code + R until both the Auto Return and Hyphenate lights 

are off. 

4. Align the form at the left margin on the first line. 

5. Press Store + a letter (A-Z) or a number (1-99) to choose a 

storage area. 

6. Press Code + A. 

7. Press spacebar to move the carrier to each place on the line where 

you want to fill in information. Set a tab stop at each place 

(Code + S). 
8. Press C Rtn. 

»  Thecarrier moves to the left margin, but the paper does not 

move up. 

e  Thecarrier return is not stored in memory. 

9. |f you need to type information at the left margin for that line, 

press Code + N to set a stop code at the left margin. 

10. Press Tab to move the carrier to the first tab stop on the line. 

Press Code + N to set a stop code at the tab stop. Repeat this 

step for each tab stop on the line. 

_ Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the next line where you need 

to type information. The paper moves up. 

12. Repeat steps 6-11 for each line of the form where you want to 

type information. Remember to start each line with Code + A. 

Code+ A clears the tabs you set and resets the five-space standard 

tabs. 

13. Press Store. The format is stored. 

1 —_ 

To play back a format 1. Leave the Document light off. 

e You do not want to store the variable information in the 

format of the form. 

2. Press C Rtn to move the carrier to the left margin. 

Align the form at the beginning of the first line. 

4. Press Play + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the format. If you 

want to type information at the left margin and a stop code is 

stored there, the carrier does not move. Type your information 

there. 

5. Press Play + All to move the carrier to each tab stop. 

When the carrier stops, type the information. 

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have finished the form. 
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More Information 

Hyphens 

Switching off the Press Code + R until both the Hyphenate and Auto Return lights 

Hyphenate light go off. 

e Toswitch the Auto Return light on again, press Code + R. 

With the Auto Return light on, the typewriter does not stop 

for hyphenation decisions, but some lines may be rearranged. 

Using the Hyphenate light To give your document a more even right margin, play it back 

with the Hyphenate light on. 

To switch the Hyphenate light on, press Code + R until both the 

Auto Return and Hyphenate lights are on. 

( 
Ae When you play back a document with the Auto Return and 

— Hyphenate lights on, the typewriter stops when the next word 

= NO would go past the right margin. A bell rings and the Hyphenate 

S) light blinks. When this happens, you have three options: 

e To keep the entire word on the same line, press Play + All. 

e To move the entire word to the next line: 

1. Press C Rtn. 

2. Press Play + All. 

e To hyphenate the word: 

1. Press Play + spacebar to play to the place where you want 

the word divided. 

2. Type the hyphen. 

3. Press C Rtn. 

4. Press Play + All. 
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Hyphens 

(continued) 

Permanent and syllable 

hyphens 

To type a syllable hyphen 

This typewriter recognizes two kinds of hyphens: 

Permanent: A hyphen that is always part of the word. 

Examples: 

self-paced training 

day-to-day activity 

Syllable: A hyphen that divides a word at the right margin. 

When the right margin bell rings, type the first part of the word 

plus the hyphen. 

Press C Rtn. 

e When you press C Rtn after a hyphen, the typewriter knows 

the hyphen is a syllable hyphen. 

Finish the word on the next line and then space. 

Typed copy: 

KXXKK XXX XX XXXXXXXXK KXXXK XXKXKK XXX XX K depart- 

ment XxXXXXXKXKXXK XX XXKK KX XXXX XXXXX XXXXKXKXXXX XXX 

The hyphen and carrier return do not print if the document is 

changed and the word appears later within the line. 

Changed playback: 

XXXX XXX XK KXXXXXK XXXK department XXXX XXXX XXX 
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Hyphens 

(continued) 

To type a permanent 

hyphen 

Typing words or numbers 

you want to keep together 

at the right margin 

More Information 

When the right margin bell rings, continue typing. 

If you are using automatic carrier return, the carrier returns after 

the next space or hyphen. 

e lf you do not press C Rtn after the hyphen, the typewriter 

knows the hyphen is permanent. 

Typed copy: 

XXXXXXXXK XX XXXX X XXXXXX XXXX XKXXXK K KKK day-to- 

day XXXXXX XXXXXXKXKXKX XX KX XXKXX XXX XXXXXKX XXXXKX XXX 

The hyphen prints if the document is changed and the word 

appears later within the line. 

Changed playback: 

XX X XXXXXXXX XX day-to-day XXXXXK XXXK XXX XX 

Press Code + spacebar or Code + hyphen when typing words or 

numbers that you want to keep together at the right margin. 

To avoid this: 

XK XXXXKX K XKXKK KKK XX XKXKXX XXKX XK xxxx 413- 

86-2598 xxx XKXKKXX XX XXKK XKKKKK X XKKXXK KXK X 

Do this when typing: 
Code + hyphen 

XXKXK XXKK XK X XXKKKK KX KX xxxx 413-86-2598 xxx 

Use the Hyphens pull-out card for quick reference. 
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Impression Control 

PRESTIGE 
ELITE 96 — 

The impression control lets you adjust the striking force of the 

type element. 

Move the impression control lever to the right before moving it 

forward or backward. 

Use the following list as a guide for setting the impression control. 

1-3 = offset masters 

3 = most typing 

3-5 = stencils and carbon sets 
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Indent 

More Information 

Refer to examples below to see specifically when to type indent 

and indent clear. 

* = Code + Tab (Indent) #= Code +C Rtn (In Clr) 

Tab = tab C Rtn = carrier return 

Tab 1. * 

Tab Tab a. * 

Tab Tab b. * 

Tab 2. * 

1. * 

2% 

Tab Tab a. * 

Tab Tab b. * 

C Rtn 

# 

C Rtn 

# 

Note: You must carrier 

return after the first 

line of each paragraph. 
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Indent 

(continued) 

Changing indented Code + Tab (Indent) is considered a word or character, just like a 

documents regular tab. When returning or advancing to a line containing an 

indent instruction, the carrier moves to the temporary left 

margin. 

e  |faregular tab comes before the indent, the carrier stays at 

the original left margin. 

Left Margin 

Tab 1. Code + Tab 

eee 
When using Advance or Return To, the carrier moves 

Code + Tab to these points. 

When changing indented, stored documents remember: 

e If you delete an indent instruction (Code + Tab), you must 

retype it if needed. 

— The indent instruction is on the first line of indented 

information. 

e If you delete an indent clear instruction (Code + C Rtn), you 

must retype it if needed. 

— An indent clear instruction is considered a word or 

character, just like a carrier return. 
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Indent 

(continued) 

Changing indent levels To change tab stops, delete the old tab and type a new one. 

(tab stops) 
Left Margin 

Tabs 

15,20,25 
Wise pe 

Change tabs to 20, 30, 40. 

1. 

To move tab stops similar to the ones above: 

Set the new tab stops. Then press C Rtn. 

Press Del once to delete the tab before the number. 

Press Tab to move to the new tab stop. 

Press Play once to play back the number. 

Press Del once to delete the indent. 

Press Code + Tab to reenter the indent. 

Play back the remaining lines. 

Repeat steps 2-7 for each new level of indention. OANOORWN> 
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Indent 

(continued) 

Changing the left margin only If you change the left margin, but the distance the carrier moves 

when indenting remains the same, just play back the document. 

e The typewriter remembers how far the carrier moves from 

the left margin and always plays back that number of spaces. 

Indenting and underlining To type indented, continuously underlined text: 

Press Code + Tab. 

Press Code + U. 

Type the text. 

Press Code + I. 

Press Code + C Rtn. CP ONS 

Who said the following? 

Code + TabCode +U Now is the time for 

all good men _ to 

come to the aid of 

their country.Code + 1Code + C Rtn 

Was it Abraham Lincoln? 

Indenting on envelopes You can use indent when typing or playing back an inside 

address on an envelope. 

Set a tab where the inside address begins. Then press C Rtn. 

Press Code + Tab. 

Type or play back the inside address. 

Press Code + C Rtn. BONS 

Indenting when centering You can use indent to center several lines. 

several lines 
1. Seta tab at the center point. Then press C Rtn. 

2. Press Code + Tab. 

3. Press Code+ K. 

4. Type the information to be centered. 

5. Press Code + P. 

6. Type a carrier return. 

e  Thecarrier automatically returns to the center point. 

7. Repeat steps 3-6 for the remaining lines. 

8. Press Code+ C Rtn after the last line. 
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Justification 

Changing text 

Hyphenation 

Playing back a justified 

document 

SY Or a 

iV Koye- Wm lanielansrsheceya 

When you play back a justified copy, the typewriter changes the 

line endings only on your paper. 

To change the document, you need the ragged-right copy you 

had before it was justified. The last ragged-right copy shows how 

the document is stored in memory. 

If you do not have the last ragged-right copy: 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e The Document light comes on. 

e You have recalled the document to revise it. 

Use Adv + To to advance to the paragraph boundary closest to 

the change. 

Using Play, Adv, or Rtn, move to where the change is needed. 

Change the document. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 

To play back a justified copy of the document, press Code + Play 

+ the letter (A-Z) where you stored it. 

All lights on the left panel of the typewriter go off when you 

play back a justified document. The typewriter automatically 

adjusts the lines; having the Auto Return light on or off makes 

no difference. 

The typewriter will not stop for hyphenation decisions. You 

cannot hyphenate during justified playback. 

The typewriter will not justify the following: 

e Centered information 

e Column layout jobs 

e Phrases 

e Headings 

e Any line which you stored with a carrier return before the 

right margin bell 

e Lines which contain stop codes within a paragraph. 
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Justification 

(continued) 

Stopping and resuming Justified playback stops, like ragged-right playback, when: 

playback e You press Play. 

e The typewriter comes to a stop code. 

e The typewriter comes to the end of the document. 

To resume justified playback, press Code + Play or Code + Play 

+ Line, spacebar, or All. To resume ragged-right playback, press 

Pley or Play + Line, spacebar, or All. 

Understanding justification Justification works for 10 pitch, 12 pitch, or proportional 

spacing. 

When the typewriter justifies a line, it adds space between words. 

If a line consists of only one long word extending past the right 

margin, the entire word plays back. 

All lights on the left panel of the typewriter go off when you 

play back a justified document. The typewriter automatically 

adjusts the lines; having the Auto Return light on or off makes 

no difference. The typewriter will not stop for hyphenation 

decisions. You cannot hyphenate during justified playback. 

The typewriter justifies lines at three spaces inside the right 

margin. For example, if your right margin is set at 73, the type- 

writer justifies the line at 70. 

If you type information to the left of the left margin, the type- 

writer includes that information when it justifies the line. You 

should type coded spaces (Code + spacebar) for spaces before 

the left margin that must play back exactly as you type them. 
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Justification 

(continued) 

Using stop codes to store 

and play back justified 

information 

Vi Koyacim fanceyanir-iateyay 

Type a stop code (Code + N) before and after any parts of a 

document that you may want to play back justified. 

While typing: 

Code +N 

Code +N 

When the typewriter stops during playback, press Code + Play 

+ All to play back justified. 

During playback: 

Play + Letter 

Code + Play + All 

Play + All 

Note: If a document contains stop codes within a paragraph, 

do not play it back justified. 
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Keys When used with the Code key, some keys perform a special 

function on the typewriter. The following list explains the 

abbreviations on the function keys, and the page where the 

function is introduced. 

Key Label Coded Function Page 

A Std T Standard tabs 2-5 

D T Clr Tab Clear 2-4 

E R Mar Right Margin 2-2 

F Repos Reposition 6-6 

I XXX Word Underline 2-12 

J Reloc Relocate 2-7 

K Ctr Center 2-11 

L Col L Column Layout 5-2 

N @ Stop Code 8-61 

O NoPrt No Print 2-7 

P Prt Print 2-11 

Q Query Query 8-57 

R A Rtn Automatic Carrier Return 2-9 

S T Set Tab Set 2-4 

U Cont Continuous Underline 2-12 
W L Mar Left Margin 2-2 

C Rtn InClr Indent Clear 2-14 

Tab Indent Indent 2-14 

= Bksp1 One-Unit Backspace 6-6 
Backspace Backspace without erasing 2-7 & 
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More Information 

Line Finder 

To use the line finder 

Paper Release 

Line Finder 

Platen Variable 

ere 

The line finder allows you to temporarily leave the original 

typing line to type a double underline or a form with irregular 

spacing. 

Notes: 
1. You can also use the platen variable on the right platen knob 

to type double underlines or irregularly spaced forms. The 

difference between the platen variable and the line finder is 

that the line finder allows you to return to the original typing 

line. 

2. Donot use the line finder to remove paper. To remove paper, 

pull forward on the paper release lever located at the back 

right corner of the typewriter. Pull the paper out, then push 

the paper release lever back. 

Pull the line finder toward you. 

Turn the platen knob to move to the temporary typing line. 

Type. 
Push the lever away from you to return to the original line. 

Roll the platen to the original typing line and continue typing. 
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Margins 

Changing margins in 

the middle of a stored 

document 

Checking left and right 

margins 

oa PWN 

Code + N 

ns 

i 

Code +N 

While typing: 

At the beginning of the line where the margins are to change, 

press Code + N (stop code). 

Set the new margins. 

Type the text with the new margin settings. 

At the next point of change, press Code + N (stop code). 

Reset the original margins. 

Continue typing. 

While playing back: 

When playback stops at the stop code, set the new margins and 

continue playback. 

When playback stops again, reset the original margins. 

To check the left margin setting: 

Press C Rtn. The pointer position on the margin scale indicates 

the left margin setting. 

e lf an indent instruction has been typed, the pointer returns 

to the temporary left margin. Pressing Code + C Rtn returns 

the pointer to the original left margin. 

To check the right margin setting: 

Press spacebar until you hear the bell ring. The right margin is 

five spaces past the bell. 
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Memory 

Full 

Warning for memory full 

a 

More Information 

Your typewriter’s memory can hold up to 15,500 characters. 

Therefore, everything you store subtracts from the 15,500 

characters available. 

When memory is full, the typewriter bell rings each time you 

type a character. Nothing else can fit in memory until more space 

is available. 

To make more space available in memory: 

Do not leave the present storage area. 

Decide which storage area to delete. 

Delete the storage area by pressing Del + the letter (A-Z) where 

you stored the document. 

e You can also create space in memory by deleting a phrase. To 

delete a phrase, press Del + the number (1-99) where you 

stored the phrase. 

Continue typing. 

If you decide not to delete anything, switch off the Document 

light by pressing Store. With this light off, nothing stores from 

that point on. 

When the typewriter bell rings three times and the Document or 

Phrase light blinks, you only have space for 100 more characters 

in memory. 

e _{f you are near the end of a document, continue typing and 

store the rest of the document. 

e If more than 100 characters remain to be typed, delete 

documents or phrases you no longer need. To delete a 

document or phrase, press Del + the letter (A-Z) or the 

number (1-99) of the document or phrase you want to 

delete. Deleting a document or phrase creates more space in 

memory. 

—  |f you choose not to delete anything, turn the Document 

light off by pressing Store. With this light off, nothing 

typed from that point on is stored. 
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Multi-Page Documents Store all pages of a multi-page document in the same area. 

While typing: 

e Press Code + N (stop code) at the end of each page. 

e Donot begin the next page with any additional carrier 

returns. 

During playback: 

If you have made no changes affecting page length, play back the 

document. 

e Playback stops at the stop code at the end of each page so 

you can insert a new sheet of paper. 

e To resume justified playback, press Code + Play or Code + 

Play + Line, spacebar, or All. To resume ragged-right playback, 

press Play or Play + Line, spacebar, or All. 

If your revisions result in the stop code appearing before the end 

of the page: 

Play back until the typewriter stops. 

Press the correcting key once to erase the stop code. 

Continue playback until you reach the desired end of the page. 

Type a new stop code. 

Insert the next sheet of paper and continue using steps 1-4 to 

change any other stop codes. 
oe ON: > 

If your revisions move the stop code to the second page: 

Determine where the first page should end. 

Press Code + N (stop code) at the end of the first page. 

Insert the next sheet of paper. 

Continue playback until you reach the old stop code. 

Press the correcting key to erase the stop code. 

Continue playing back and repeating these steps to change any 

other stop codes. 

OoaPrwon-= 
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More Information 

a 
Multi-Page Documents 

(continued) 

Typing footnotes, headings, Do not store footnotes, headings, or page numbers since revisions 
page numbers in multi-page may cause page endings to change. 
documents 

At the point where the footnote, heading, or page number should 
be: 

1. Press Store. 

e The Document light goes off. 

e You are not using storage. 

2. Type the footnote, heading, or page number. 
e Use the correcting key or No Print to correct errors. 

3. Press Store. 

e The Document light comes on. 
4. Continue typing. 
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More Information 

Number Alignment 

Changing a table with 

numbers 

Changing the tab stops 

Deleting a column of 

numbers 

Ol 

© OND 

The typewriter remembers how far you tabbed (Code + number). 

If the tab stops change when you change the table, you must 

delete the old tab and type a new tab. 

Set the desired new tabs. 

Press Del once to delete the Code + number you entered for the 

original number. 

Press Code + number (1-9) to align the number at the new tab 

stop. 
Press Play to play back the number. 

Repeat steps 2-4 for each column of numbers. 

Repeat steps 2-5 for each line in the table. 

9,999.00 999.90 99.00 

99,999.00 9,999Y00 9.00 

9.00 99,998 .QO 9,999.00 

Set the desired new tab stops. 

Press Del once to delete the Code + the number you entered for 

the first column. 

Press Code + number (1-9) to position the number at the new tab 

stop. 

Press Play to play back the number. 

Press Del twice. 

e Press Del once to delete the coded number; press Del the 

second time to delete the number. 

Press Del to delete the coded number for the third column. 

Press Code + number (1-9). 

Press Play to play back the number. 

Repeat steps 2-8 for each line. 
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Number Alignment 

(continued) 
© 

PS, 
Inserting a new column ‘5 8 

of numbers 
» 

ew) 

9,999.00 999.00 99.00 

99,999.00 9,999.00 9.00 

9.00 99,999.00 9,999.09 

= . Set the desired new tabs. 

2. Press Del once to delete the previous Code + the number you 

entered. 

3. Press Code + the number (1-9) to position the number at the new 

tab stop. 

4. Press Play to play back the number. 

5. Repeat steps 2-4 for the next column. 

6. Count the number of digits in the first number of the new 

column, then press Code + the number (1-9). 

7. Type the number. 

8. Press Del to delete the Code + the number you entered for the 

last column. 

9. Press Code + the number (1-9) for the last column. 

10. Press Play to play back the last number. 

11. Repeat steps 2-10 for each line. 

Typing numbers with more 1. Set the margins. 

than nine digits 2. Set new tabs at the decimal point in each column. 

3. Press Code + 9. 
e  Thecarrier moves to the ninth position. 

4. Press the correcting key once for each additional digit and 

comma in the number to the left of the ninth position. 

5. Type the number. 
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More Information 
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————— 

Number Alignment 

(continued) 

Typing numbers without 

commas 

Typing numbers with spaces 

after a dollar sign 

= 

Comma Position 

In the above examples the typewriter allows space for commas, 

even though you do not want the space. 

To align numbers without commas: 

. Set the margins. 

2. Clear existing tabs and set new tabs at the decimal point in each 

column. 

_ Count the number of digits to the left of the decimal point. Do 

not press Tab. 

_ Press Code + the number you counted in step 3. 

. Press spacebar once for each time a comma would normally 

appear. 
. Type the number. 

Repeat steps 3-6 for each number. 

* 41,877 
7,215,733 

203,216 

To type numbers with spaces after dollar signs: 

Set the margins. 

Set new tabs at the decimal point in each column. 

Count the digits in the longest number, then add one for the 

dollar sign. 

Press Code + the number you counted in step 3. 

Type the dollar sign. 

Space to where the number should begin. 

e Include space for the comma(s). 

Type the number. 
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Paper 

Centering 

inserting other than one 

inch from top 

Wi Coye-MUancolanirshareya 

Use the paper centering scale to center paper in your typewriter. 

The marks on the scale start from zero in the center and go up to 

6% inches (8% inches on long-carriage machines) in each direction. 

The small white [1 printed on the left and right sides of the 

paper centering scale are the centering guides. 

To center 8%-inch-wide paper, move the paper guide to the outer 

edge of the left [ 1. The inner edge of the [— 1 is used to center 

8-inch paper. You can center any width paper by inserting the 

paper with the left and right edges touching the same number on 

the scale. 

The typewriter semi-automatically inserts paper and leaves a 

one-inch (25.4 mm) margin at the the top. If you need to have 

more or less than one inch (25.4 mm) from the top: 

Place the paper in the typewriter. 

Pull and hold the paper bail lever all the way forward. Type a 

number from the following chart corresponding to the amount of 

space from the top of the paper. 

0 = Top of paper 5 = 2% inches (63.5 mm) 

1 = % inch (12.7 mm) 6 = 3 inches (76.2 mm) 

2 = 1 inch (25.4 mm) 7 = 3% inches (88.9 mm) 

3 = 1% inches (38.1 mm) 8 = 4 inches (101.6 mm) 

4 = 2 inches (50.8 mm) 9 = 4% inches (114.3 mm) 

Release the paper bail lever and push it back. 

e The typewriter remembers the setting until you change it or 

switch off the power. 

Note: The paper insertion feature is not recommended for use 

with index cards, small envelopes, or other small materials. 
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Paper 

(continued) 

Removing 

Paper Release Lever 

To remove paper: 

1. Pull the paper release lever toward you. 

2. Remove the paper. 

3. Push the paper release lever back. 

Note: Do vot use the line finder to remove paper. 
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Paper Bail 

Lever 

More Information 

The paper bail holds the paper firmly against the platen. 

To release the paper bail, pull the lever forward. 

Paper Bail Lever 
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More Information 

Phrase Storage 

Copying a phrase into 

a document storage area 2. 

Making changes to a phrase 

—_ Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 

Press Adv + the number (1-99) of the phrase storage area. 

e The typewriter thumps when the phrase is copied. 

e The phrase is now in both document storage and phrase 

storage. 

To copy more phrases into the document storage area, repeat 

step 2. 

e Phrases are stored in document storage in the order in which 

they were copied. 

e You are located at the end of the document storage area. 

e Press Rtn + All to move to the beginning of the document 

storage area. 

To make changes to a stored phrase, you must copy the phrase 

into a document storage area. 

To make changes to a phrase: 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 

e Make sure the document storage area is empty. 

To copy the phrase into the document storage area (without 

playing it back), press Adv + the number (1-99) of the phrase 

storage area. 
e You will hear a thump after the phrase is copied. 

e  !fabell rings, you do not have enough space left in memory 

to move the whole phrase. You must delete information from 

another storage area. After deleting, press Adv + the number 

(1-99) of the phrase storage area again. 

— The phrase is now in a phrase storage area and a document 

storage area. 

You are at the end of the document storage area. Press Rtn + All 

to return to the beginning. 

Make the required changes. 

Press Rtn + the number (1-99) of the phrase storage area. 

e Thecorrected phrase is stored in the phrase storage area. 

e The old phrase is automatically deleted from phrase storage. 

Press Del + the letter (A-Z) of the document storage area. 

e The phrase is deleted from the document storage area. 

f 
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More Information 

ee 
Phrase Storage 

(continued) 

Making several copies of 1. Press Store + a number (1-99) to choose a phrase storage area. 
short information (for 2. Type and store the information. (If desired, the phrase can be 
example, mailing labels) repeated across the width of the page, forming three or four 

columns.) Press C Rtn two or more times between the phrase to 
— provide ample spacing. 

3. Press Store + a letter (A-Z) to choose a document storage area. 
4. Transfer the phrase(s) to document storage by pressing Adv + the 

number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. Press Adv + the num- 
ber (1-99) as many times as you want to repeat the information. 

5. Press Rtn + All to return to the beginning of the document 
storage area. 

6. Press Play + All to play back the information. 

Playing back more than 1. Press Play + the number (1-99) of the first phrase you want to 
one phrase play back. Release Play. 

2. Assoon as playback begins, press Play + the number (1-99) of 

the next phrase you want to play back. Release Play. 

3. Repeat step 2 for each phrase to be played back. 

Note: You can select up to six phrases to play back in order. 

Playing back justified 1. Copy the phrase into a document storage area. 
phrases a. Press Store + a letter (A-Z) of a document storage area. 

b. Press Adv + the number (1-99) of the phrase to be copied. 
The typewriter thumps when the phrase is copied. The phrase 

is now in both document and phrase storage. 
2. Press Code + Play + the letter (A-Z) where the document is 

located to play back a justified copy. 

Playing back phrases 1. Press Play + the number (1-99) where you stored the phrase. 
with stop codes e The phrase starts playing back. 

2. When playback stops, type the varying information. 

3. Press Play + All to continue playback. 
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Phrase Storage 

(continued) 

Storing a phrase while 

typing a document 

Storing phrases with 

stop codes 

To store a phrase while typing a document: 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z). 

Type the document until you reach the phrase you want to store, 

then press Store + a number (1-99) to select a phrase storage 

area. 

e Both the Document and Phrase lights are on. 

Type the phrase to be stored. 

e Use the correcting key to correct errors before the carrier 

returns. 

e _|f you notice an error in the phrase after the carrier returns: 

a. Press Store; the Phrase light goes off. 

b. Using Rtn, return to the beginning of the phrase. Delete 

the phrase stored in the document. 

c. Press Store + the number (1-99) of the phrase. 

d. Retype the entire phrase. 

When you finish typing the phrase, press Store. 

e The phrase is stored. 

e The Phrase light goes off. 

e The Document light remains on. 

Continue typing the document. 

Press Store + a number (1-99). 

Type the phrase. Type Code + N (stop code) at the appropriate 

place(s). See the illustration below as an example. 

Finish typing the phrase. 

Press Store. 

The amount of your order is Code+N 
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Pitch Lever 

Saving the margins and tabs 

More Information 

You may save one set of margins and tabs for each pitch. 

Pitch Lever 

For example, the margins and tabs you set while in 10 pitch are 

stored for 10 pitch. If you move the lever to another position 

and then back to 10, the typewriter automatically resets the 

margins and tabs for 10 unless the power has been switched off. 

To save margins and tabs: 

1. Move the pitch lever to the desired setting. 

2. Set the margins and tabs. 

e The margins and tabs are saved. 
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Play 

Playing back a document 

with the same line endings 

Playing back an entire 

document 

1. 

To play back a document line-for-line as you typed it: 

Press Code + R until both the Auto Return and Hyphenate lights 

are off. 

Press Play + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e The typewriter begins to play back the document. 

e With the Auto Return light off, the document plays back 

line-for-line exactly as you typed it. 

You can play back an entire document in either of two ways. 

Press Play + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e Playback begins when you release the keys. 

or 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

e You are in storage and can change the document as it plays 

back. 

Press Play + All. 

Press Store to close the document storage area. 
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Proportional Spacing 

Measurement Chart The widths of proportionally spaced characters are measured in 

units. The following chart gives the unit measurement for the 

characters, symbols, and spaces used in proportional spacing. 

Units Characters and Symbols 

rt ae 

L £-t 

Jaceorsz1234567890.,:; 

t=-+$¢/ © F3*9C#() [1 P7819 

EFLPSZbdghknpquvwxry& 

ABCDGHKMNOQRTUVWXYmw 

The unit chart for spacing is shown below. 

Unit Chart for Spacing 

Units 

Forward 

4 Spacebar between words with pitch selection lever set at PS. 

5 Spacebar between words with pitch selection lever set at PSN, 12. 

6 Spacebar between words with pitch selection lever set at 10. 

Units 

Backward 

1 Code + Bksp1 

Code + Backspace is equal to the spacebar value. 
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Proportional Spacing 

(continued) 

Adding and subtracting 

units of space 

In proportional spacing, sometimes you need to add or subtract 

units of space to squeeze characters or spread words. 

To add or subtract units of space, you press Code + Bksp1. 

Pressing Code + Bksp1 backs up the carrier one unit at a time. 

Information is not erased from memory. 

To add units of space between words: 

Type the word, including the space following it. 

Use this list to add units of space between words. 

1 unit Spacebar once, Code + Bksp1 three times 

2 units Spacebar once, Code + Bksp1 two times 

3 units Spacebar once, Code + Bksp1 once 

4 units Spacebar once 

Type the next word. 

To subtract units of space between words: 

Type the word, including the space following it. 

Press Code + Bksp1 for each unit to be subtracted. 

To subtract: | Press: 

1 unit Code + Bksp1 once 

2 units Code + Bksp1 twice 

3 units Code + Bksp1 three times 

4 units Code + Backspace once 

Type the next word. 
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More Information 

Proportional Spacing 

(continued) 

1. Put aPS type element on the typewriter. 

2. Move the pitch lever to PS. 

3. Set the margins. 

4. Seta tab where the numerals are to align. 

Aligning Roman numerals 

Example 

Tab 

4 

5. Press Tab. 

6. Refer to the unit measurement chart to find the unit value for 

each character. 

e Count characters, spaces, and punctuation. 

e An equals four units. A period (.) equals five units. 

= 

oe) 

—) 

—] 

— 

—» 

3 
— 9s 

— 9 

2 

= ) 

2 

2 

= 

es 

ss 

=~ 

—— 

—@ 

ew 

Example 

I. 4+5=9 Bksp1s 

II. 4+4+5=13 Bksp1s 

7. Press Code + Bksp1 for each unit value. Be sure to press 

Code + Bksp1, not Code + Backspace. 

8. Type the Roman numeral. 

9. Use steps 5-8 to type each Roman numeral. 
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Proportional Spacing 

(continued) 

Typing dot leaders 

aAhwn> 

When you type dot leaders using proportional spacing, move the 

pitch lever to PSN to align the dots. 

Example: 

Fred RiGhHIG a. «© 6 # =» & ws « « « 14 

Bob..Gerstile « 6 « «6 # « woe « 16 

Bobbie Schamber ......... 18 

Charley Kerfoot ........ . 20 

To type dot leaders: 

Put a PS type element on the typewriter. 

Move the pitch lever to PSN. 

Using Code + S, set tabs at every other space on the line. 

Press Store + a letter (A-Z) if you are storing the table. 

Type the information before the first dot leader. Do not press 

spacebar after the information. 

Press Tab to move the carrier to the nearest tab stop. 

Type the dot leaders, using a period, space, period or period, tab, 

period sequence. 

Repeat steps 5-7 for each line. 

Press Store if you are storing the table. 

Help! 

If the lines divide during playback: 

e Type Code + spacebar between dots to keep the line together. 

or 

e Press Code + R until the Auto Return light goes off. Play 

back the document with the Auto Return light off; it plays 

back line-for-line as originally typed. 
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Using the query function (Code + Q) on your typewriter, you 
can find the number or letter of the last document or phrase you 
stored. We call this ‘‘query”’ because you ask, or query, the 
typewriter to find out where the information is stored. 

Finish the line you are typing, including the carrier return. 
Press Code + Q. 

e If the Document or Phrase light is on, the typewriter prints 
the number or letter of the storage area you are using. 

e If the Document and Phrase lights are off, the typewriter 
prints the letter of the last document storage area you used. 

Help! 

To erase the storage number or letter, try one of the following 
techniques: 

1. Press the correcting key. 

2. Use No Print for 10 or 12 pitch or Reposition for propor- 
tional spacing. Be sure to close the document or phrase 
storage area before you use No Print or Reposition. 
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More Information 

Return 

Returning a phrase to 

phrase storage 

To return a phrase from a document storage area to a phrase 
storage area, press Rtn + the number (1-99) of the phrase storage 
area. 
e For more information, see Phrase Storage in this section. 
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Serial Number To check the serial number: 

1. Raise the sound hood. 

2. Move the carrier to the extreme left. 

3. Locate the serial number on the silver bar. 

BEER EdHHRREOS 
6714 -I|-7123456 
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Stencils Before you type a stencil, take off both the ribbon and the 

correction tape. 

Move the impression control to 3 or 5. 
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Stop Code 

Deleting a stop code 

Stopping for typewriter 

adjustments 

To type a stop code 

Typing documents longer 

than one page 

More Information 

When the typewriter stops at a stop code, press the correcting key 

once to erase the stop code. 

If you stop playback before the stop code, press Del + spacebar 

once to delete the stop code. 

A Code + N (stop code) can be used to stop playback for type- 

writer adjustments such as changing elements (1) or setting 

margins and line spacing (2 and 3). The following illustration 

shows where to place stop codes. 

Code + N Ci esa. +N 

(2) Code +N 

(3) Code + N 

Press Code + N ( @ ). 

See Mu/ti-Page Documents in this section. 
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Stop Code 

(continued) 

Typing superscripts and To type superscripts and subscripts similar to the following: 

subscripts Stop Code 

HAO 

—= Press Code + N (stop code) immediately before the superscript or 

subscript. 

Roll the platen up or down one-half line. 

Type the superscript or subscript. 

Roll the platen to the original line of typing. 

Press Code + N (stop code). 

Continue typing. oarwhn 

During playback, the typewriter stops. When the typewriter 

stops: 

1. Roll the platen up or down one-half line. 

2. Press Play. 
e  Thesuperscript or subscript plays back. 

3. Roll the platen to the original line of typing. 

4. Continue playback. 

Use the Stop Code pull-out card for quick reference. 

c= 
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Storage Log Because your typewriter can store phrases and documents in 

many areas, you need to keep track of what you store and where 

you store it. 

To find your stored documents or phrases, you can: 

1. Write down the letter or number of the storage area on the 

document itself. 

2. Use alog to keep the information about what you store. For 

example: 

tT Current Late (i [srr ar] Sara | 
| 2 | Street Address a BE Ee 
[Tank a. te fe] Modern 

reesei Ig fare — Pest Ck 
ef vlll —__1@&* fnrre into Pesige Pew 

The next page has a blank storage log. If you wish, copy and use 

this log for your own work. 
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More Information 

Storage Log 

Storage 

Area Description 

8-64 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

Additional 

Notes etait eae 
10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12° PS: 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

Tabs 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12) PS 

10 PSN 
12 PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
12. PS 

10 PSN 
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Store 

Leaving and reentering a 

document storage area at 

the same point 

When you press Store, you leave the document storage area. By 

pressing Store again, you reenter the document storage area at 

the same point. 

or 

Press Store + the letter (A-Z) where you stored the document. 

Press Adv + All. 

e You advance to the end of the document storage area (the 

point where you pressed Store). 

or 

If the Document light is on: 

Press Off to switch the typewriter off. Do not switch the power 

off. 
Press On to switch the typewriter on. 

e The typewriter goes back in memory to the point in docu- 

ment storage where you switched the typewriter off. 

Note: You can also switch the typewriter off and on in phrase 

storage to go back to the end of the phrase storage area. 
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More Information 

Tabs 

Typing as the carrier moves 

from one tab stop to 

another 

Typing the maximum 

number of tabs 

Understanding tabs 

WN 

You can type while the carrier moves from one tab stop to 

another. The typed characters print on the paper when the tab 

stop is reached. The typewriter remembers up to 31 characters. 

You can set a maximum of 50 tabs. You can set tabs one space 

apart. 

You can set all 50 tabs in one pitch position or divide them 

among the four pitch positions (10, 12, PS, PSN). Tabs set in 

column layout share these 50 positions. 

When you store tabs, the typewriter remembers how far the 

carrier moves from the left margin. 

For example, you can store a document with a left margin set at 

20 and one tab set at 27. During playback the typewriter remem- 

bers how many spaces it moved from the left margin. If you reset 

the left margin at 25, the typewriter still plays back the tab 

seven spaces from the left margin. You do not have to manually 

reset the tab. The typewriter plays back the document correctly. 

To add, delete, or move tabs: 

Set the new tab stops. 

Delete the old tabs. 

Retype the new tabs. 
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Typing Rules 

Automatically returning 

Hyphenating 

Spacing at the end of 

punctuation 

Typing multi-page 

documents 

GO ee 

When you type in storage, type with the Auto Return light on. 

Also, the Auto Return light should be on when you change the 

document. 

e Press C Rtn when you a/ways want the typewriter to return 

(for example: inside address, headings, end of paragraphs, 

date). 

For more information, see Hyphens in this section. 

Syllable hyphen: 

Type until you hear the right margin bell. 

Type to the syllable. 

Type the hyphen and press C Rtn. 

Finish the word on the next line. 

Permanent hyphen: 

To type a permanently hyphenated word at the end of a line, 

type the hyphen. The typewriter returns automatically after the 

hyphen. 

To type words or numbers with hyphens that should not be 

separated at the right margin, press Code + hyphen. 

Space twice after punctuation at the end of a sentence, even if 

the punctuation falls at the end of a line. 

When you type multi-page documents, do not press extra carrier 
returns at the end or beginning of pages. Type only the carrier 

returns needed to end a paragraph or line. 

Typing a stop code at the end of pages stops the typewriter 

during playback so you can insert another sheet of paper. 
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More Information 

Typing Rules 

(continued) 

Typing words or numbers 

you want to keep together 

at the right margin 

Words or numbers with spaces: 

Code + spacebar 

September 3, 19xx 

Very, truly, yours, 

Code + spacebar 

For words or numbers that you want to keep together at the 
right margin, press Code + spacebar between the words. 

Words or numbers with hyphens: 

si i tid 

9-3-60 
Code + hyphen 

232-7470 

41378672598 

Code + hyphen 

For words or numbers with hyphens that you want to keep 

together at the right margin, press Code + hyphen. 
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Underlining 

Continuously underlining 

a centered heading 
& 

Correcting underlined 

information in document 

storage 

Deleting a continuous 

underline instruction 

entered in error 

Deleting a continuous 

underline instruction in 

document storage 

Double underlining 

ONOT 

More Information 

Tab or space to the center. 

Press Code + K. 

Press Code + U. 

Type the heading. 

Press Code + I. 

Press Code + P. 

Treat the word and continuous underline instructions as part of 

the word. For example: 

she anda report wit? be presented 

If you delete a word which has an underline instruction before or 

after it, you must retype the underline instruction. 

If you accidentally type a continuous underline instruction, press 

the correcting key to erase it. 

Press Play, Adv, or Rtn to move to the line where you typed the 

continuous underline instruction. 

Press Play to play back any words before the continuous underline. 

Press Del + spacebar once. 

e This deletes the continuous underline instruction. 

Continue typing. 

Type the number. 

Press Code + I. 

Press Code + N if you are storing the information. 

lf you want to return to this typing line, pull the line finder 

forward. If you do not want to return to this typing line, press 

in on the right platen knob. 

Roll the paper down. 

Press Code + 1. 

Press Code + N if you are storing the information. 

If you pulled the line finder forward in step 4, push it back now. 

Then roll the platen back to the original typing line. 
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Underlining 

(continued) 

Forgetting to enter 

continuous underlining 

Underlining a column 

of numbers 

Underlining centered 

words individually 

Underlining words with 

dashes or hyphens 

Underlining words with 

syllable hyphens 

= NS 

NO — 

Nm 

Return to the point where the underlining should begin. 

Press Code + U. 

Play back the text to be underlined. 

Press Code + | where the underlining should end. 

Press Code + U before you type the number. 

Type the number. 

Press Code + I. 

Code + U Code + | 

S) 76.51 

Tab or space to the center point. 

Press Code + K. 

Type the first word. 

e Do not space. 

Press Code + I and a space. 

Type each word followed by a word underline instruction. 

Press Code + P. 

Press Code + U. 

Type the word, including the hyphen or dash. 

Press Code + I. 

If the underline begins after the hyphen or dash, follow these 

steps: 

Type the hyphen or dash. 

Press Code + U. 

Type the word. 

e Do not space. 

Press Code + I. 

Type the first part of the word. 

Press Code + I. 

Type the hyphen and a carrier return. 

e If the Auto Return light is on, the carrier returns automatically 

when you start typing the second part of the word. 

Type the rest of the word on the next line. 

Press Code + I. 
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Supplies, Care, Maintenance 

Ribbon Cassette System 

Changing ribbon and The ribbon and tape cassettes are placed together to forma 
correction tape cartridge. Remove the entire cartridge, throw away the used 

ribbon or tape cassette, and reassemble with a new ribbon or tape 
cassette. 

To remove the cartridge 1. If you are storing a document, press Store. 
e¢ The Document light should be off. 

2. Move the carrier to the center. 
3. Lift the cover and sound hood. 

e Be sure the paper bail is against the platen, 
4. Press down on the cartridge release lever (A). 
5. Lift the cartridge out. 

¢ Do not throw the cartridge away. 

To separate the cartridge 1. Press on the center latch (B). 
2. Throw away only the used ribbon or tape cassette. 



- Supplies, Care, Maintenance 

Ribbon Cassette System 

(continued) 

To reassemble the cartridge Note: Make sure the take-up wheels on the cassettes are the 

same color. 

1. Take up slack by turning the take-up wheel in the direction of 

the arrow. 

2. Slide the ribbon and tape cassettes together. 

3. Snap the cassettes firmly together. 

e If the cassettes do not snap together, the correction tape 

cannot correct properly. 

TUTTTTTTTTTITT2 
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Ribbon Cassette System 

continued) 

To install the cartridge Ts 

plies, Care, Maintenance 

Slide the right side of the cartridge all the way into the holder 

(C). 
Press down firmly on the left side of the cartridge. 

The cartridge should snap into place. If not, make sure the 

right side of the cartridge is all the way into the holder. 

Make sure the ribbon and tape are not stuck together. If they 

are stuck together: 

a. Remove the cartridge. 

b. Separate the ribbon and tape. 

c. Take up the slack. 

d. Reinstall. 

If you need to advance the ribbon, pull the ribbon advance 

lever (D). 

Close the cover and sound hood. 

Press Store to reenter the storage area where you ended. 

9-3 

If you are storing a phrase, retype the entire phrase. 



Ribbon Cassette System 

(continued) 

IBM Correctable Ribbon 

Cassette 

IBM Lift-Off Tape Cassette 

(Reorder number 1299315) 

This ribbon is for general correspondence applications. You will 

find that typing with three copies or less produces the best 

results. Your first or original sheet should be a smooth surface, 

20-pound soft paper, such as a good OCR or bond paper. Your 

carbon paper weight should not be more than IBM 752 carbon 

paper. We recommend that you do not use typestyles larger 

than Courier 10 with this ribbon. 

Reorder number 1299300 (black) 

Reorder number 1299301 (blue) 

Reorder number 1299302 (green) 

Reorder number 1299303 (brown) 

The lift-off tape is designed to be used with the IBM Correctable 

Ribbon Cassette. The lift-off tape lifts incorrect characters from 

— 

=—= 

= 

= 

the paper. 

Note: Remember to match the appropriate tape and ribbon; the 

take-up wheels are color-coded orange for your convenience. 
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Ribbon Cassette System 

(continued) 

IBM T-II| Ribbon Cassette 

(Reorder number 1299320 

black only) 

|BM Cover-Up Tape Cassette 

(Reorder number 1299325) 

This ribbon provides a high-quality, uniform image on a broader 

range of papers. You may use typestyles larger than Courier 10 

with this ribbon. 

The cover-up tape is designed to be used with the IBM T-II| 

Ribbon Cassette. It covers the incorrect characters. It is not 

satisfactory for making corrections on direct-image offset masters, 

non-white paper, or OCR applications. 

Note: Remember to match the appropriate tape and ribbon; the 

take-up wheels are color-coded blue for your convenience. 
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Application Recommendations 

for IBM Ribbons 

Ordering Supplies 

IBM 

T-Ul 

Ribbon Cassette 

IBM 

Correctable 

Ribbon Cassette 

PS 10/12 
PS 10/12 

PS 10/12 
ass 
as 
ae 

PS 10/12 

Original plus three 

carbon copies 

Original only 

Original plus five 

carbon copies 

Direct image offset masters 

Photo offset masters 

OCR 

Spirit masters 

Speech writing* 

PS 10/12 
PS 10/12 

PS 10/12 
PS 10/12 
PS 10/12 

10/12 
PS 10/12 

10/12 

PS = proportional spacing typestyles 

10/12 = 10- or 12-pitch typestyles 

*You can obtain the best results with Orator and typestyles larger 
than Courier 10 by using the 1BM T-II| Ribbon Cassette. 

To order an IBM supply item, call your local 1BM marketing 
representative, an |BM Product Center, or IBM Direct. The 
IBM Direct toll-free number, available in the United States 
(excluding Puerto Rico), is: 

800-631-5582 

800-526-2484 (Alaska and Hawaii) 
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Care and Maintenance 

Cleaning the typewriter 

cover or sound hood 

Cleaning the type element 

Maintenance agreement 

Typewriter maintenance 

Using the dust cover 

When you call for service 

Use only a mild detergent to clean the plastic parts and painted 

portions of the typewriter. Certain cleaning fluids may be harmful. 

Where stubborn stains persist, consult IBM Service. 

Remove the element from the typewriter and clean it with a dry 

brush and cloth. 

Note: The element will break if you drop it on a hard surface. 

Your IBM representative can tell you about the advantages of the 

service provided under the IBM Maintenance Agreement. 

To maintain efficient operation, your typewriter should receive 

periodic inspection and lubrication by trained personnel. 

Cover the typewriter at the end of each day. The dust cover 

protects the typewriter from scratches and keeps out dust and 

other matter. 

If your typewriter needs to be repaired, make a note of the 

problem when you call for service. If possible, save a sample 

of the problem. The sample will help the service person 

diagnose the problem and repair the typewriter. 
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Index Where more than one page reference is given, the major reference is first. 

A 

adding information toadocument.............0.000. 4-21 to 4-23 
DEUS WHIE iss dese Hee ec deind aba daheeab bata ce 7-1 to 7-3 
lights Why, o:5 wre ete s don Ogee dae ok ee Owe eee ee led 7-4 to 7-5 

Adv (see advance instruction) 

advance instruction. ............ 0.0000 cee eae 4-11 to 4-15, 4-35 
AML CISUING) sa 4 ge cate se aaits a Wi ner we Sead a bite de de ekS aa 4-11 to 4-12, 4-35 
DYWING. 64 caw Saw Gree aka e Wade be 4 He eee 4-12 to 4-13, 4-35 
DY WONG gis d Godte a wate Ral Bi Ge Bardia aon we OP eee 4-12, 4-35 
notworking....... 0.00. eee ee ee ee ee 7-13, 4-12, 7-20 
WO; USING 25 g.55, 6 5's ae eh oe ewe Baw a ohh ao 4-12 to 4-13, 4-35 

aligning numbers at decimal point..............000004 5-10 to 5-12 
with COlUMMlayOUt w4i6 6262 8% bd we dw hada na wa bo ea aS 5-13 

All instruction 

AC VEMMGSI AG WUE co. sss astcaesrats da aoc tore Rta ee Gove, Seiataeiae Badd wes eens 4-12, 4-35 
GeninIOMOTS 6 ¢ oac.o34 sla sd bee Gea een eR ae eed 4-36 
deletingwith ...... 00.00.00... eee eee eas 4-25, 4-35 
DlaVIMGWITH so. 0 cevele & dy AG RS he deeds ed pdek bare aes 4-5, 4-35 
returning With... 2... 0.0.0... ccc cee eee eee teens 4-17, 4-35 

All key (see All instruction) 

application recommendations for IBMribbons ...............5, 9-7 

ARIMN KOY 2 56 8 occ die apalstte Goa Sow wD OE had ORS oe eed 2-9, 8-36 

automatic carrierreturn... 2... 0... ee ee ee 2-9, 8-1 to 8-3 
in document storage..............0.0000 4-2, 7-10, 8-1 to 8-3 
in phrase storage... 1... ee ee ee 3-3, 8-1 to 8-3 
TURMIINGIOPE ode etet he wae GR da a aR eS OS MAA ad 2-9,8-3 
UIGENLEVGHOND 5:8 sa. 80 lanlee ds adsense: wy tts id) oo ane aha ered: et eal a een 2-9, 8-3 
UUISWAG)s. 3 g:du6 tere.) atta en oe ack ey, aig istby aay ee Oh te 2 2-9, 8-1 to 8-3 

Auto Return light... 2... ee eee 2-9 
coming on, going off ........... 0.0.00 eee ee eee 7-18, 7-10 

during document storage... ........ 00000 e eee ee eee 4-2 
during playback 26 ccc. see6cdae neue aaa vee ed 7-10, 8-2 

playing back with light off... 20... 0.000000 000... 8-3 

playing back with lighton.. 2.2... . ee 8-2 

SUMMALY OF USCs 5 a a 445 Se ea dal ee ene He ees Sa HS 7-4 

B 

Backspace key .......... 0.000000 cee eee 8-4, 2-6 to 2-7, 8-36 
Backspace tl! sccia se wii ewe be ded dated deals ate 2 A a es 8-4, 6-6 
backspacing 

to correctierrors: 2. kee ee ee ee 2-6 to 2-8, 7-18 

to construct special characters.................00 00000 8-4 
WITHOUT CFASING «ce ek hw ee ha ewe ea ean 8-4, 7-18 
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Index B (continued) 

bells. FINGING.: ca 5 cae n 6 Fae eae eee See eae ea He 

after a TOnstrUction «4.< 4. cee Ooh 8 Med 6 oho OR wwe ee 

at thé right:Margin. «ss se decks Fee ee ea ee ee 

three times while typing... 2... . ee ee es 

while copying a phrase into document storage 

while trying to use column layout... ..... ee es 

WHITE TYPING ec 6c bw ea we ee Eee ee ae es 

with each key typed. «es iie ik ene ee awe ee Hee es 

with playback stopping at right margin .. 1... 6... eee eee eee 

Bkspd KéV ss bese eee eee Si aoe sak aw ae oe Roe oS 

GC 

canceling 

aTo operation ........0 00 2c eneeae 

centering instruction 2.0... 2. es : 

COMMA IAVOUR odes ae SO ware dt wom and de iw eae es ae - 

continuous underline instruction .............65 

deletion of entire storage area 

GOCUINGHE 63 ads walk d haa Kale Sate Gy avdw Ss Bins we 4-29 

OWASE. eck is doe a de are Bake Pah g dew de eae we ee 3-5 

CarbOn:sets... 3. kak eww eos Gu ks Sew eee ee de Rewer head a 8-28, 9-7 
Cardholdels giaceuca ccna eee wwe whe ee Stee RR! OE ' 8-5, 2-8, 6-6 
care and maintenance 

Gover‘or sounG HOOD. ok.c cs 64s we ee nde wea eH Boe ee ue 9-8 

type-element: 2.06 bs ag eRe ea a eae OE eH HEHE SRD Oe aS 9-8 

CONTEHIAG o alec de alee ona WR es wh aida a eh hae wl, Wea ae Sale e 2-11 

canceling center instruction... ........00 022s eee 2-11, 7-18, 8-6 

MCAGINGS: gesce v dun a atok ewe wile oon Ae es WA ere eae 8-6, 7-11 

headlines over columns... . 2... ee ee 8-6, 8-14 

to the left MarGiN: o..oa gg doe eee eae ed eh we Peewee ea 8-6 

making changestoO........ eee ee ee ee eee 8-6, 2-11 

with continuous underline... . 2... es 8-6 

changing (see a/so deleting) 

astored document. ...... 0... 0c eee eee ee ees 8-7 to 8-12 

adding information i.¢3.64 4 da6 8 asad aaa eae 4-21 to 4-23 

deleting information ............ 000. ee eee 4-24 to 4-28 

COFFECTION TAPE «sides ssh Gesecdee okies Rew ao: Wind eS ae oe 9-1 to 9-6 

from ragged right to justified copy ............0008% 4-9 to 4-10 

indented documents. ......... 0000 cc eee eee ee eee ene 8-7 

paragraph separation .. 1... . ee ee et 8-12 

IMACS s. sais Bok. hei aces we Ge Gewese Rvs nee teessty dite, oo TA cay fe, Sete Rss we haus Bh 2-3 

MIDDON:. +4 daca ceed Reed avaweeawa neds aw owed as 9-1 to 9-6 

(ADS: oa scehaGoe asd wae at eee buns are dame a bia ad 2-4 to 2-5 

tables! 2. cura choy heed eda e eee 8-13 to 8-19, 7-6, 7-7, 5-6 

the writing line with the platen variable... ...........00005 1-10 

type elements. 4.44 cece he PA ee Ow Dees we eR Sw BR 1-4 to 1-5 
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Index C (continued) 

character 

AAVANCE:. Seve A GR a KE vee a ae ew RRS GE ee wR 4-12, 4-35 

GERMITION Of is is sccm Se alee S40 8 awe bee Bea RSE EARS 4-36 

CLE CELIA ia, ae 5 eS can w. ces eke, ethecer wae deh & era) ae ce ae 4-25, 4-35 

PIAVIIAG: ssa acids ides) Ga Gs Ge: aw Ge hae bets @ Seed eS Bodice bw 4-5, 4-35 

FECUGMING! x sees & ee oa eo Rio ik AS bce rdw, eed 4-17, 4-35 

choosingatypeelement............ 0.0.00 cee eee eens 1-3 

cleaning 

cover or sound hood ........... 000 ee eee eee eee eee 9-8 

TYPE CEMENT 2.5 6 ae a ee Rw aS Re ee ws ed ek 9-8 
clearing 

margins (see margins, releasing) 

tabs (see tabs, clearing) 

Code Keys: i ces ged 3 ee oe Pees poe be ead Meee oe ee a 2-1, 8-36 

COE OY. 45 seat ora mate haart ob ay Gone ike a ena ale ee Sed 5-2, 8-36 
column layout 22.6.4 0e045 c¢e8 8084 chow ew eRe EEE 5-1 to 5-9 

addingacolumntoatable ............. 0... 000. eee uee 8-13 

adding linestoatable.... 2... 0.0.00 0.000. ee ee 8-14 

CANCELING: 2 cine ecb aaa eee ane Obes eavaduawdd 5-3, 7-6, 8-14 

centering column headings ......... 0.0.00 cece eens 8-14 

Changing a. 6 ceaw cca biekacswewaaanea ea wad s 8-13 to 8-16 

tab-stops for atables 2s acces. d dena an enema dD naw 8-14, 7-7 

combining with number alignment ..............0% 5-13 to 5-14 

deleting acolumn inatable......... 0... 0... eee eee 8-15 

OxplanatiomOtisiss ocho b4¢ tae Gh bwin oa So Ow Ra hacen & 5-1 

SCLUPSIME TOP wise te we akg Stee do eed Oa ERE Sed 5-1 to 5-2 

typing a table using. ...... 2... 0... eee ee ees 5-2 to 5-3 

what happened during .............. 000000 eee 7-6 to 7-7 

Columns light... 20... 0.0.0.0... 0000 cee eee ee ees 7-5 

combining 

column layout and number alignment.............. 5-13 to 5-14 

Pahagrapns: «, 3s. 0% « a aS sw eos Sa ee a She Db ea Raa wale wae 8-8 

phrase and document storage............00 0000s 4-32 

continuous underlining (see underlining) 

Contikey's 2 sic dG ig bie Pe ates adn a ee ee WAGs w OS 2-12, 8-36 

correcting errors 

after carrier feturms. 225.6 cena aed ded a dead ee aka eae 2-8 

in document storage... 2... ee ee ee 4-20 to 4-31 

in phrase storage... 2. 3-3 

WITMOUT:SEOFING aio dake sac ewido wow Aw he Bw He are war 2-8 

before carrier return 

in document storage... 2.2... 0.0.0.0. eee ee 2-6, 8-8 

in phrase storage... 2. ee 3-3, 2-6 

without storing... 2... ee ee 2-6 to 2-7 

in proportional spacing... . 2.2... . cee ee 6-3 

WITMOUE STORING 42 205,608 5 ria daa RAS dee & GR ER aS 6-6 

while centering... ......0 000000 cee ee ee ee ee ee 2-11, 8-6 

While underlining... 3.0.006 658 so s4 4 saa Sees ee ba Sead ale wd 8-69 

while using column layout... 2... 2.0... . eee ee ee 5-3 
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Index C (continued) 

COMPACTING KEY. osc isccaa BER EM eae Tha DERE EGR GE De 2-6 

correction tape 

CHANGING sac c ee en caw etne er eee we eae ees A Pas 9-1 to 9-6 

reorder numbers 2. scc cca wee RTE RT ED Eee eee HD 9-5 to 9-6 

COVER USE: «ede cule Sb Pa S ES Be Se Be Ea we Sele ew KOE EEE ys 9-8 

Gtr OY shock aia) 24a RARE S EE RRS GES OS ae EE Oe 2-11, 8-36 

D 

definitions 

PW ic icod ao ee. db Sak Rae wee Oboe EOS se Cedar wis caeead 4-36 

Character x ee, back é ohn at Bem aw de Se eae ele OES oS 4-36 

FENG: eect cn oo SHS we ORS SR ae OA Ry ale o Raw Hace Sea eo 4-36 

MO 2s Sti 0 Aevoncn hh eetnsv iw Whar or aa aca arabia ake Goel a bat wee woe 4-36 

WORK cicita ana ha ee Ne ee aa ee 8 ha Dee er ee We ha Goad 4-36 

Del key (see deleting) 

deleting 

acolumm of NuUMbErS:«. 6 hice eee Ree ee ee ee eR OE HS 8-42 

Aulich acd bebe OSS 2 haw Be wile HOES ae Ae a 4-25, 4-35 

canceling delete... . 0... es 4-29, 3-5 

and To instruction... . 0... ee es 4-26, 4-35 

carrier returns ina stored document............0+0004 8-9, 8-11 

Character. nce ha wee ke ase eee OE a De Re Rare 4-25, 4-35 

column ina table... 6 cite eae wd aa Rata Ve awe eee ee aie’ 8-15 

Chtire:docuinent.s 45444 o0ek Gore awe he ae san eng deed 4-29 

Entire Phases coca kh hae ee RES a Ge wR EE 2 ad Oe 3-5 

information from adocument...........-..00 0 4-24 to 4-28 

HiN@.. ee oe aR ERS OTE ERO ERR Pee wee es 4-25, 4-35 

more thanmiOne: soc % «Gis cea e a he eae She eed ae eter 8-11 

NOC WORKING ws. gic op ierete: wl Cae a Gee A ee iw wee a ae eo 7-13 

DIINFASE i ge. ce dec ose Bee ce a lease Bas mec ae ay tar te goles ee a Hapa: aged Grae BORE Slee ae 3-5 

SPaCOS: > discs ou dee ae BRS ee Ghee eee da He Samad ad 8-10 

LADIES)... 4. aia ed Ok beet he Moe ee ee ea aE Rm wee ged dete’ 5-8 

WO: 2:5. os ere ae tek yeas 2 at oe ee 4-25 to 4-26, 4-35 

WOIdS 2 0c 8 cle eae dee Pe SE EN ae Eh we Re Ee ee 4-25, 4-35 

with hyphens or dashes... .. 2... 0.0.0 e eee 8-12 

Document lightics oak eee et hed ee aa ee Oe we ee 4-2,7-4 

document storage .. 6... .. ee 4-1 to 4-37 

adding information toadocument........ 4-21 to 4-23, 8-7 to 8-12 

BAVANCINGIN:. o% o ow e's hahaanedeeaies dw ae oe 4-12 to 4-15, 4-35 

Coz: | 0 -\ 04] Aue ee er a 4-1 

changing a stored document ............ 4-20 to 4-31, 8-7 to 8-12 

combining with phrase storage... .......2.-- 00000 eee 4-32, 7-2 

bells: Whi osc wie oe aw hare we arm eee A how gw a F2 

deleting information from.............-.- 4-24 to 4-28, 8-7 to 8-12 

INGHODUCTION TO. he a a Pew N SOE Se a ee ee ee 4-1 
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incex D (continued) 

document storage (continued) 

justification while using .......-.-+-555 4-9 to 4-10, 8-33 to 8-35 

moving backward through... 2.2... +0 eee eee eee 4-16 to 4-19 

moving forward through... 2... 6... eee ee eee 4-11 to 4-15 

multi-page documents .. 20... ee ee 8-40 

playing back 

All « e-scc ek se EEA EHR R DAY DATES SENSE GE 4-4 to 4-5 

by character... 00. ee ce hee ee ee aed 4-5, 4-35 

bY IMGs ccd eden ered ok eae ROTH See ee Reo 4-5, 4-35 

BY WOT sc6 6 eA Gao es, HSEREONOE ERE SSR aS 4-5, 4-35 

entire document ......... 00. eee eee ens 4-4, 4-35, 8-52 

FINdING «sch cde ea Hee we RHR ETE OE ROS 7-12 

text not inright place... 2.1... ee ee eee 7-10 to 7-17 

justified document... 2.0... ee eee ee 4-10, 8-33 to 8-34 

StOPPINg . 2. ee ee ts 4-4 

TOs cb Poke wre PARSE D EAH ORE AS EERE TTS Bo Ot 4-7 

Power switch ....... 000 et ee eee ee 4-1 

RetUFINs ns dcces dea eee CORE ee ee RES 4-16 to 4-18 

AW ce. cet cone bb ee BROOD EER eh te et 4-17, 4-35 

Chafacter e<cddcaa cna d’dweeuue ateea eS ea ee 4-17, 4-35 

LING iva eee ode eee RR RDS Oe Cae e ee 4-17, 4-35 

TO: decked Gh sha RAE HAS Sw A ae A Bae 4-17, 4-35 

WONG: crsta nce bad le os aE Bare wo SO aw OS 4-17, 4-35 

storing a document .... 2... eee ee ee 4-2, 4-3 

in a phrase storage area. 1... ee es 8-20 

using 

BOW e555 hei thw a Ba SE Rn By Grae way ww Ae 4-12 to 4-15, 4-35 

automatic carrier return... et 4-2 

Dele. sco 865 sk den Rees BH Rare Se EAM SS ae aS 4-29, 4-35 

Play: & o.'é dis ae ecg Bk oe ahs win ous she ahe S gph 4-4 to 4-10, 4-35 

Ratti c soca tree. ne oe ee a a 4-16 to 4-19, 4-35 

dot leaders 

typing in proportional spacing... . 2-6 +e eee eee es 8-56 

double underlining... 0.0... ee ee 8-69 

dust cover 2... ce ee ee eee tee 9-8 

E 

element (see type element) 

elite (12 pitch)... 6. es 1-3, 6-1 

erase (see correcting errors) 

error correction (see correcting errors) 

exercises, practice (see practice exercises) 
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Index F 

five-space tabs (see tabs, standard) 

footnotes, TYPING. 6 a cae eae ee ee EE a aS 8-41 

form letters 

playitig back.....66. dec eb ee wae Eee oe ee ee eee 8-22 

CYDING: cs ke CNR ob kee e ae Pee ERO ECONO EE WOE a Re 8-21 

FOFMS: Stk os cue bo is Renee ie He Oe Ae Sled Grape Cae ood Sees 8-23 

playing back formats... 2.2... eee eee eed 8-24 

Storing fOMMAatS:s casa cds eee Re HA ee eae SA ee eS 8-24 

Full MEMORY. a eee Goes eager: Beer he ea Ee Ee 4-37, 7-3 to 7-5, 8-39 

WarniNGs © cows seesaw des ee ea ae 4-37, 8-39, 7-1, 7-4 to 7-5 

function keys 
CETINITIONO fis ve. & ecm. era @ lee Gi oH eae Nee: de eed far haa ace a ee 2-1 

ISCGOE sivb ca Reads oiareet wnat eek aS aaeae ea eeaee ed 8-36 

LISITIQ)S c-anae we araiw: a cum esa. e,  AnO Be Se ae ae te 2-1 

H 

headings 

centered over ColumnS .. 0... 0.00.00 c eee eee ee ee ene 8-14 

MIO MGs: oie. ee ee Gk Wace ww Br a Ce aw & RL wD aS 8-69 

in multi-page documents. ........ 0.0.0.0 eee eee eee 8-41 
Hyphenate light 

DUKA Gt vo dust @ io Bet ew wi ad we ese OY Se OE Bow wo Soko 7-3, 7-4, 8-25 

during justified playback... .. 0.0.00... 00. eee ee ee ee 8-33 

GOING Offs ee os pew a ten dkwate ane Gh os OREN OR} A DDR 7-13 
CUPMUNG OFT sos. ie a ed Bans oe SR SEER aS xk Se dele ue ea gaa ae 8-25 
CUMING ON so Adee ed cha wee Saad ow eR ed Oa EEE RS 8-25 

hyphens 

SLC RIG sec waz aoe = ew ahaa ee aA Beara dco Gand ook bid Dw deh ee 7-12 
during playback 

to hyphenate aword ....... 0.0.0... cee eee eee 8-25 

to keep a word onthe same line........... 000.000 eae 8-25 

to move a word to the next line... .. 2... 0... ........008 8-25 
PEMANCAE 5.5 ieee wed ek db alee aii weeds 8-26 to 8-27, 7-12 
Syllable... cee cee ea dee meas whan caw 8-26 to 8-27, 7-12 
EY PUIG UNOS oi ead wrk yards a ict & wedrlerSig-g Wik se Gua aban 8-26 to 8-27 
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Index I 

impression control 

for carbon setS 2... 0-2 cc eee eee ee te ee eee eens 8-28 

fomofisetiMastels: occ05 Bh c4deas bb esa dade eee eeew ad 8-28 

fOr MOst tYPING. «6.604 ode seen ce eS EA He OWRD Ee ee we mS 8-28 

lWCWIKCY cca cak ceed dae Ra we Bee EEE Oe Re RE RSS 2-14, 8-36 

INGENING . oes SSA CR Sa aK eee ee BEER Oe Ee ee 2-14 

Centered WINGS eiscis Sicko has ew We SO we Sela SE SS ws 8-32 

explanation Of 2.2... ee es 2-14 

iniGeMtCleal «:, gcse % go 2 3: eae sea, Ge Dare Ga Sas oS eae 8-29 to 8-30 

making changes tO... 2.0... . eee ee eee eee 8-30 to 8-32, 8-7 

onenvelopes... 2.2... cece ee ee ee tee ete teens 8-32 

tableS is dadcde divi w deena tae a lias Sade mah ee ead 8-17 

Indent key... 0... ce ee ee et eee eens 2-14, 8-36 

inserting paper (see paper, inserting) 

J 

justification... 6... ee te es 4-9 to 4-10, 8-33 to 8-35 

changing from ragged right to 2... ee ee 8-33 

GefinitiO@Ots, <4 48 2S wees a eee we we ERA ES OH Be oie 4-9 

playback Of . 0... ee en ee ee eee 4-10, 8-33 to 8-34 

hyphenation during. ©... 6. ee ee ee 8-33 

stopping and resuming... 2.2... ee eee ee 4-10 

stopping during... ...... 2-0 ee eee ee eee 8-34 to 8-35 

what happened during ... 2... 6.00 ee eee ees 7-8 to 7-9 

typing for 2... ee eee 4-9 

while using stop codes .. 1... 1... eee ee ee 8-35 

K 

keyboard, locked. 2... ee ee 7-16, 7-21 

key, Code (see Code key) 

keys, function (see function keys) 

» lL 

lighted POINTEr 4s 6.204 we wee ees dee eee eek a ee Oe Sede eR 1-6 

WIGHESi oo tee ee eee PASSER OSE eee pede aS 7-4 to 7-5 

Al MIGHtSION: nae kes oo hee koa a oe ROS 1-1, 7-5, 3-1, 4-1 

Auto Return...............-2-5 7-4, 2-9, 8-1 to 8-3, 7-10, 7-18 

Columns: & 2.05446 ¢64% 8 430d wa Sd ee ewite ee eee es 7-5,5-2 

Doctiment «..c:c0 ew he ENG Oe Oe ee eee OR 4-2, 7-4 

Hyphenaté.: is. 2 o4/o2 ota doe chase yea teee eh eee 7-4, 8-25 

PHASES isa seem Rites Ear Bedi he oe a a ar ee ses 7-5, 3-3 

Wait suc ce 5.2 ditdlientlekn ate BS dow ee BRA eas Cad away Sage 7-5 
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Index L (continued) 

Line 
BAVANCING ONE... cc wea eae See HS 

GefiNITION OF j.-< 60e «Som a dod ee WR OWE Se EH ee Ee Roker - 

Deleting. «464% 840% 855 Ne se ee esata da RD eee - 

DIAVING! so Seat setae eee e S Siar ode wee ell ad 

FEtUPAING saa aaa ws We A gee ua we oa ee eS es 

line Finer, USIMGs ws cee alee ee we ee aw eee Rw Bisel Sele - 

Line key (see Line) 

linespac@ lever ceca dic ead Hee a Suara edd a eee mw Ee 

Lb Mar K@y? sac ecdicn ie Sea 2s 2 ow eae es wo ae dele hw Beane as - 

log 

MAINTEMANCEs @. g!5:05 en ees G we oe ae ee eR Ow Re, a @, 0 2 eG 9-8 

making changes (see changing) 

manual paper insertion (see paper, inserting manually) 

MANQING ion c hho eRe eae cee ee ll ale abe ERE 2-2 to 2-3 

changing 

in the middle of adocument ... 2... 0.0. eee eee 8-38 

left. sca wets adder Sakddwd alee gdaue ka ee aed 2-3, 8-32 

WIGHt 4 f.4.040 6 &trere.@ Saree beers lee ee Ae wee a Pees 2-3 

CHECKING oa ied ein Pow Ee Ea ee ae EY oe ey a wae 8-38 

releasing 

lOft: fh dewe ea Slee awd ws Sa de RoR RRR ae 2-3 

WIQM Es cick ade ae eRe eee RA eS Saw Ro wwe oS wars 2-3 

SAVING. h Sea oe +4 Be ee Daa e ae Aa beeen ee ae et 2-5 

setting 

VEG cconcs pict’ ares at aya dubia A ews ela Sided we AR Br ethan ee ae 2-2 

FIGNt: 62h ded aoe ae obs wae ee Oo ES ee OR 2-2 

(MARGIN SCAIGS) aearx a bet ahaa wa Ge A eS OS ae A. Oe oe a 1-6 

measurement chiart.<. 24 cs dacdss4 aac nda eae aragdie ease 8-53 

memory (see a/so storage) 

Capacity. 6 a6 dace sya es SARS Oe Sala ee oS 3-1, 4-1, 4-37, 8-39 

FON seco ck ces d eet aPh d aaud he wee Shares & 4-37, 8-39, 7-1, 7-4 to 7-5 

WAEIINGi sae tenia eee wa we ew an 4-37, 8-39, 7-1, 7-4 to 7-5 

KeyS USING). ccc ce hh ate a BEO Sete daa eee oe Nae eRe 4-1 

OMe=|NlsS x, hes wa cecal oes a a ee we ws Re ee Saws ahs ahd vm hes a RS te oe 2-6 

moving through storage 

DaCK Wards a irn.atba eee 4 e bs De ee Gishisnk Aaa Ge 4-16 to 4-19 

forWard):.¢ oi. a Gd Has w eee a SHOR oa eas 4-11 to 4-15 

multi-page documents ... 1... 0... eee ee ees 8-40 to 8-41 
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Index N 

WOOT De, 55,526 ns tee 8! ne. Se acces hove Sees ths tsar ocshy eyed os Rochas a Ae iee eS 2-7 to 2-8 

NoPrt key .. 0... 0... ee ee eee 2-7 to 2-8, 8-36 

number alignment . 3.22534 bce eee cae deere chen wens 5-10 to 5-14 

changing tab stops... . 2... oe ee ee eee 8-42 

combining with column layout. ................0. 5-13 to 5-14 

correcting errors in 2... ee eee 5-11 

counting number of characters... ..........000 0c ee 5-11, 8-44 

deleting acolumn of numbers ......... 0.00000 eee eee 8-42 

inserting a column of numbers... ...... 0.00000 e eee nae 8-43 

numbers with a dollar sign ina common position............. 8-44 

numbers with more than nine digits .............0..000 8-43 

numbers without commas. ........ 00000 ee eee eee ee eee 8-44 

O 

offset masters (see impression control) 

one-line memory... . 20.0... ee ee 2-6 to 2-8 

On/OFFSWIKCRY.. ceca chee nan baad enbe 4a aye b4E ewe be bees 1-1 
ordering supplies... 1... ee eee ee ee 9-7 

p 

page-end! Indicators 24. ohacc aw week awe Phew nae eeak ea Bs 1-8 

Page: NUMbES, TYPING... 6.0 od ea we ew ie bo OW ee be Gm SOK whee aoe ae 8-41 

paper 

ailleVer iv acide wh Ad eae ae bd SORES SE RAKE Rae 1-9,8-47 

for semi-automatic paper insertion. ..............0004 1-9 

COMUCIIING jg: Soo hace he Rg ee le Add ie wears, Ge & BOD Cee ose 8-45 

SCAG a, erate tect erin ay Gi Se ve ct ae thei aioe nh de oe 1-7, 8-45 

CCGG ca. ese: cocci sas ar a Sndeve We RLS & Sue WR ARE Ok GR a 1-7 

inserting 

Manali sade ead ew REE S RGe ee de Bee a ee Be 1-9 

other than one inch from top. ...........00 0 eee eee 8-45 

problems with. 2.0... 20... ee ee ee eee 7-23 

semi-automatically.. 0... ee 1-9 

release lever: s.0 ets sie ek gals bd bce eid ae BE Eee 8-46 

for removing paper .. 2... . eee ees 8-46 

in semi-automatic paper insertion.................004 1-9 

FEMOVING 2 2s. 6 GS dwn ee he alee oe BERS a a ecg RM Geren bec d 8-46 

permanent hyphen (see hyphens, permanent) 

PRPASESIGIE co, :5, 4: diet we edie Boe Be Seale dew eae ths ed aca on Row ake 0G 7-5 
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Index P (continued) 

PHASE: StOTAGE:. ose ek eee we Gea Swe Rw Rad Ha GAGE 3-1 to 3-6 

CADACIEY, coe Bose ws Se Wwe Hw Rain a Ae ade aha a hak Sa Sree 3-1 

combining with document storage .............--00-- 4-32, 7-2 

continuing playback Of... .. 0. ee 3-4 

copying phrases into document storage from ........... 7-24, 8-48 

Dellswhileng <.. o3e-d.0 <b Sih Haro So Se ae Ho Ge ne ae ar 7-2 

COMECtINGEMOMS IN sa kee as awaw ee nees hada dade eee wee 3-3 

creating a document using phrases in... .........00005 4-32, 8-48 

deleting a phrase in .. 2.2... 3-5 

INCVOGUCHOM TO eos 6 & dose Gee Meee ws Sree eae gi eh we Regie ape aH Ss 3-1 

logging astored phrase... 1... ee 3-6, 8-63 

making changes to astored phrase ......... 000 e eee 8-48 

making several copies of short material .............-0000048 8-49 

playing back 

addresses on envelopes... 2... ee ee ee ee ee 3-6 

ASTOREG!OMTASE nc scm a GG ae @ ww eo ermon Gel e Has Renter ae ae 3-4 

CONTINUING. 4 2. Oke ¥ Aes. wb eS Face a ew Had eas 3-4 

jUistified OWASeS-s.a 2204. cca 8 ba wa eee, dead Hea yea 8-49 

multiple phrases 2... 0 ee 8-49 

phrases with stop codes ....... 0... eee es 8-49 

returning a phrase to phrase storage ........ eee ee ee 8-58 

stopping playback Of .. 2... ee 3-4 

storing a phrase 

while typing adocument........ 0... 0.00 cee eee eee 8-50 

WIthIStOD CODES es nck ss caw ea ve ewe DAS EE eae ans wd 8-50 

Pica: (TO DICH) so. dan teenciesn nee elated ty gn atkck yoo 6 eek a ae 1-3, 6-1 
PItCh leVeP eek en de bee aa Awe ae eee 1-6, 8-51 

saving margins and tabs........ 0.0.0.0. cee eee eens 8-51 
platen variable»... ..... eee eee ene 1-10 
playing back 

addresses on envelopes... ....... 0000. e eee eee teen nae 3-6 
continuing 

in document storage... ...... 0.0.0.0 0 cece ee ee 4-5 to 4-8 
INV PHRASE StOKAGS 6 esa a ued wea a4 Re we Rea hs 3-4 

document with same line endings..............00000e 8-2, 8-52 
entire stored document.............. 000 cee eee eae 4-4,8-52 
FOWMT LOUEM satis inal i aia wise KE wel k Re ee Raw ae delat aed 8-22 
justified document......... 0.0.00. cece eee eae 4-10, 8-33 

what happened during ........... 2.00000 eae 7-8 to 7-9 
PMGASC soi ate ase, & Sw wee ead Beh Bes wok Se don aod 4, BOR eerie 3-4 

in proportional spacing... ........ 0.0.0. eee 6-3 
what happened during ......... 0.0... 0c eee eee nee 7-24 
WITH STOP COGES.. goede eS kh ewle ebededauvreneoed 8-49 

SCOPDING) wild citiine s Gwe Ge, bake Varad See eee ans 3-4, 4-4 
Stored GOCUMENti:.6.0.6 4 casa e bead oad ee Rea wee ees 44 
Stored tabl@ «cc enews Rea eee ae eee babe ada nar 5-5 
TOaStOred WMG! seid o See a ese hae Bed ee ee ews 4-7 to 4-8, 4-35 

using Returnwhile...................000. 4-16 to 4-19, 4-35 

Play K€y cs ceca desaciasdcbiuw ace neuns 3-4, 4-4 to 4-10, 4-35, 8-52 
MOCWOGKINNG. «ck ea wets Belcan Bech oe sts Br es, cine ds Maa 2 GV Oo 7-13 
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Index P (continued) 

play, using in document storage 

All dso oh sais ahead aewawiwwda a dade cee 4-5 to 4-6, 4-35 

py Characters.< 2. 3¢¢ 00008 «anew oo ea eae 4-5 to 4-6, 4-35 

DY IMG: «soe So aman dae i aol ee Oe Book wed Se 4-5 to 4-6, 4-35 

bY WONds ea os chan ede eee ew He oe wes 4-5 to 4-6, 4-35 

to play back toastoredline ...... 2... 0... 4-7 to 4-8, 4-35 

Power switch .. 0... 0.0. ce et 1-1, 3-1, 4-1 

COVERS So adie ewe ds oh RHR OS Dee TS Seas S ees Gee a 1-1 

practice exercises 

adding information to a stored document. ......... 0000s 4-23 

aligning columns of numbers... 1 1. ee 5-12 

automatic carrier return, USING... 2. ee 2-10 

CONTCHING: 266 hdc a tere see ae bi ho ES hoa oh eae Oe 2-11, 2-16 

changingatable .. 0... .. ccc ee eee tte 5-7 

combining column layout and number alignment. ...........-- 5-14 

deleting 

AStOMAGE GCA «sods Geka eRe Re eee SED ESE 3-5, 4-29 

astored table... ace can cea S a eee we nee ERE ECE ee 5-8 

information from a stored document.......... 4-27, 4-28, 4-31 

stored dOCUMENtS. 0.46 ees ee ee ee eee 4-29 

stored phrases... 0. cee eae ea ee ee 3-5 

errors, correcting 

immediately noticed 2.1... ee es 2-6 

on:a different line ..44.4. 26080 ce 26a eae Fede das eee 2-8 

onthesame line ....... 00 cece ee ee eee ee ees 2-7 

INDENTING. oc. c0 4% eae shah Dee hdd wae Eee 2-15, 2-16 

margins, setting one or all... . 0. eee ee ee 2-2, 2-3, 2-16 

playback 
Of AGOCUMENE «ice gk Rae eR ewe HR Re 4-4, 4-6 

tO aStOred Wh. csc woe des ae be eee 4-8 

of a justified document. .. 1... 6. ee ee es 4-10 

Of a PHVASs. «0.456, Gk Kee ETE EC OU Dede Ae Ee RE Des 3-4 

of astoreditablée . ..hs 4 ca¢ baa eo wea ewe eee 5-5 

to astored HiNG). 2 da cea ee sade ees wae we eres baw we 4-8 

proportional spacing, using in column with numbers ..........- 6-5 

storing 

a@ GOCUMENT 0% ge ws share Sees Ge a a ee 4-3 

A DMPASC is Saas die. SR HA detrei eam We am dana a Boag a de 3-3 

tabs, settingoneorall .. 0.0.2... cee ee ee eee 2-4, 2-5, 2-16 

typing a table using column layout... 1.2... - ee eee eee ees 5-4 

typing columns of numbers... 1... eee ee 5-9 

UPGSHIMING.. sau. Side siete ve wae ew OS Warm a Se 2-13, 2-16 

USING AGV:..65 6.0. c266 see G Se aR EEE Ew 4-14, 4-15 

USING, RETUIN. «63 gees Reese eee eee OREO DA we Hee ee a 4-19 

proportional spacing (see PS) 

proportional spacing with numbers... 2... ee ee ees 6-4 

PreKOYy coda cake ee a ere a Mae Oe Parke Iw wee oe ee Se 2-11, 8-36 

PSN (proportional spacing with numbers) .... 0... 00.0 eee eee 6-4 
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P (continued) 

PS (proportional spacing) ......--....-+0085 6-1 to 6-6, 8-53 to 8-56 

adding and subtracting units of space... 1.2... . ee ee ee ees 8-54 

aligning Roman numerals .... 20... 000 eee ee es 8-55 

correcting errors in 2... et 6-3 

when typing without storing... 1.1... eee ee ees 6-6 

measurement chart ........ 00 ee eee eee ee eee ee eee 8-53 

playing back documents in... 1... ee ees 6-3 

preparation for... 1... ee ees 6-2 

ribbons recommended for.........- 02 eeeee t tee 9-7 

typing dot leaders . 1... ke ee es 8-56 

LYDINGAM é.0aie So a rien we ala oh wd BP eRe RM Ea 6-3 

typing tables with numbers... 1... ee ee es 6-4 

typing without storing .. 1... ee 6-6 

pull-out cards... 6. ee tet ee ee eee iii, iv 

punctuation, spacing guidelines... 1... eee ee es 8-67 

putting onatypeelement... 2... 0.0. ee ee 1-4 

Q 

Query keV oa a Neale aiate aoe Baan ES tae seule ae. ae 8-57, 8-36 

USING. 6 ice tia oS OS W a ed eG 4a nee mee te Ee A tea 8-57 

R 

releasing margins 

WORE siege deo ied avetaedie Raves GG ta tia.e dea ae eo wa a he ee 2-3 

NIGH ts. cey. oS cee aw wi WA aie ne pt a ae leet ae eee 2-3 

Reloc: Key? cae ka ek ait wh ee re SE ek ew ee 2-7, 6-6, 8-36 

removing atypeelement.... 0... 0. eee ee eee 1-5 

reorder numbers 

COrPeCtiOn tapes... k eee ee eee we eee eS 9-5 to 9-6 

PADD O Mis a cee sess. Cove va. ce Seb Gs hectoadh ai wt ah he Bea, Rw Shoe) MOH wT, a ea 9-5 to 9-6 

fall 2.5 Soe se MES RSS SOE EW Se Ee Ss FERS ESS hae os 9-8 

repeat (typematic) keyS .. 6... ee ee 1-10 

repetitive letters 

playing Dack...< cso ¥ec4w cee eee b Ghee besa tee daedenes 8-22 

TYPING ns Sexe oni ede a age RAG De ERE we ow aed 8-21 

Repos key: cae ba aie cnt aew ew eae ee en Ree eee ea ew ad 6-6, 8-36 

returning a phrase to phrase storage .. 1... ee ee ee 8-58 

Return instruction 
by character... 6 2c ee ik ee ae ei ee ee 4-17, 4-35 

DY WOM. cuca ici hee ewe Hehe ce a RA Oe ee 4-17, 4-35 

CANCEIING s vace sd Aare h ee Se eae cates haw ae eae oa as 4-17 

NOt WOrKING) = S4:<-she bh ee eee a Gea ee ARSE SS Be 7-14, 7-21 

USINGAN 6.64 aces o Sshear ste wa wed Gare eal eae cA eS 4-17, 4-35 

wSING LING oct s ena ae ao dee DAES OMS See Gea Swed 4-17, 4-35 

USING 16) .44c.cc8¢o¢eedagcat hed ohe se eee a ewes 4-17, 4-35 

revising (see changing; deleting) 
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Index R (continued) 

ribbon 

application recommendations ...........0. 00 eee eeu 9-7 

CASSELIG-SYSTEMN: <6. a sisg.6 ee aie dr werk we ale ese ad tae drcs a Som Gow 9-2 to 9-6 

CHANGING, «wae ee wee eae eas Cheek Soe ROR OwS Edd 9-1 to 9-4 
reorder numbers ........0 00000 cc cue eeuetauveas 9-5 to 9-6 

right margin 

CHANGING! g:3:5 22. footie ee She ee aR Rew hd wea ere ala a+ 2-3 

SCLUNG:. « «ox wanivn dg bho oe Salk ad oe LEY Sade wa eee’ 2-2 

RMarkey......... 0.00000 cece eee eee nena 2-2, 8-36 

Rtn key (see Return instruction) 

S 

SATOLY backs oa Re PE EER a Oe Se we EE awe ea vi 

saving margins and tabs... 2... 0... ec ee eee 2-5 

scale 

MARGING « «weal eee se enw ae da ae Seles alee Od EADS desk a S 1-6 

Paper centering. ....... ce ee et eee 1-7 

semi-automatically inserting paper... . 1... eee es 1-9 

Serial MUMDED 66 dd hes eRe Ae C4 Mork Aw as Cee me bt cee had 8-59 

SQIVICE. cba eae ede as re be Saas MAREE ORR ORS E CO SS OOO 9-8 

setup line 

column layout 2.0... swe cee a eee Rae RR Ke 5-1 to 5-3 

number alignment... 668.0. ce a eee bee te wea ease ee ed 5-13 

SOUNGNOOd! w45 haga be Bea Ae SAS SRE eGR mee ee Aa SRE 1-2 

ClANIAGQs. eas xe ee Ae Oe ed ade Sank He ew, HB 9-8 

spacing 

GOubIes scene ce eee we ee ee ee te Ree ee ee a 1-8 

one‘and ONEG-Nalf. kaa ees Wee Bah ee ea Rw oa wd a Oe 1-8 

SUNG ssc car es vou ag he ee OS. ti dey a He ae es iw GR wei ne, SL Gace 1-8 

TENDING. e tock: aaron ara mm ate e's ee eee Ld Sele hea Sie 1-8 

standard tabs (see tabs, standard) 

Sta T Reis Sis G Scie 4 Rao wid bw So ae mites Bayar aete eo a ES ate 2-5, 8-36 

StENCIS: 0 cash wae wee eRe ees Aa RED a RR Ow aR Re REY 8-60, 8-28 

stop code 

GGlCtING sins itso acca a bee a ae ee Re a OR A ee hes ott, 8-61 

for typing superscripts and subscripts .............-+2000- 8-62 

in'formletter ..6 6.0 scb da aoa ew eee Kew ee A eed 8-21 

in multi-page documents... .. 0... ee eee eee 8-40 

typewriter adjustments... 1.0... . ee es 8-61 

LV DING Geib ot da weed hoe RAR SEE ERE eae a eS 8-61 

while playing back justified copy ....... 2... . eee ee es 8-35 

StopiCOde: Key. eaccni ee aoe wea sa dw wR a ei Beis ads be 8-34, 8-36 

stopping playback 

in document storage... 1.1... ee ee 4-4 

WithiStOpiCOde@ osc ioc o Se iso ds Ge es SEN w das aw ew 8-61 to 8-62 

storage area (see document storage; memory; phrase storage) 

10-13 
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Index S (continued) 

storage (see a/so document storage; memory, phrase storage) 

Capacity... cc sa cs acne e eee Ee ty ewes aes 3-1, 4-1, 4-37, 8-39 

combining document and phrase .... 2.6... ee eee eee 4-32 

document .. ce 62sec eee ee Pe ee wes HERE He we 4-1 to 4-37 

PUN echo ach Gade eG ans Seow dot aes wee ee a 4-37, 7-3, 7-4, 8-39 

WANING... 044 ee e5 ee SRS ew ee ee ae 4-37, 7-3, 7-4, 8-39 

introduction to 

dOCUMeNE «sc dw wee e Od eee ole eaee Sa ENO se RS 4-1 

DhRase dca aise dee Rees RES O Las Yee ee we tos 3-1 

LOG fe. ib ww ecomnardne aoa eom Getie le aie A aaa ae Bbq aaa wa, wy 8-63 to 8-64 

moving backward in. . 2... ee es 4-16 to 4-19 

moving forward in... .. 0 cee ee ees 4-11 to 4-15 

phrase... 2. ce tee ees 3-1 to 3-6, 8-48 to 8-50 

Store key 

accidentally pressing . 2... eee ee es 7-18 

combining to begin document storage... 1... eee ee eee 4-2 

combining to begin phrase storage .. 1... eee ee ee ee ees 3-3 

for ending document storage... 1... ee ee es 4-2 

for ending phrase storage 2.1... ee ee ee 3-3 

for leaving and reentering storage at same point..........+-5. 8-65 

for reentering storage at the same point... 1.6... - eee eee ee 8-65 

with the letter X to open storage area X... 1... eee eee 4-2,7-15 

storing 

AACOCUMENt can ccc cae ee bo ee De ee Be a ee ew Oe 4-2 to 4-3 

in a phrase storage area. 2... ee ee 8-20 

4 formatOf o fOtM a cc Powe co eh ath Ree w Ee OA Ewa ee eS 8-24 

Aform lettels ccd dai cae a eet eae eee EO Oe Gira ae we ead 8-21 

AONASC) nas oa a Sane BOTT DEGRA REE ORNS RES 3-2 to 3-3 

SUBSCrIPS sc eee ae be ee eS eee tee ee ee eee A 8-62 

SUPEFSCrIPtS 0. eee ee eee” 8-62 

supplies, ordering 2.6... ee ee 9-7 

syllable hyphen (see hyphens, syllable) 

ITTTIT777777TTTT1ITII70090 01 

T 

tables 

CHANGIN” «a8 os aa Walaa hace dase m aude shown eo 5-6, 8-13 to 8-19 

WITH MUIMDENS cca ie. wa eek aoe wt eee ae Bae eet ea a 8-42 

deleting from storage sick cee Ph Oe EAS ee ee 5-8 

INGORCING:. 2ceocehk oO we rdw ae SON GT ial a dies wom Bi eh Ge ww 8-17 

OF NUMDETS s: ia Gk ave ta ew ew a ae ea ets ee es 5-10 to 5-14 

playing back from storage... 2... ee ees 5-5 

typing in proportional spacing... 2.2... ... eee ee ee es 6-4 

typing using column layout............2.022000 005 5-2 to 5-3 

with centered headings... ...... 0c eee ee ee eee 8-18 

With 6X. cae eh ete ew Ree EERE ER ee eee ee 8-19 
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Index T (continued) 

PADS) c0o.2-o G56 able ait Spode Sods lat sons Sissel Gy ae aPeha: eas <b dda dattaete: coher 2-4 to 2-5 

clearing 

A: bein Rte ORDO Rw Ca MRR Ss Seas oh baie ee 2-5 

ONG bic woe eee Boe ee Bd Ee RE BORE ER GG SURE 2-4 

explanationOf 21. c 6.66808 88 08 Se sea Aw EAD EE we’ 8-66 

Maximum NUMbEr. 2.25 cbs hb ae eee ee aan Gawee add 8-66 

SAVING 54 o6 eS ee eee DRE OEE RAG BAM RES A 2-5 

SOCCUING = aos eae cae, ae GAR me blared Wola Guar we gouect a Gla GU we Bets 2-4, 8-31 

standard 

CIGANING « & adc gare bad Siamese ey wha S aia aos Bw Boi gtle Ge 2-4 to 2-5 

GefiNITON Of 26 6544-654 ROSSA daw Oh wa ES Rare ES oa 2-4 

FOSCTUAG icin ate Kak nb lng Giga e am Gow See: ad ee es 2-5 

typing while the carrier Moves... .. 2... 2.0.00 ce eee ees 8-66 

VT GIWKGY 5 cna e dee Hs HERG Da EEA COW RADA MO de Geel es 2-4, 8-36 

WO Oiteh (PiCa) so cbc saa 8s GS Balog erd Mla a elas ae eee 1-3, 6-1 

ribbons recommended for... ..... 0.00: eee ee ee eee 9-7 

To instruction 

CANCOlIN”G 56 6 eek ewe ee ee we 4-7, 4-12, 4-17, 4-26, 4-35 

GetiMITIOM OF 25 <6 4 wise cdo ewe eee a Se aS ae 4-36 

with Adv key ...... 0.0 ee ee eee 4-12 to 4-13, 4-35 

with Del key... 066 ee ee mee ewe 4-25 to 4-26, 4-35 

With: Play Key isoaci a a0 0a ala soe oR 6 te dw ee ba ow i a wa 4-7, 4-35 

With Rt Key soca aaea aa eee ee ea ee wees 4-17 to 4-18, 4-35 

To key (see To instruction) 

T Set k@Vs wad. cig eect a bhe an BAe HO e we ee Ce nee oS 2-4, 8-36 

12 pith Elite): 6.4 wesw aie Seok Soe Soe Sedacle Hace b a mee saan 1-3, 6-1 

ribbons recommended for. ....... 00. eee eee 9-7 

type ball (see type element) 

type element 

CHOOSING) ocak. oo Rae ere NA bw Se ee ee ees SHE OS a 1-3 

ClOANING 25: «sca alive ares Sele ree ed Ore aici Bete Geers aI 9-8 

matching pitch lever to... ... ee es 1-6 

PUREAQION it onsecs Ge 5% women arate in Se Re Ren Meo wR 1-4 

FEMOVING i ed dem G.4 CAL Be Sheed on aS a ee ee ee Se a 8% 1-5 

typematic (repeat) keys 2... ee ee 1-10 

typing rules 

for automatic carrier return. 2... ee 8-67 

for hyphienation «i. .cecdea core ne ag ctw ewe eaea wean 8-67 

for punctuation, spacing... 6... ee es 8-67 

for typing multi-page documents ........ 2... ee eee ee ees 8-67 

while typing characters to stay at right margin .............+ 8-68 

U 

underlining. ...........06- 2-12 to 2-13, 7-17, 7-18, 7-22, 8-69 to 8-70 

centered headings ........-..2 22 eee eee ee ee ees 8-69 

Centered WOrds:2...06 60 6 od ecale awe Sew ee eR ae Se ee 8-70 

column of numbers .... 0.2000 cee ee ee 8-70 

continuous...........2 00 ee eee eee 2-12, 7-18, 7-22, 8-69, 8-70 
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Index U (continued) 

underlining (continued) 

correcting in document storage ..............04 7-16, 7-18, 8-69 

deleting instruction .. 0... 0... 00 cee eee eee ee es 8-69 

double (see a/so line finder)... 2... ee 8-69 

ONE WONG 2 s.6 5G. bbe Gade oe ee eee a ee Bl ae ES GR 2-12, 7-22 

several words or lines... . 2... ee ee es 2-12, 7-22 

words with dashes or hyphens (see a/so hyphens, permanent). .... 8-70 

unit measurement chart ... 0.2... 0.00.0 e eee eee eee 8-53 

V 

visor (see sound hood) 

WwW 

Waitlight. «4% 24 tAgawwd oo es earale Wa ee w gle werd dob aa an 7-5 

What Happened?.......... 0... cc eee eee ee ee ee eee 7-6 to 7-24 

during column layout... ...... 20... 000 c eee eens 7-6 to 7-7 

during justified playback... .. 0.0... 0000 c eee eee 7-8 to 7-9 

during paper insertion ... 0... 0... 0. eee eee eee eee 7-23 

during phrase playback... .. 0.0... 00.000. eee eee eee 7-24 

during playback ......... 0.0.0. 00 0c eee eee eee 7-10 to 7-17 

during typing... ..... cee ee ee eee 7-18 to 7-22 

word 

GAVANCINGs 4s sk EN ee RS Rea ee we EOE 4-12, 4-35 

GENITON OTs ass ss care eas Rae ea ee eee See ak me 4-36 

GelCtingG)s.6.< sci Gcara eee eae Re enaes oan en de eu ee 4-25, 4-35 

PIA VIAG? sera fe ve ara ao. ns Sas Gag ates dh cates ch we ae eee a 4-5, 4-35 

PECUGMING sie de caw Oa 6S Sale wae between Wad SF 4-17, 4-35 

words/numbers you do not want separated...............4. 8-2, 8-27 

X 

K-StOFaQe areG sais, kd ware dare sce daa murat mae eee ne aw mind 4-2, 7-15 

XXX key (see underlining) .... 0... ee eee 2-12, 8-36 

1 

NODC s4.4 ais oe Pe Ye NOS Oe ae CH Rag eeeas Gaon awe 1-3, 6-1 

TS PITCH ss ad a.u dedeacarmeesi sw Rach abd Ss Wie erwin @ eos eb ae adel ah a ae 1-3, 6-1 

2 

20z-v3END prints on your paper ............ 0.00 eee 7-16, 7-20 
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Staples can cause problems with automated mail sorting equipment 

Note: 

Please use pressure-sensitive or other gummed tape to seal this form. 

Cut along line 

IBM Electronic Typewriter 85 READER'S 

Operating Instructions COMMENT 

Order No. S544-4008-1 FORM 

You may use this form to communicate your comments about this publica- 

tion, its organization, or subject matter, with the understanding that IBM 

may use or distribute whatever information you supply in any way it believes 

appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. Your comments will 

be sent to the author’s department for whatever review and action, if any, 

are deemed appropriate. 

Note: Copies of IBM publications are not stocked at the location to which 

this form is addressed. Please direct any requests for copies of publications 

to your IBM representative or to the IBM branch office serving your locality. 

Some possible topics for comment are: clarity, accuracy, completeness, 

organization, retrieval, and legibility. If you wish a reply, give your name, 

company, mailing address, and date: 

Thank you for your cooperation. No postage stamp is necessary if mailed in 

the U.S.A. (Elsewhere, an IBM office or representative will be happy to 

forward your comments or you may mail directly to the address in the 

Edition Notice on the back of the title page.) 
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For additional information, consult the nearest IBM office. 
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